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Abstract

This paper presents a new system, called the A-
System, performing abductive reasoning within the
framework of Abductive Logic Programming. It is
based on a hybrid computational model that imple-
ments the abductive search in terms of two tightly
coupled processes: a reduction process of the high-
level logical representation to a lower-level con-
straint store and a lower-level constraint solving
process. A set of initial ”proof of principle” ex-
periments demonstrate the versatility of the ap-
proach stemming from its declarative representa-
tion of problems and the good underlying compu-
tational behaviour of the system. The approach of-
fers a general methodology of declarative problem
solving in AI where an incremental and modular re-
finement of the high-level representation with extra
domain knowledge can improve and scale the com-
putational performance of the framework.

1 Introduction
Over the last two decades it has become clear that abduction
can play a central role in addressing a variety of problems
in Artificial Intelligence. These problems include diagnosis
[Poole et al., 1987; Console et al., 1996], planning [Missiaen
et al., 1995; Kakas et al., 2000; Shanahan, 2000] knowledge
assimilation and belief revision, [Inoue and Sakama, 1995;
Pagnucco, 1996] multi-agent coordination,[Ciampolini et al.,
2000; Kowalski and Sadri, 1999] and knowledge intensive
learning [Muggleton, 2000; Mooney, 2000].

The essential feature of this abductive approach to problem
solving is the fact that it allows the application problems to
be formalized directly in their high-level declarative repres-
entation. A close link therefore emerges between declarative
problem solving in AI and the logical reasoning of abduction.
However, despite this variety of applications for abduction
and its potential benefits it has not been easy to develop gen-
eral systems for abduction that are computationally effective
for problems of practical size and complexity.

This paper presents a new system, called the A-System,
that supports abductive reasoning within the framework of
Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) [Kakas et al., 1998;
Denecker and Kakas, 2000]. In this framework problems are

represented in a high-level declarative way with logic pro-
gramming rules and classical first-order sentences (integrity
constraints). Our work aims to examine the possibility of de-
veloping ALP into a declarative problem solving framework,
suitable for a variety of AI problems, that is computationally
viable for problems of practical scale.

A principled implementation of theA-System is developed
based on a hybrid computational model that formalizes the
abductive search for a solution in terms of two interleaving
processes: the logical reduction of the high-level representa-
tion of the problem and lower-level constraint solving. The
abductive search is linked tightly to the construction of an as-
sociated constraint store.

To validate our approach we have carried out a set of ”proof
of principle” experiments with an initial implementation of
the system that aim to test (a) the general underlying compu-
tational behaviour of the A-System on different domains and
(b) the flexibility of the framework to incorporate additional
problem specific knowledge in a modular and computation-
ally enhancing way. In particular, some of these experiments
are designed to test the extend to which the high-level rep-
resentation of problems can be computationally improved via
extra domain knowledge added to it. The experiments con-
sidered include constraint satisfaction problems and standard
AI Planning Systems Competition problems.

The A-System has been developed as a follow up of two
earlier ALP systems, the ACLP system [Kakas et al., 2000]
and SLDNFAC [Denecker and Schreye, 1998], bringing to-
gether features from these two systems. The main devel-
opment in the design of the A-System over these previous
systems is the fact that the non-determinism in the abduct-
ive computation is now made explicit allowing the possibil-
ity of implementing this as a form of parameterized heuristic
search coupled with a process of deterministic propagation
of the state of computation. The A-System is available from
www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/�dtai/kt.

2 Declarative Programming with Abduction
Declarative Problem Solving with a high-level representation
of the problem at hand is closely related to abduction. The
reason for this stems from the fact that in a declarative rep-
resentation where one describes the expert knowledge on the
problem domain rather than some method for its solution of-
ten, the task of solving the problems consists in filling the
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missing information from this representation pertaining to the
goal at hand. Typically, in a logical framework of represent-
ation the solution consists in finding the extension of some
predicate(s) which are incompletely specified in the repres-
entation. The high-level theory describing the problem is then
extended to a new one such that the problem goal is satisfied.

Computing such extensions of the theory representing our
problem is an abductive task. Indeed, abduction as a problem
solving method assumes that the general data structure for the
solution to a problem (or solution carrier) is at the predicate
level and hence that a solution is described in the same terms
and level as the problem itself.

A framework for problem solving with abduction therefore
needs to be expressing enough to allow high-level declarative
representations of complex problems with missing or incom-
plete information. At the same time for such a framework to
have a practical value it should provide ways of improving
the computational effectiveness of this high-level represent-
ation for any particular problem. One such framework that
combines representational expressiveness and computational
flexibility is that of Abductive Constraint Logic Programming
(ACLP) a framework that integrates together Abductive Lo-
gic Programming (ALP) with methods from Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP). The A-system is developed within this
framework. Let us briefly review the underlying framework
of ALP.

A recent way to formalize ALP is to view this as a special
case of ID-logic [Denecker, 2000], a logic extending classical
logic with inductive definitions. Let a language of predicates,
L, be given consisting of three disjoint types of predicates:
(i) PD the defined predicates, (ii) A the open or abducible
predicates and (iii) C the constraint predicates. Then a theory
in ALP is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 An abductive theory is a triple (P;A; IC)
where:

� P is a constraint logic program where only defined pre-
dicates appearing in the head of these rules.

� A is a set of ground abducible atoms over open predic-
ates.

� IC is a set of first order formulae overL, called integrity
constraints.

The representation of an application problem in an abduct-
ive theory (P;A; IC) splits, in this view of ALP in terms
of ID-logic, into two parts. The set of rules in P represents
the expert’s strong definitional knowledge of the problem, i.e.
knowledge which fully determines one or a group of predic-
ates, the defined predicates, in terms of other open predicates.
Each rule represents a case in which the defined predicate in
the head will be true; the programP is an exhaustive enumer-
ation of the cases. The open or abducible predicates have no
definition. But some general information about them may be
available indirectly through the expert’s weaker assertional
knowledge of the problem. This is represented by the the-
ory IC of integrity constraints. The set A enumerates all the
possible missing ”values” for the open predicates. Abductive
solutions are build fromA giving a ground (partial) definition
of these open predicates.

The constraint predicates are defined, as in CLP, by an un-
derlying constraint theory which is independent of any par-
ticular abductive theory (P;A; IC). We will assume that the
constraint theory is a finite domain theory that also includes
equality over logical terms. The formal details of this are
beyond the scope of this paper.

In ALP the abductive problem task is defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 Given an abductive theory (P;A; T ) and
some query Q, consisting of a conjunction of literals over L,
an abductive solution (or explanation) forQ is a set � � A of
ground abducible atoms together with an answer substitution
� such that P [� is consistent and:

� P [� j= 8(�(Q))

� P [� j= IC:

This definition is generic in that it defines the notion of an
abductive solution in terms of any given semantics of standard
(constraint) Logic Programming (LP). Each particular choice
of semantics defines its own entailment relation j= and hence
its own notion of what is an abductive solution. In the con-
text of ID-logic, its inductive definition semantics essentially
coincides with the well-founded model semantics [Gelder et
al., 1991] for LP when this is a two valued model1. In the rest
of this paper we will be adopting this well-founded model
semantics for LP for the development of our A-System.

A computed abductive solution � therefore gives a ground
definition of the open predicates which in turn through the
logic program, P [�, extends this to the defined predicates.

As an example of an abductive theory we give below a
part of the theory representing a planning domain. In this,
drive vehicle, is the only open predicate, <, �, 6= are con-
straint predicates and all others are defined predicates. The
predicates vehicle, location and time are simple predicates
defining the finite domain of variables, e.g. using CLP nota-
tion vehicle(Truck) : �Truck in 1::10 for a problem where
we have ten trucks.

vehicle at(Truck; Loc; T ) : �
init vehicle at(Truck; Loc);
:clipped vehicle at(Truck; Loc; 0; T )2:

vehicle at(Truck; Loc; T ) : �
drive vehicle(Truck; Loc; E);
E < T;
:clipped vehicle at(Truck; Loc; E; T ):

clipped vehicle at(Truck; Loc1; E; T ) : �
drive vehicle(Truck; Loc2; C);
Loc2 6= Loc1;
E � C;C < T:

prec vehicle(Truck; Loc; T ) : �
vehicle(Truck);
location(Loc);
time(T );
petrol in(Truck; T ):

8Trc; Loc; T:
drive vehicle(Trc; Loc; T )! prec vehicle(Trc; Loc; T ):

1The formal details of this are beyond the scope of this paper.
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The initial state of the problem is given by a
set of facts in the logic program P including state-
ments of the form init vehicle at(Truck; Loc), e.g.
init vehicle at(truck1; city1 1):

3 A-System and Abductive Search
The computation of an abductive solution in the A-System
can be seen as a process of reduction of the query, Q, to a
set of abducible hypotheses on the open predicates together
with an associated constraint store CS of constraints over the
general finite domain constraint theory supported by the par-
ticular ALP framework. This is similar to the computation of
CLP with two important differences.

First the reduction involves through the hypotheses also a
reduction of the integrity constraints IC. Effectively, when
a new abductive hypothesis is made the integrity constraints
need to be re-evaluated to remain true. This satisfaction of
the IC can result in new constraints for the constraint store
CS and possibly new goals at the same level as the original
query. The second difference with CLP is the way that the
constraint store CS is used in this reduction. As we will see
in the next subsection, this is not merely a passive store of
constraints to be evaluated at the end of the reduction but it
is used actively during the reduction to affect the search. For
example, it enables reductions to be pruned early by setting
new constraints in CS provided that this remains satisfiable.

3.1 Abductive Inference in the A-System
The logical reduction of a query Q in the A-System can be
defined as a derivation for Q through a rewriting process
between states. We give here in brief the formal details of
this.

A computational restriction on the form of the integrity
constraints, IC, of an abductive theory (P;A; IC) is imposed
in the A-System. These sentences must be (or should be
transformed to classically equivalent sentences) of the form:
8:(l1; : : : ; ln) where each li is a literal. Such an integrity
constraint will also be called a denial or a negative goal
and will be denoted by  l1; : : : ; ln. Also to simplify the
presentation, we assume that each rule in P is of the form
p(X)  B[X;Xi] where all variables are (implicitly) uni-
versally quantified, referred to as free variables, and B[X;Y ]
is a conjunction of literals with free variables X occurring in
the head and Y occurring only in the body. Rules are there-
fore in homogeneous form where no non-variable term can
appear in their head e.g. a rule p(c)  q(Y ) will be written
equivalently as p(X) X = c; q(Y ).

A state S of the derivation consists of two types of ele-
ments: a set of literals (possibly with free variables), called
positive goals, and a set of denials, called negative goals, of
the form 8X:  F [X;Y ] where F [X;Y ] is a conjunction
of literals and Y are free variables. �(S) denotes the set of
abducible atoms in S, i.e. positive goal atoms whose predic-
ate is an open predicate and C(S) denotes the set of positive
constraint atoms in S. A derivation for Q starts with an initial
state consisting of the literals of the query Q as positive goals
and all the denials in IC as negative goals. The rewriting
derivation proceeds by selecting a literal in a goal of S and

applying a suitable inference rule yielding a new state. The
main inference rules are given by the following rewrite rules
(different elements of S are separated by ”;”):

� p(t) ) Bi[t] if p is a defined predicate and p(X)  
Bi[X] a rule.

� p(t)) t = s if p is an open predicate and p(s) 2 S.

� :A) A.

� 8X:  p(t); Q ) F1; :::;Fn (p a defined predicate)
where Fi = 8X

0

; Xi:  Bi[t;Xi]; Q for each rule
p(Y ) Bi[Y ;Xi], (X

0
� X).

� 8X:  p(t); Q ) 8X:  p(t); Q;F1; :::;Fn (p an
open predicate) where Fi = 8X

0

:  t = s;Q for each
p(si) an abduced atom in S, (X

0

� X).

� 8X:  C;Q ) :C; if C is a constraint atom without
universally quantified variables.

� 8X: C;Q) C;8X: Q; if C is a constraint atom
without universally quantified variables.

� 8X:  :A;Q ) A if A does not contain universally
quantified variables.

A successful derivation terminates with a state S such that:

1. S contains positive goals only of the form of abducible
atoms or constraint atoms,

2. negative goals in S are denials containing some open
atom p(t) which has already been selected and resolved
with each abduced atom p(s) 2 S, and

3. the constraint store C(S) of S is satisfiable.

Otherwise, the derivation flounders when universally quan-
tified variables appear in the selected literal in a denial. If the
derivation does not succeed or flounder then it fails. Note that
negation as failure in P is simply re-written (via the 3rd rule)
to a denial of the positive atom.

Let S be the final state of a successful derivation. Then any
substitution � that assigns a ground term to each free variable
of S and which satisfies the constraint store C(S) is called a
solution substitution of S. Such a substitution always exists
since C(S) is satisfiable for a successful derivation.

Theorem 3.1 Let (P;A; IC) be an abductive theory s.t.
P j= IC, Q a query, S the final state of a successful de-
rivation for Q and � a solution substitution of S. Then the
pair �(�(S)) and � is an abductive solution of Q.

3.2 Abductive Search
The search for an abductive solution in the A-System based
on the above proof theory, depends very closely on the com-
puted constraint store. Typically, the abducible hypotheses
made during the computation are non-ground atoms whose
variables are restricted by the constraints in the associated
constraint store of the computation. This constraint store
plays a central role not only in carrying (together with the
abducibles) the solution but also in controlling the abductive
search.
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In many respects the computation can be viewed as a pro-
cess of constructing a constraint store from the high-level spe-
cification and query of the abductive theory as any decision
that we take, e.g. which abducible to introduce or how to
satisfy an integrity constraint, extends differently the current
constraint store. Hence we can turn things around and use the
constraint store to guide the decisions that we make in this
abductive search.

The overall pattern of the abductive computation in the
A-System is as follows:

1. Deterministic Propagation of +ve and -ve Goals

2. Suspend and Evaluate Choices

(a) Quasi-consistency of -ve Goals
(b) Evaluate Choices on +ve goals

3. Global set of Choices: new +ve Goals, Gnew

4. If Gnew non-empty then Return to (1)

5. Otherwise, Exit and Ground Solution.

The computation starts with a phase of deterministic
propagation where all of the current goals that have only
one possible rewriting are reduced until no such goals are
left in the resulting state of the computation. The purpose
of this phase is two-fold: (a) to expose and collect all the
choice points in the current state of the computation and (b) to
propagate the construction of the constraint store with all new
constraints that are necessarily imposed under the choices
made so far in the previous iteration steps. The updated con-
straint store is checked for satisfiability during this phase as
it grows. This can have a significant effect on the computa-
tion as it enables us to detect early the ensuing failure of the
choices made prior to this before committing to other choices.

All the choice points exposed by this deterministic phase
are suspended and a new process of their evaluation begins.
This explicit handling of the non-determinism in the com-
putation allows the use of a parameterized form of heuristic
search where a variety of different types of heuristics can be
used. There are essentially two types of choices in the compu-
tation. These are (1) a choice of which rule from the program
to use in rewriting a positive goal (cf. first and second rewrite
rule) and (2) a choice of which way to satisfy a denial (cf. last
three rewrite rules).

The choice points of the second type are considered in a
phase called quasi-consistency3 where we try to satisfy all
the denials in the current state together if possible without
the introduction of new positive goals. Choices result in a
new possible constraint store, that we can compute by a sub-
sidiary phase of deterministic propagation. The ”quality” of
this ensuing constraint store under various criteria, e.g. tight-
ness of its finite domain variables or minimal change in the
current constraint store, forms a possible heuristic criterion.
A second criterion concerns the number and complexity of
the new positive goals, that a choice would produce. For ex-
ample, preferring new goals which are deterministic or which
introduce new abducibles whose associated denials would

3This name reflects the fact that at this stage of the computation
the satisfaction of the integrity constraint denials is in general con-
tingent on a set of new goals.

have a simple form are different possibilities that we are cur-
rently exploring here in the implementation of theA-System.

After the phase of quasi-consistency the computation ex-
amines the other choice points left suspended, namely posit-
ive goals which are non-deterministic, and again it can apply
a form of heuristic evaluation to choose amongst the differ-
ent possibilities. Once a global decision is taken on all these
choice points the computation either returns to the top to re-
peat the process, when the choice leads to new positive goals,
or otherwise, it terminates successfully by labeling the con-
straint store and thus grounding the abductive solution.

This global approach, of the A-System to choice making
where it tries to cover together as many choice points as pos-
sible results in more informed decisions leading to less back-
tracking and thus to a better computational performance. It
also facilitates the use of heuristics by helping to parameter-
ize them and make them available at the top level.

An important parameter of the computation is the degree
to which the constraint store is examined for its satisfiabil-
ity (and other quality measures) during its construction. One
possibility is to do a full check of the whole store at each
point where this grows. But this can be costly as a large part
of this maybe unnecessary. On the other hand an incomplete
check may result in the late (after several choices) recognition
of the inconsistency of the constraint store. An intermediate
possibility is to localizing the check to the latest addition to
the store, i.e to the variables of the current constraints and
other variables connected to these by constraints already in
the store. This induces a form of dynamic partition of the
constraint store into connected components that reflects, to
a certain extend, the high-level structure of the problem and
query at hand and could help minimize the computation re-
quired to check the satisfiability of the store.

4 Experiments with the A-System
A number of different experiments have been carried out to
test the underlying general computational behaviour of (an
initial implementation of) the A-System and how this can be
affected by extending the high-level representation of prob-
lems with additional information.

The current version of the system is implemented as a
meta-program on top of Sicstus Prolog 3.8.5 and uses its finite
domain constraint solver. It is developed as an experimenta-
tion tool to test different datastructures and strategies. Cur-
rently a form of indexing on the abducibles and constraints is
used in the datastructures. With respect to the parameters of
the abductive search presented in the previous section the cur-
rent version implements only a very basic form of heuristics.
In particular, the methods used for checking the satisfiability
of the constraint store during its construction are simple.

A first set of experiments consists of problems whose spe-
cification can be reduced to a finite domain constraint store in
one phase of reduction. Such problems include standard con-
straint satisfaction problems, e.g. N-Queens, Graph Coloring
and Scheduling problems. The aim here was to confirm that
the execution will be deterministic and to compare the execu-
tion time with that of solving the problem directly in CLP to
see the overhead cost of the reduction of the high-level rep-
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resentation of the problem. The tables below show a sample
of these experiments for the N-Queens problem and a graph
coloring problem. For the graph coloring experiment a set of
4-colorable planar graphs were constructed. The run times
are split into the time needed to find an abductive solution
and the subsequent time needed to ground this by the CLP
labeling. All experiments reported in this paper are done on a
Linux machine (800 Mhz) with 512 MB of memory.

N-Queens
size abductive solution (s) clp grounding
30 0.7 10ms
40 1.9 20ms
50 4.1 160ms
60 8.9 160ms

Graph Coloring
size(nodes) abductive solution (s) clp grounding
80 1.9 10ms
100 3.7 20ms
200 21.3 20ms
400 233.3 50ms

Although the reduction of the whole specification is done
in one step (no backtracking occurs over the abductive solu-
tion) in both experiments the construction time (abductive
solution) increases clearly with the size. So the metainter-
preter is some orders slower than the Prolog below, which is
used in a CLP-program to set up the constraints.

Another set of experiments was carried out on planning
problems. These are non-deterministic problems where the
abductive computation and search of the A-System can be
tested. We selected from the latest AIPS2000 planning com-
petition two domains: blocks world and logistics. The next
table shows the performance of the system on the blocks
world domain. For this experiment we used a specification
with one action move(X,Y,T), which denotes moving a block
X onto Y at time T.

Problem Planlength Time(s)
20-0 37 1.7
30-1 57 3.5
45-0 88 10.2
55-1 105 17.2
60-0 114 30.8

The second considered domain is that of logistics. For this
domain a specification with functors and the general event
calculus is used. Futhermore the specification is two layered:
the top layer is a compact high level description of the logist-
ics domain. The lower level actions (from the original AIPS
strips description) are derived from the high level ones. The
first table below shows the performance of the A-System on
problems where the system has been used to compute only
high-level abstract plans. The length of the plans are given
by the final time when the goal is achieved (first number in
the column) and the number of abduced actions describing
the actual plan. A blank entry indicates that the system was
unable to find a solution within a given time limit.

The results for the low level plans are presented in a second
table. These plans are computed in a separated phase using
as input the previous computed high level plans. This step
expands the high level plans in number of time points and

actions.
High level solutions
Problem Length Time(s) Max time points
7-0 8/15 6.3 100
8-0 9/19 7.8 100
9-0 8/16 34.1 (*) 100
10-0 7/18 8.5 100
11-0 - - -
12-0 9/18 298.4 (*) 100
12-0 9/18 19.9 20

Low level solutions
Problem Length Time
7-0 21/40 40ms
8-0 21/47 50ms
9-0 15/39 40ms
10-0 18/46 50ms
12-0 24/45 50ms

Some of the problems took a while to return a solution. Be-
cause the finite domain solver is incomplete, the A-System
may go on with a branch although the constraint store is
already unsatisfiable (see the marked entries in the above
tables). We tried different satisfiability checks but none of
them was overall successful. A parameter in such a check
is the domain size of the variables (see the last column of
the table of the high level plans): by decreasing the maximal
number of time points the satisfiability check fails faster when
the constraint store is insatisfiable. As consequence some
problems could be solved in a reasonable time. Currently, we
are investigating how we can improve this satisfiablity check.

Compared to previous experiments with SLDNFAC and
ACLP, the A-System is more reliable and more robust to
changes in the order of execution of the query. However be-
cause the constraint solver is incomplete it still possible to
have one derivation ofA-System failing to find a solution and
another one finding it immediately. Another main difference
of theA-System with these previous systems is its separation
of search and inference. This allows easy experimentation
with several strategies and different degrees of deterministic
propagation.

5 Related Work and Conclusions
There are several other abductive systems for ALP that have
recently been developed. Different methods have been used
e.g. bottom up computation [Iwayama and Satoh, 2000],
tabling [Alferes et al., 1999] and rewriting rules with the com-
pletion [Fung and Kowalski, 1997; Kowalski et al., 1998].
The A-System with its two earlier ALP systems, the ACLP
system and SLDNFAC, is to our knowledge the first abductive
system that has paid particular attention to the computational
aspects of abduction using constraint solving extensively to
control the abductive search and enhance its computational
behaviour.

On a more abstract level our work is related to Answer Set
Programming(ASP) [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991]. Strong
connections have been established [Satoh and Iwayama,
1991] between ALP and ASP. At the level of semantics these
two frameworks are for a large class of theories (ASP ad-
mits only a special type of integrity constraints) equivalent.
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At the level of computation our construction of an abductive
solution in the A-System corresponds to the generation of a
model in ASP but there are some significant differences in the
respective computational models. It is therefore instructive
to develop systematic experiments to compare systems from
these two approaches to declarative problem solving.

The abductive search in theA-System can be parametrized
in a variety of ways to reflect the type of cooperation with
constraint solver and the heuristics that are used. An im-
portant future development of the system is to structure fur-
ther this parametric space and to study how more techniques
from constraint programming and advanced heuristic search
can be incorporated in order to improve the general computa-
tional behaviour of the framework on a variety of problems.
In particular, we can study how recent heuristic methods for
planning [Bonet and Geffner, 1999] can be generalized to the
abductive computation of the A-System.

This general improvement of the underlying computational
efficiency of the ALP framework, or indeed of any other de-
clarative problem solving framework, is clearly limited as we
are aiming to use the framework on a general variety of prob-
lems. A complementary line of development of theA-System
and its associated ALP framework concerns the study of how
to provide a programming environment where the user has the
facility to incrementally refine her/his high-level representa-
tion of the problem in a modular way. A general methodology
for declarative problem solving with abduction is emerging
where the ALP modeling environment provides the possibil-
ity for extra problem specific (declarative or control) know-
ledge to be included that would enhance its computational
performance.
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Abstract
We are interested in semantical underpinnings for
existing approaches to preference handling in ex-
tended logic programming (within the framework
of answer set programming). As a starting point,
we explore three different approaches that have
been recently proposed in the literature. Because
these approaches use rather different formal means,
we furnish a series of uniform characterizations
that allow us to gain insights into the relationships
among these approaches. To be more precise, we
provide different characterizations in terms of (i)
fixpoints, (ii) order preservation, and (iii) transla-
tions into standard logic programs. While the two
former provide semantics for logic programming
with preference information, the latter furnishes
implementation techniques for these approaches.

1 Introduction
Numerous approaches to logic programming with preference
information have been proposed in the literature. So far, how-
ever, there is no systematic account on their structural dif-
ferences, finally leading to solid semantical underpinnings.
We address this shortcoming by a comparative study of a dis-
tinguished class of approaches to preference handling. This
class consists ofselectiveapproaches remaining within the
complexity class of extended logic programming (under an-
swer sets semantics). These approaches are selective insofar
as they use preferences to distinguish certain “models” of the
original program.

We explore three different approaches that have been re-
cently proposed in the literature, namely the ones in[Brewka
and Eiter, 1999; Delgrandeet al., 2000; Wanget al., 2000].
Our investigation adopts characterization techniques found in
the same literature in order to shed light on the relationships
among these approaches. This provides us with different
characterizations in terms of (i) fixpoints, (ii) order preser-
vation, and (iii) translations into standard logic programs.
While the two former provide semantics for logic program-
ming with preference information, the latter furnishes im-
plementation techniques for these approaches. From another
∗ Affiliated with the School of Computing Science at Simon

Fraser University, Burnaby, Canada.

perspective, one can view (iii) as an axiomatization of the un-
derlying strategy within the object language, while (i) may
be regarded as a meta-level description of the corresponding
construction process. One may view (ii) as the most seman-
tical characterization because it tells us which “models” of
the original program are selected by the respective preference
handling strategy.

We limit (also in view of (iii)) our investigation to ap-
proaches to preference handling that remain within NP. This
excludes approach like the ones in[Rintanen, 1995; Zhang
and Foo, 1997] that step outside the complexity class of the
underlying reasoning method. This applies also to the ap-
proach in[Sakama and Inoue, 1996], where preferences on
literals are investigated. While the approach of[Gelfond
and Son, 1997] remains within NP, it advocates strategies
that are non-selective. Approaches that can be addressed
within this framework include[Baader and Hollunder, 1993;
Brewka, 1994] that were originally proposed for default logic.

2 Definitions and notation
We assume a basic familiarity with logic programming un-
deranswer set semantics[Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991]. An
extended logic programis a finite set of rules of the form

L0 ← L1, . . . , Lm,not Lm+1, . . . ,not Ln, (1)

wheren ≥ m ≥ 0, and eachLi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) is a literal, ie.
either an atomA or its negation¬A. The set of all literals is
denoted byLit . Given a ruler as in (1), we lethead(r) de-
note thehead, L0, of r andbody(r) thebody, {L1, . . . , Lm,
not Lm+1, . . . ,not Ln}, of r. Further, letbody+(r) =
{L1, , . . . , Lm} andbody−(r) = {Lm+1, . . . , Ln}. A pro-
gram is calledbasicif body−(r) = ∅ for all its rules.

We define the reduct of a ruler as r+ = head(r) ←
body+(r). Thereduct, ΠX , of a programΠ relative toa set
X of literals is defined by

ΠX = {r+ | r ∈ Π andbody−(r) ∩X = ∅}.

A set of literalsX is closed undera basic programΠ iff for
anyr ∈ Π, head(r) ∈ X wheneverbody+(r) ⊆ X. We say
thatX is logically closediff it is either consistent (ie. it does
not contain both a literalA and its negation¬A) or equals
Lit . The smallest set of literals which is both logically closed
and closed under a basic programΠ is denoted byCn(Π).
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Finally, a setX of literals is ananswer setof a programΠ
iff Cn(ΠX) = X. In what follows, we deal withconsistent
answer sets only.

The setΓXΠ of all generating rulesof an answer setX from
Π is given by

ΓXΠ = {r ∈ Π | body+(r) ⊆ X andbody−(r) ∩X = ∅}.

As van Gelder in[1993], we defineCΠ(X) = Cn(ΠX).
Note that the operatorCΠ is anti-monotonic, which implies
that the operatorAΠ(X) = CΠ(CΠ(X)) is monotonic. A
fixpoint ofAΠ is called analternating fixpointfor Π. Differ-
ent semantics are captured by distinguishing different groups
of fixpoints ofAΠ.

A (statically) ordered logic program1 is a pair (Π, <),
whereΠ is an extended logic program and< ⊆ Π×Π is
an irreflexive and transitive relation. Given,r1, r2 ∈ Π, the
relationr1 < r2 expresses thatr2 has higher priority thanr1.2

3 Preferred alternating fixpoints
The notion of answer sets (without preference) is based on
a reduction of extended logic programs to basic programs
(without default negation). Such a reduction is inapplicable
when addressing conflicts by means of preference informa-
tion since all conflicts between rules are simultaneously re-
solved when turningΠ into ΠX . Rather conflict resolution
must be characterized among the original rules in order to
account for blockage between rules. That is, once the neg-
ative bodybody−(r) is eliminated there is no way to detect
whetherhead(r′) ∈ body−(r) holds in case ofr < r′.

Such an approach is pursued in[Wang et al., 2000] for
characterizing “preferred” answer sets. Following earlier ap-
proaches based on default logic[Baader and Hollunder, 1993;
Brewka, 1994], this approach is based on the concept ofac-
tiveness: LetX,Y ⊆ Lit be two sets of literals in an ordered
logic program(Π, <). A rule r in Π is activewrt the pair
(X,Y ), if body+(r) ⊆ X andbody−(r) ∩ Y = ∅.
Definition 1 (Wang et al.,2000) Let (Π, <) be an ordered
logic program and letX be a set of literals. We define

X0 = ∅ and fori ≥ 0
Xi+1 = Xi ∪ {head(r) |

I . r ∈ Π is active wrt(Xi, X) and
II . there is no ruler′ ∈ Π with r < r′

such that
(a) r′ is active wrt(X,Xi) and
(b) head(r′) 6∈ Xi


Then,C(Π,<)(X) =

⋃
i≥0Xi if

⋃
i≥0Xi is consistent.

Otherwise,C(Π,<)(X) = Lit.

The idea is to apply a ruler only if the question of application
has been settled for all higher-ranked rulesr′. That is, if either
its prerequisites will never be derivable, viz.body+(r′) 6⊆
X, or r′ is defeated by what has been derived so far, viz.

1Also calledprioritized logic program by some authors, as eg. in
[Brewka and Eiter, 1999].

2Some authors, among them[Brewka and Eiter, 1999], attribute
relation< the inverse meaning.

body−(r) ∩Xi 6= ∅, or r′ or another rule with the same head
have already applied, viz.head(r′) ∈ Xi.

As its originalCΠ, the operatorC(Π,<) is anti-monotonic.
Accordingly, we may define for any setX ⊆ Lit , the
alternating transformationof (Π, <) as A(Π,<)(X) =
C(Π,<)(C(Π,<)(X)). A fixpoint of A(Π,<) is called analter-
nating fixpointof (Π, <). Note thatA(Π,<) is monotonic.

Now, in analogy to Van Gelder[1993], a semantical frame-
work for ordered logic programs in terms of sets of alternating
fixpoints can be defined. Three different types of semantics
are investigated in[Wanget al., 2000]: (i) Preferred3 answer
sets, viz. alternating fixpoints being also fixpoints ofC(Π,<).
(ii) Preferred regular extensions, viz. maximal normal4 al-
ternating fixpoints of(Π, <). (iii) Preferred well-founded
model, viz. the least alternating fixpoint of(Π, <).

We put the prefix ‘W-’ whenever a distinction to other ap-
proaches is necessary.

For illustration, consider the following ordered logic pro-
gram(Π2, <) due to[Baader and Hollunder, 1993]:

r1 : ¬f ← p,not f
r2 : w ← b,not ¬w
r3 : f ← w,not ¬f
r4 : b ← p
r5 : p ←

r2 < r1 (2)

Observe thatΠ2 admits two answer sets:X = {p, b,¬f, w}
andX ′ = {p, b, f, w}. As argued in[Baader and Hollunder,
1993], X is the uniqueW-preferred answer set. To see this,
observe that

X0 = ∅ X ′0 = ∅
X1 = {p} X ′1 = {p}
X2 = {p, b,¬f} X ′2 = {p, b}
X3 = {p, b,¬f, w} X ′3 = X ′2 6= X ′

X4 = X3 = X

Note thatw cannot be included intoX ′3 becauser1 is active
wrt (X ′, X ′2) andr1 is preferred tor2.

4 Compiling order preservation
A translation of ordered logic programs(Π, <) to standard
onesΠ′ is developed in[Delgrandeet al., 2000]. The specific
strategy used there ensures that the resulting programΠ′ ad-
mits only those answer sets of the original programΠ that are
order preserving:

Definition 2 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered program and
letX be an answer set ofΠ.

Then,X is called<-preserving, if there exists an enumer-
ation 〈ri〉i∈I of ΓXΠ such that for everyi, j ∈ I we have that:

0. body+(ri) ⊆ {head(rj) | j < i}; and

1. if ri < rj , thenj < i; and

2. if ri < r′ andr′ ∈ Π \ ΓXΠ , then

(a) body+(r′) 6⊆ X or

(b) body−(r′) ∩ {head(rj) | j < i} 6= ∅.
3Originally calledprioritized.
4An alternating fixpointX is normal ifX ⊆ C(Π,<)(X).
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Condition 0 makes the property ofgroundedness5 explicit.
Although any standard answer set is generated by a grounded
sequence of rules, we will see in the sequel that this property
is weakened when preferences are at issue. Condition 1 stip-
ulates that〈ri〉i∈I is compatiblewith <, a property invariant
to all of the considered approaches. Lastly, Condition 2 is
comparable with Condition II in Definition 1; it guarantees
that rules can never be blocked by lower-ranked rules.

As above,X = {p, b,¬f, w} is the only<-preserving
answer set ofΠ2; it can be generated by the grounded se-
quences〈r5, r4, r1, r2〉 and〈r5, r1, r4, r2〉 both of which sat-
isfy conditions 1 and 2. The only grounded sequence gener-
atingX ′ = {p, b, f, w}, namely〈r5, r4, r2, r3〉, violates 2b.

The corresponding translation integrates ordering informa-
tion into the logic program via a special-purpose predicate
symbol≺. This allows also for treating ordering information
in a dynamic fashion. A logic program over a propositional
languageL is said to bedynamicallyordered iffL contains
the following pairwise disjoint categories: (i) a setN of terms
serving asnamesfor rules; (ii) a setAt of (propositional)
atoms of a program; and (iii) a setAt≺ of preference atoms
s ≺ t, wheres, t ∈ N are names. For each such program
Π, we assume furthermore a bijective functionn(·) assigning
to each ruler ∈ Π a namen(r) ∈ N . To simplify nota-
tion, we usually writenr instead ofn(r) (and we sometimes
abbreviatenri by ni).

An atom nr ≺ nr′ ∈ At≺ amounts to asserting that
r < r′ holds. A statically ordered program(Π, <) can
thus be captured by programs containing preference atoms
only among their facts; it is then expressed by the program
Π ∪ {(nr ≺ nr′)← | r < r′}.

Givenr < r′, one wants to ensure thatr′ is considered be-
fore r, in the sense that, for a given answer setX, rule r′ is
known to be applied or defeatedahead ofr (cf. Condition II
or 2 above, respectively). This is done by translating rules so
that the order of rule application can be explicitly controlled.
For this purpose, one needs to be able to detect when a rule
has been applied or when a rule is defeated. For a ruler, there
are two cases for it not to be applied: it may be that some lit-
eral inbody+(r) does not appear in the answer set, or it may
be that a literal inbody−(r) is in the answer set. For detecting
non-applicability (i.e., blockage), for each ruler in the given
programΠ, a new, special-purpose atombl(nr) is introduced.
Similarly, a special-purpose atomap(nr) is introduced to de-
tect the case where a rule has been applied. For controlling
application of ruler the atomok(nr) is introduced. Infor-
mally, one concludes that it isok to apply a rule just if it isok
with respect to every<-greater rule; for such a<-greater rule
r′, this will be the case just whenr′ is known to be blocked
or applied.

More formally, given a dynamically ordered programΠ
overL, let L+ be the language obtained fromL by adding,
for eachr, r′ ∈ Π, new pairwise distinct propositional atoms
ap(nr), bl(nr), ok(nr), andok′(nr,nr′). Then, the transla-
tion T maps an ordered programΠ overL into a standard
programT (Π) overL+ in the following way.

5This term is borrowed from the literature on default logic.

Definition 3 (Delgrandeet al.,2000) Let Π = {r1, . . . , rk}
be a dynamically ordered logic program overL.

Then, the logic programT (Π) over L+ is defined as
T (Π) =

⋃
r∈Πτ(r) , whereτ(r) consists of the following

rules, forL+ ∈ body+(r), L− ∈ body−(r), andr′, r′′ ∈ Π :

a1(r) : head(r) ← ap(nr)
a2(r) : ap(nr) ← ok(nr), body(r)

b1(r, L+) : bl(nr) ← ok(nr),not L+

b2(r, L−) : bl(nr) ← ok(nr), L−

c1(r) : ok(nr) ← ok′(nr,nr1), ..., ok′(nr,nrk)
c2(r, r′) : ok′(nr,nr′) ← not (nr ≺ nr′)
c3(r, r′) : ok′(nr,nr′) ← (nr ≺ nr′), ap(nr′)
c4(r, r′) : ok′(nr,nr′) ← (nr ≺ nr′), bl(nr′)

t(r, r′, r′′) : nr ≺ nr′′ ← nr ≺ nr′ ,nr′ ≺ nr′′
as(r, r′) : ¬(nr′ ≺ nr) ← nr ≺ nr′

We writeT (Π, <) rather thanT (Π′), wheneverΠ′ is the dy-
namically ordered program capturing(Π, <).

The first four rules ofτ(r) express applicability and block-
ing conditions of the original rules. The second group of rules
encodes the strategy for handling preferences. The first of
these rules,c1(r), “quantifies” over the rules inΠ. This is
necessary when dealing with dynamic preferences since pref-
erences may vary depending on the corresponding answer set.
The three rulesc2(r, r′), c3(r, r′), andc4(r, r′) specify the
pairwise dependency of rules in view of the given preference
ordering: For any pair of rulesr, r′ with nr ≺ nr′ , we de-
rive ok′(nr,nr′) whenevernr ≺ nr′ fails to hold, or when-
ever eitherap(nr′) or bl(nr′) is true. This allows us to derive
ok(nr), indicating thatr may potentially be applied when-
ever we have for allr′ with nr ≺ nr′ thatr′ has been applied
or cannot be applied. It is important to note that this is only
one of many strategies for dealing with preferences: differ-
ent strategies are obtainable by changing the specification of
ok(·) andok′(·, ·), as we will see below.

As shown in[Delgrandeet al., 2000], a set of literalsX is a
<-preserving answer set ofΠ iff X = Y ∩L for some answer
setY of T (Π, <). In the sequel, we refer to such answer sets
as beingD-preferred.

5 Synthesis

The last two sections have exposed three rather different ways
of characterizing preferred answer sets. Despite their differ-
ent characterizations, however, it turns out that the two ap-
proaches prefer similar answer sets.

5.1 Characterizing D-preference

We start by providing a fixpoint definition forD-preference.
For this purpose, we assume a bijective mappingrule(·) from
rule heads to rules, that is,rule(head(r)) = r; accordingly,
rule({head(r) | r ∈ R}) = R. Such mappings can be
defined in a bijective way by distinguishing different occur-
rences of literals.

Definition 4 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered logic pro-
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gram and letX be a set of literals. We define

X0 = ∅ and fori ≥ 0
Xi+1 = Xi ∪ {head(r) |

I . r ∈ Π is active wrt(Xi, X) and
II . there is no ruler′ ∈ Π with r < r′

such that
(a) r′ is active wrt(X,Xi) and
(b) r′ 6∈ rule(Xi)


Then,CD

(Π,<)(X) =
⋃
i≥0Xi if

⋃
i≥0Xi is consistent.

Otherwise,CD
(Π,<)(X) = Lit.

The difference between this definition and Definition 1 man-
ifests itself in IIb. WhileD-preference requires that a higher-
ranked rule has effectively applied,W-preference contents
itself with the presence of the head of the rule, no matter
whether this was supplied by the rule itself.

This difference is nicely illustrated by program(Π3, <):

r1 : a ← not b
r2 : b ←
r3 : a ←

r2 < r1 (3)

While the only answer set{a, b} is W-preferred set, there is
no D-preferred answer set. This is the same with program
(Π′3, <) obtained by replacingr1 with r′1 : a← b.

We have the following result providing three alternative
characterizations ofD-preferred answer sets.

Theorem 1 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered logic program
overL and letX be a consistent set of literals.

Then, the following propositions are equivalent.

1. CD
(Π,<)(X) = X;

2. X = Y ∩ L for some answer setY of T (Π, <);
3. X is a<-preserving answer set ofΠ.

While the last result dealt with effective answer sets, the next
one shows that applying operatorCD

(Π,<) is equivalent to the
application of van Gelder’s operatorCΠ′ to the translated pro-
gramT (Π, <) .

Theorem 2 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered logic program
overL and letX be a consistent set of literals overL.

Then, we have thatCD
(Π,<)(X) = CT (Π,<)(Y )∩L for some

set of literalsY overL+ such thatX = Y ∩ L.

This result is important because it allows us to use the trans-
lationT (Π, <) for implementing further semantics by appeal
to the alternating fixpoint idea.

5.2 Characterizing W-preference
We start by showing howW-preference can be characterized
in terms of order preservation.

Definition 5 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered program and
letX be an answer set ofΠ.

Then,X is called<W-preserving, if there exists an enu-
meration〈ri〉i∈I of ΓXΠ such that for everyi, j ∈ I we have
that:

0. (a) body+(ri) ⊆ {head(rj) | j < i} or

(b) head(ri) ∈ {head(rj) | j < i}; and

1. if ri < rj , thenj < i; and

2. if ri < r′ andr′ ∈ Π \ ΓXΠ , then

(a) body+(r′) 6⊆ X or

(b) body−(r′) ∩ {head(rj) | j < i} 6= ∅ or
(c) head(r′) ∈ {head(rj) | j < i}.

The primary difference of this concept of order preservation
to the original one is clearly the weaker notion of grounded-
ness. This involves the rules inΓXΠ (via Condition 0b) as well
as those inΠ \ ΓXΠ (via Condition 2c). The rest of the defini-
tion is the same as in Definition 2. For instance, answer set
{a, b} of Π3 is generated by the<W-preserving rule sequence
〈r3, r2〉. Note thatr1 satisfies 2c but neither 2a nor 2b. For a
complement, in(Π′3, <), r′1 is dealt with via Condition 0b.

Interestingly, this weaker notion of groundedness can be
easily integrated into the translation given in the last section.

Definition 6 Given the same prerequisites as in Definition 3.
Then, the logic programT W(Π) over L+ is defined as
T W(Π) =

⋃
r∈Πτ(r) ∪ {c5(r, r′) | r, r′ ∈ Π}, where

c5(r, r′) : ok′(nr,nr′) ← (nr ≺ nr′), head(r′)

The purpose ofc5(r, r′) is to eliminate rules from the prefer-
ence handling process once their head has been derived.

We have the following result, showing in particular, how
W-preference is implementable via off-the-shelf logic pro-
gramming systems.

Theorem 3 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered logic program
overL and letX be a consistent set of literals. Then, the
following propositions are equivalent.

1. C(Π,<)(X) = X;

2. X = Y ∩ L for some answer setY of T W(Π, <);
3. X is a<W-preserving answer set ofΠ.

In analogy to what we have shown above, we have the fol-
lowing stronger result, opening the avenue for implementing
more semantics based onW-preference:.

Theorem 4 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered logic program
overL and letX be a consistent set of literals overL.

Then, we have thatC(Π,<)(X) = CT W(Π,<)(Y ) ∩ L for
some set of literalsY overL+ such thatX = Y ∩ L.

6 Brewka and Eiter’s concept of preference
Another approach to preference was proposed by Brewka and
Eiter in [1999]. For brevity, we omit technical details and
simply say that an answer set isB-preferred; the reader is
referred to[Brewka and Eiter, 1999; 2000] for details.

This approach differs in two significant ways from the two
approaches given above. First, the construction of answer sets
is separated from verifying whether they respect the given
preferences. Interestingly, this verification is done on the ba-
sis of the prerequisite-free program obtained from the original
one by “evaluating”body+(r) for each ruler wrt the sepa-
rately constructed (standard) answer set. Second, rules that
putatively lead to counter-intuitive results are removed from
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the inference process. This is made explicit in[Brewka and
Eiter, 2000], where the following filtering transformation is
defined:6

ZX(Π) = Π \ {r ∈ Π | head(r) ∈ X, body−(r) ∩X 6= ∅}
(4)

Then, by definition, an answer set ofΠ is B-preferred iff it is
a B-preferred answer set ofZX(Π).

The distinguishing example of this approach is given by
program(Π5, <):

r1 : b ← a,not ¬b
r2 : ¬b ← not b
r3 : a ← not ¬a

r3 < r2 < r1 (5)

ProgramΠ5 has two standard answer sets,{a, b} and{a,¬b}.
While the former isB-preferred, neither of them isW- or D-
preferred (see below). Also, we note that both answer sets of
program(Π2, <) areB-preferred, while only{p, b,¬f, w} is
W- andD-preferred.

In order to shed some light on these differences, we start
by providing a fixpoint characterization ofB-preference:

Definition 7 Let (Π, <) be an ordered logic program and let
X be a set of literals. We define

X0 = ∅ and fori ≥ 0
Xi+1 = Xi ∪ {head(r) |

I . r ∈ Π is active wrt(X,X) and
II . there is no ruler′ ∈ Π with r < r′

such that
(a) r′ is active wrt(X,Xi) and
(b) head(r′) 6∈ Xi


Then,CB

(Π,<)(X) =
⋃
i≥0Xi if

⋃
i≥0Xi is consistent.

Otherwise,C(Π,<)(X) = Lit.

The difference between this definition7 and its predecessors
manifests itself in Condition I, where activeness is tested wrt
(X,X) instead of(Xi, X) as in Definition 1 and 4. In fact,
in Example (5) it is the (unprovability of the) prerequisitea
of the highest-ranked ruler1 that makes the construction of
W- or D-preferred answer sets break down (cf. Definition 1
and 4). This is avoided withB-preference because once an-
swer set{a, b} is provided, its preference-compatibility is
tested wrt the program obtained by replacingr1 with b ←
not ¬b.

B-preference can be captured by means of the following
notion of order preservation:

Definition 8 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered program and
letX be an answer set ofΠ.

Then,X is called<B-preserving, if there exists an enu-
meration〈ri〉i∈I of ΓXΠ such that, for everyi, j ∈ I, we have
that:

1. if ri < rj , thenj < i; and
6While this is integrated into[Brewka and Eiter, 1999, Def. 4.4],

it is made explicit in[Brewka and Eiter, 2000, Def. 6].
7We have refrained from integrating (4) in order to keep the fix-

point operator comparable to those given in the previous sections.
This is taken care of in the second proposition of Theorem 5.

2. if ri < r′ andr′ ∈ Π \ ΓXΠ , then

(a) body+(r′) 6⊆ X or

(b) body−(r′) ∩ {head(rj) | j < i} 6= ∅ or
(c) head(r′) ∈ X.

This definition differs in two ways from its predecessors.
First, it drops any requirement on groundedness, expressed by
Condition 0 above. This corresponds to using(X,X) instead
of (Xi, X) in Definition 7. Hence, groundedness is fully dis-
connected from order preservation. In fact, observe that the
B-preferred answer set{a, b} of (Π5, <) is associated with
the<B-preserving sequence〈r1, r2〉, while the standard an-
swer set itself is generated by the grounded sequence〈r2, r1〉.

Second, Condition 2c is more relaxed than in Definition 5.
That is, any ruler′ whose head is inX (as opposed toXi)
is taken as “applied”. Apart from this, Condition 2c also in-
tegrates the filter-conditions from (4).8 For illustration, con-
sider Example (3) extended byr3 < r2:

r1 : a ← not b
r2 : b ←
r3 : a ←

r3 < r2 < r1 (6)

While this program has noD- or W-preferred answer set, it has
a B-preferred one:{a, b} generated by〈r2, r3〉. The critical
ruler1 is handled by 2c. As a net result, Condition 2 is weaker
than its counterpart in Definition 5.

We have the following results.

Theorem 5 Let (Π, <) be a statically ordered logic program
overL and letX be a consistent answer set ofΠ.

Then, the following propositions are equivalent.

1. X is B-preferred;

2. CB
(ZX(Π),<)(X) = X;

3. X = Y ∩ L for some answer setY of T B(Π, <)
(whereT B is defined in[Delgrandeet al., 2000]);

4. X is a<B-preserving answer set ofΠ.

Unlike theorems 1 and 3, the last result stipulates thatX must
be an answer set ofΠ. This requirement can only be dropped
in case 3, while all other cases rely on this property.

7 Relationships
Up to now, we have tried to clarify the structural differences
between the respective approaches. This has led to homoge-
neous characterizations that allow us to compare the exam-
ined approaches in a uniform way. As a result, we obtain
insights into the relationships among these approaches.

First of all, we observe that all three approaches treat the
blockage of (higher-ranked) rules in the same way. That
is, a ruler′ is found to be blocked if either its prerequi-
sites in body+(r′) are never derivable or if some member
of body−(r′) has been derived by higher-ranked or unrelated
rules. This is reflected by the identity of conditions IIa and
2a/b in all three approaches, respectively. Although this is

8Conditionbody−(r′) ∩X 6= ∅ in (4) is obsolete sincer′ 6∈ ΓXΠ .
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arguably a sensible strategy, it leads to the loss of preferred
answer sets on programs like

r1 : a ← not b
r2 : b ← .

r2 < r1

Let us now discuss the differences among the approaches.
The difference betweenD- andW-preference can be directly
read off Definition 1 and 4; it manifests itself in Condition IIb
and leads to the following relationship.

Theorem 6 EveryD-preferred answer set isW-preferred.

Example (3) shows that the converse does not hold.
Interestingly, a similar relationship is obtained betweenW-

andB-preference. In fact, Definition 8 can be interpreted as
a weakening of Definition 5 by dropping Condition 0 and
weakening Condition 2 (via 2c). We thus obtain the following
result.

Theorem 7 EveryW-preferred answer set isB-preferred.

Example (5) shows that the converse does not hold.
We obtain the following summarizing result by letting
AS(Π) = {X | CΠ(X) = X} andASP (Π, <) = {X ∈
AS(Π) | X is P -preferred} for P = W, D, B.

Theorem 8 Let(Π, <) be a statically ordered logic program.
Then, we have:

ASD(Π, <) ⊆ ASW(Π, <) ⊆ ASB(Π, <) ⊆ AS(Π)

In principle, this hierarchy is induced by a decreasing in-
teraction between groundedness and preference. WhileD-
preference requires the full compatibility of both concepts,
this interaction is already weakened inW-preference, before
it is fully abandoned inB-preference. This is nicely reflected
by the evolution of Condition 0 in definitions 2, 5, and 8.

Notably, groundedness as such is not the ultimate distin-
guishing factor, as demonstrated by the fact that prerequisite-
free programs do not necessarily lead to the same preferred
answer sets, as witnessed in (3) and (6). Rather it is the
degree of interaction between groundedness and preferences
that makes the difference.

8 Conclusion
The notion of preference seems to be pervasive in logic pro-
gramming when it comes to knowledge representation. This
is reflected by numerous approaches that aim at enhanc-
ing logic programming with preferences in order to improve
knowledge representation capacities. Despite the large vari-
ety of approaches, however, only very little attention has been
paid to their structural differences and sameness, finally lead-
ing to solid semantical underpinnings.

This work is a first step towards a systematic account to
logic programming with preferences. We elaborated upon
three different approaches that were originally defined in
rather heterogenous ways. We obtained three alternative
yet uniform ways of characterizing preferred answer sets (in
terms of fixpoints, order preservation, and an axiomatic ac-
count). The underlying uniformity provided us with a deeper
understanding of how and which answer sets are preferred in
each approach. This has led to a clarification of their rela-
tionships and subtle differences. In particular, we revealed

that the investigated approaches yield an increasing number
of answer sets depending on how tight they connect prefer-
ence to groundedness.

An interesting technical result of this paper is given by the
equivalences between the fixpoint operators and the standard
logic programming operators applied to the correspondingly
transformed programs (cf. Theorem 2 and 4). This opens the
avenue for further concepts of preference handling on the ba-
sis of the alternating fixpoint theory and its issuing semantics.
Further research includes dynamic preferences and more ef-
ficient algorithms for different semantics in a unifying way.
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Abstract

Theexisting proof-theoreticandsoftwaretools for
nonmonotonicreasoningcanonly handlefinite do-
mains.In thispaperwe introduceaclassof normal
logic programs,called finitary programs, whose
domain may be infinite, and such that credulous
and skeptical entailmentunder the stablemodel
semanticsare computable. Finitary programs—
that are characterizedby two conditionson their
dependency graph—arecomputationallycomplete
(they cansimulatearbitraryTuringmachines).Fur-
therresultsincludea compactnesstheoremandthe
proof that thetwo conditionsdefiningfinitary pro-
gramsare, in somesense,“minimal”. The exist-
ing methodsfor automatednonmonotonicreason-
ing areeithercompletefor finitary programs,or can
beeasilyextendedto cover them.

1 Intr oduction
There is a complexity gap betweenpropositionaland first-
ordernon-monotonictheories. Finite propositionaltheories
aredecidable(asin first-orderlogic), while theconsequences
of first-ordertheoriesarenot recursively enumerable,in gen-
eral. A computationallycomplete(Turing-equivalent)layer
is missing betweenthe two classesof theories. For this
reason,most of the researchon automatedreasoningand
proof-theoryfor nonmonotoniclogics hasbeenfocussedon
finite propositionaltheoriesor equivalent formalisms,such
as function-free logic programs. In this way, the ability
of reasoningaboutrecursive datastructuresandinfinite do-
mains (such as lists, trees,XML/HTML documents,time,
and so on) is completelylost. This is a strong limitation,
both for standardtasks—suchasreasoningaboutactionand
changewhentime is explicitly represented—andfor emerg-
ing applications—suchas using XML documentbasesas
knowledgebases.

Of course,theremayexist interesting,semi-decidablefrag-
mentsof first-ordernonmonotoniclogics. For example,in
somecases,thesecond-ordercircumscriptionformulacanbe
expressedasafinite first-orderformula.Similarexamplesare
missingsofar for Default Logic andAutoepistemicLogic.

Normal logic programsunderthe stablemodelsemantics
canbe regardedasa fragmentof both logics. In this paper

we introducea Turing-equivalentclassof programs,called
finitary programs,thatopenstheway to effectivedefault and
autoepistemicreasoningabout infinite domains. The main
theoreticalfeaturesof finitary programsarethefollowing:� Their domainmaybeinfinite.� Nonthelessboth credulousandskeptical reasoningare

semi-decidable.Groundqueriesaredecidable.� A form of compactnessholds.� Finitary programsare computationallycomplete, i.e.
eachTuring machinecanbesimulatedby somefinitary
program.� Finitaryprogramsaredefinedby two conditionsontheir
dependency graph,thatareminimal, in thesensethat if
any conditionweredropped,thensemi-decidabilityand
compactnesswould notbeguaranteedanymore.

The paper is organizedas follows: after a few technical
preliminaries(Section2), we characterizethe subprogram
neededto reasonaboutagivengroundformula

�
(Section3).

Then we introducefinitary programs(Section4) andstudy
their theoreticalpropertiesandexpressiveness.In Section5,
the completenessproof for the skeptical resolutioncalcu-
lus introducedin [Bonatti, 1997] (originally formulatedfor
function-freeprograms)is extendedto all finitary programs
anda generalizationthereof(almostfinitary programs). Af-
ter a brief sketchof how existing credulousreasonerscanbe
extendedto finitary programs(Section6), weconcludewith a
discussionof theresultsandrelatedwork. Someof theproofs
areomitteddueto spacelimitations.

2 Preliminaries
We assumethereaderto befamiliar with theclassicaltheory
of logic programming[Lloyd, 1984]. Normallogic programs
(hereaftercalledsimply “programs”)aresetsof rulesof the
form �������
	������	���� ( ����� ) suchthat � is a logical atom
andeach��� ( ������	������� ) is a literal. As usualby “head”and
“body” of sucha rule we mean � and � � 	�����	�� � , respec-
tively. A programis positive if it containsno occurrences
of  . The groundinstantiationof a program ! is denoted
by "�#�$&%('*),+-!/. . TheGelfond-Lifschitz transformation!10 of
program ! w.r.t. an Herbrandinterpretation2 (represented,
asusualasa setof groundatoms)is obtainedby removing
from "3#�$&%('4)*+5!/. all the rules containinga negative literal
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 76 suchthat 698�2 , andby removing from the remaining
rules: all negative literals. An interpretation; is a stable
modelof ! if ; is theleastHerbrandmodelof !/< . A for-
mula

�
is credulously(resp.skeptically) entailedby ! if f

�
is satisfiedby some(resp.each)stablemodelof ! .

The dependencygraph of a program ! is a labelleddi-
rectedgraphwhoseverticesarethegroundatomsof ! ’s lan-
guage.Moreover, i) thereexistsanedgefrom 6 to � if f there
is a rule =>8?"3#�$&%('4)@+-!/. with � in the headandan occur-
renceof 6 in the body; ii) suchedgeis labelled“negative”
if 6 occursin thescopeof  , and“positive” otherwise.An
atom � dependspositively (resp.negatively) on 6 if thereis
adirectedpathfrom 6 to � in thedependency graphwith an
even(resp.odd)numberof negativeedges.A programis call-
consistentif no atomdependsnegatively on itself. By odd-
cyclewe meana cycle in thedependency graphwith anodd
numberof negative edges. Call-consistency coincideswith
theabsenceof odd-cycles.Everycall-consistentprogramhas
at leastonestablemodel[Dung,1992].

In thecontext of normallogic programs,a splitting setfor
a program ! [Lifschitz andTurner, 1994] is a setof atomsA

containingall theatomsoccurringin thebodyof any rule=�8B"�#�$C%('4),+5!/. whoseheadis in
A

. The setof rules =�8"�#�$&%('*),+-!/. whoseheadis in
A

—calledthe “bottom” of !
w.r.t.

A
—will bedenotedby DE3+-!/. . By F&E3+5!�	�2G. we denote

the following partial evaluationof ! w.r.t. 2IH A : remove
from "3#�$&%('4)*+5!/. eachrule ���J� � 	������	�� � suchthatsome� � containingan atomof

A
is falsein 2 , andremove from

theremainingrulesall the � � containingamemberof
A

. The
following is aspecializationto normalprogramsof aresultin
[Lifschitz andTurner, 1994].

Theorem2.1(Splitting theorem) Let
A

be a splitting set
for a normal logic program ! . An interpretation ; is a sta-
blemodelof ! iff ;K��LIMN2 , where

1. 2 is a stablemodelof D�EO+-!/. , and

2. L is a stablemodelof FCE�+5!QP�DE3+-!/.R	�2S. .
3 Relevant subprograms
Thissectioncontainsthebasictechnicalresultsneededto in-
vestigatedecidabilityandundecidabilityissues.Theseresults
prove that a certainstrict subsetof "�#�$C%('4),+5!/. suffices to
decidecredulousandskepticalentailment. Intuitively, all is
neededfor inferenceare the rulesaffecting the behavior of
odd-cycles(which may generateinconsistenciesin the form
of instability) andthe definitionsof the predicateson which
thegivengoal

�
depends.

Definition 3.1 [Relevantuniverseandsubprogram]The rel-
evant universe for a groundformula

�
(w.r.t. program ! ),

denotedby TU+-!�	 � . , is the setof all groundatoms � such
thatthedependency graphof ! containsa pathfrom � to an
atomoccurringeitherin

�
or in someodd-cycleof thegraph.

The relevant subprogram for a ground formula
�

(w.r.t
program ! ), denotedby VU+-!�	 � . , is the set of all rules in"�#�$&%('*),+-!/. whoseheadbelongsto TW+5!�	 � . .
Example3.2 Consider the program ! consisting of the
rules:

X +5Y7+[Z>.�.\� X +[Z].^	�_(+[Z>._(+-Z].\�J`S+[Z].a +-b(.\�J a +-b(.c +[Z].d� X +[Z].
andlet

� � X +eY7+-b(.�. . Here

TW+-!�	 � .f� g X +5Y7+5bG.�.R	 X +-b(.^	�_(+-b(.^	�`S+-b(.R	 a +5b(.4hi	
VU+-!�	 � .f� g1+ X +5Y7+-b(.�.\� X +5bG.^	�_(+5bG.�.R	O+-_(+5b(.��J`S+-b(.�.^	

+ a +5b(.\�j a +-b(.�.Rh��

Note that for all rules =]8k"�#�$C%('4)*+-!/. , if the headof = be-
longsto TW+-!�	 � . thenalsoall theotheratomsin = belongtoTW+5!�	 � . . Thenext propositionfollowseasily.

Proposition3.3 TW+5!�	 � . is a splitting set for "�#�$&%('*),+-!/. ,
and VU+-!�	 � . coincideswith D(lnmporq s@tu+-!/. .

Now thebasictechnicalresultscanbeproved.

Lemma 3.4 For all groundformulae
�

, VU+-!�	 � . hasa sta-
ble model ; s iff ! hasa stablemodel ; such that ;vHTW+5!�	 � .\�w; s .

Proof. (“If ” part) Suppose; is a stable model of ! .
By Proposition3.3, TW+-!�	 � . is a splitting set for ! andVU+-!�	 � .w�xD(lnmporq s@tu+-!/. . Then, by the splitting theorem
[Lifschitz andTurner, 1994], thereexist a stablemodel 2 ofVU+-!�	 � . , anda stablemodel L of F*lnmporq s@tR+5!wPyVU+-!�	 � .R	�2S. ,
suchthat ;K��2�MzL . By definition,noatomin TW+5!�	 � . oc-
cursin F*lnmporq s@tR+-!{PnVU+-!�	 � .^	�2G. , thereforeL|H>TW+5!�	 � .\�w} .
It follows that ;~HwTU+-!�	 � .y��2 , andhence;~H�TW+-!�	 � .
is a stablemodelof VU+-!�	 � . .

(“Only if ” part) Suppose VU+5!�	 � . has a stable model; s . By definition, all the atoms occurring in an odd-
cycle belong to TW+-!�	 � . . Consequently, the dependency
graphof F*l�m�o�q s�t�+5!�P4VU+-!�	 � .R	�2G. containsnoodd-cycles,i.e.
F*lnmporq s@tu+-!�POVU+-!�	 � .R	�2S. is call-consistent.Then,by a well-
known resultin [Dung,1992], F*l�m�o�q s�tR+-!{PnVW+5!�	 � .^	�2G. hasa
stablemodel L . Let ;���LUM�; s . By thesplitting theorem,
theinterpretation; is a stablemodelof ! . Moreover, sinceL�H�TW+5!�	 � .���} (cf. point 1), ;�H�TW+-!�	 � .���; s .

Theorem3.5 For all groundformulae
�

,

1. ! credulouslyentails
�

iff VW+5!�	 � . does.

2. ! skepticallyentails
�

iff VW+5!�	 � . does.

Proof. if ! credulouslyentails
�

, then thereexists a sta-
ble model ; of ! such that ; � � �

. By Lemma 3.4,;jH�TW+-!�	 � . is astablemodelof VU+-!�	 � . . Moreover, since
by definition TW+5!�	 � . containsall theatomsoccurringin

�
,�

musthave the sametruth valuein ; and ;�H�TU+-!�	 � . ,
andhence;�H�TU+-!�	 � .�� � � . As a consequenceVU+-!�	 � .
credulouslyentails

�
.

Conversely, supposethat VW+5!�	 � . credulouslyentails
�

.
Then thereexists a stablemodel ; s of VU+-!�	 � . suchthat; s � � �

. By Lemma3.4, ! hasa stablemodel ; such
that ;�H]TU+-!�	 � .\�w; s . Thenthemodels; and ; s must
agreeonthevaluationof

�
(cf. the“only if ” partof theproof)

andhence;�� � � , which meansthat ! credulouslyentails�
. This completestheproof of 1).
To prove2), we demonstratetheequivalentstatement:
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! doesnotskepticallyentail
�

iff VU+5!�	 � . doesnot
skepticallyentail

�
.

This statementis equivalent to: ! credulouslyentails  �
if f VU+-!�	 � . credulouslyentails � , thatfollowsimmediately
from 1).

4 Finitary programs
Now we introducea classof programswhoseconsequences
arerecursively enumerable,althoughtheirdomainmaybein-
finite.

Definition 4.1 [Finitary programs]We say a program ! is
finitary if thefollowing conditionshold:

1. For eachnode � of thedependency graphof ! , theset
of all nodes6 suchthat � depends(eitherpositively or
negatively) on 6 is finite.

2. Only a finite numberof nodesof thedependency graph
of ! occursin anodd-cycle.

For example,mostclassicalprogramsonrecursivedatastruc-
turessuchas lists and trees(e.g. predicatesmember, ap-
pend, reverse) satisfy the first condition. In thesepro-
grams,thetermsoccurringin thebodyof a rule occuralsoin
thehead,typically asstrictsubtermsof thehead’sarguments.
ThispropertyclearlyentailsCondition1.

The secondcondition is satisfiedby most of the pro-
gramsusedfor embeddingNP-hardproblemsinto logic pro-
grams[Cholewiński et al., 1995; Eiter and Gottlob, 1993;
Gottlob,1992]. Suchprogramscanbe(re)formulatedby us-
ing a singleodd cycle involving oneatom X anddefinedby
simplerulessuchas X �K X and X �KY4	� X (if X doesnot
occurelsewhere,then Y canbe usedasthe logical constant
falsein therestof theprogram).

An exampleof finitary programwithout odd-cyclesis il-
lustratedin Figure 1. It credulouslyentailsa groundgoal� +[��. if f � encodesa satisfiableformula. By adding rule� �� � +p�4.^	r � we obtain anotherfinitary programwith
one odd-cycle, suchthat � +-��. is skeptically entailedif f the
formulaencodedby � is a logical consequenceof theoneen-
codedby Y .

The following propositionfollows straightforwardly from
thedefinitionsof TU+-!�	��/. , VU+-!�	��/. andfinitary programs.It
will beneededto provecomputabilityresults.

Proposition4.2 If ! is finitary then,for all groundgoals � ,TW+5!�	��/. and VU+-!�	��/. arefinite.

4.1 Compactness
In classicalfirst-orderlogic, an infinite setof formulaeis in-
consistentif f it containsaninconsistentfinite subset.A simi-
lar property—thatin generaldoesnotapplyto nonmonotonic
logics—isenjoyedby finitary programs,too.

Definition 4.3 An unstablekernel for a program! is a sub-
set � of "�#�$&%('*),+-!/. with thefollowing properties:

1. � is downward closed, that is, for eachatom � occur-
ring in � , � containsall the rules =�8j"�#�$C%('4),+5!/.
whoseheadis � .

2. � hasnostablemodels.

Theorem4.4(Compactness)A finitary program ! has no
stablemodelsiff it hasa finite unstablekernel.

Proof. Let � beany groundatomin thelanguageof ! . From
Lemma3.4,it followsthat ! hasnostablemodelsif f VU+-!�	��/.
hasno stablemodels.Clearly, VW+5!�	��/. is downwardclosed
by definition. Moreover, by Proposition4.2, VU+5!�	��/. is fi-
nite. Therefore! hasno stablemodelsif f VW+5!�	��/. is afinite
unstablekernelof ! .

4.2 Decidability and semi-decidability of inference
Hereafterwe focuson thecomplexity of inferencewithin the
classof finitary programs.This subsectiondealswith upper
bounds. We start with the proof that, for all groundgoals,
bothcredulousandskepticalinferencearedecidable.

Theorem4.5 For all finitary programs ! andgroundgoals� , both the problemof decidingwhether � is a credulous
consequenceof ! andtheproblemof decidingwhether� is
a skepticalconsequenceof ! are decidable.

Proof. By Theorem3.5, � is a credulous(resp.skeptical)
consequenceof ! if f � is acredulous(resp.skeptical)conse-
quenceof VU+-!�	��/. . Moreover, by Proposition4.2, VU+-!�	��/.
is finite, so the setof its stablemodelscanbe computedin
finite time. It follows that the inferenceproblemsfor ! and� arebothdecidable.

It follows easilythat existentially quantifiedgoalsaresemi-
decidable.

Theorem4.6 For all finitary programs ! and all goals � ,
boththeproblemof decidingwhether�(� is a credulouscon-
sequenceof ! and theproblemof decidingwhether�(� is a
skepticalconsequenceof ! aresemi-decidable.

Proof. The formula ��� is credulously(res.skeptically) en-
tailedby ! if f thereexistsagroundingsubstitution� suchthat��� is credulously(res.skeptically)entailedby ! . Thelatter
problemis decidable(by Theorem4.5), andall grounding�
for � canberecursivelyenumerated,soexistentialentailment
canbereducedto a potentiallyinfinite recursivesequenceof
decidabletests,that terminatesif andonly if some��� is en-
tailed.

Weshallseein thefollowingsectionthatthisis astrictbound,
i.e. existential entailmentcan be undecidable(cf. Corol-
lary 4.11).

4.3 Minimality and expressiveness
Next wefocusonlowerboundsto thecomplexity of inference
for theclassof finitary programsandrelaxationsthereof.The
next two resultsshow that both of the conditionsin Defini-
tion 4.1arenecessaryfor semi-decidability, i.e.Definition4.1
is in somesenseminimal.

Proposition4.7 Credulousand skeptical inferenceare not
semi-decidablefor the classof all programssatisfyingCon-
dition 2 of Definition4.1.

Proof. Note that locally stratifiedprogramstrivially satisfy
Condition2 of Definition4.1while someof themmayviolate
Condition1. For locally stratifiedprograms,credulousand
skeptical inferencecoincidewith the well-foundedseman-
tics [GelfondandLifschitz, 1988] andarenotsemi-decidable
[Schlipf,1990], sothepropositionimmediatelyfollows.
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£�§�¥ �,+[¢*	�¬(.

Figure1: A finitary programfor SAT

The other lower-boundresultsarebasedon positive pro-
gramsthatdecidewhetheragivenTuringmachineterminates
usingafixedportionof its tape.

Let ® be an arbitrary Turing machine;let ¯ and ° be® ’ssetof statesandvocabulary, respectively. Recallthatthe
actionsof ® aredefinedby 5-tuples ±�` 	�²4	�²G³e	�`
³5	�´¶µ , where` and ² are the currentstateandsymbol, respectively, ²G³ is
thesymbolto beoverwrittenon ² , `³ is thenext state,and ´
specifies® ’s headmovement.

Considerthepositiveprogram!�· in Figure2. Thereader
mayeasilyverify that ¡,+¹¸�	�¬4	�º*	�»(. is entailedby ! · if f there
exists a finite computationof ® , startingfrom a configura-
tion with statè andtapedescribedby ¬4	�º*	�» , andusingonly
thefinite portionof tapecorrespondingto ¬4	�º*	�» . Here ¬ is a
list representingafinite portionof thetapeon theleft of ® ’s
head,in reverseorder; º is the currentsymbol; » is a (non
reversed)finite portionof thetapeon theright of ® ’s head.

Program ! · satisfiesCondition1 of Definition 4.1. To
provethis,notethattherecursivecallsto predicate¡ preserve
thelength ¼ of theportionof tapeencodedin thehead.There-
fore, for eachgroundatom ¡,+5` 	�½¹	�²4	�=C. , thenumberof atoms¡,+5`
³5	�½-³5	�²G³5	�=&³¾. connectedto ¡,+e`�	�½¹	�²r	�=&. by a directedpathin
thedependency graphis boundedby � ¯y�¦¿ � °À� Á .

The next two resultsare basedon ! · andprove that if
Condition2 in Definition 4.1 weredropped,then inference
would not be semi-decidableanymore. More precisely, the
theoremssay that someinferenceswould be ascomplex as
decidingtheterminationof anarbitraryTuringmachine.

Theorem4.8 For each Turing machine ® with initial state` andtape Â with non-blankportion ±�²&Ã�	�² � 	������	�² � µ , a pro-
gram ! �· anda goal � canberecursivelyconstructed,such
that ! �· satisfiesonlyCondition1 in Definition4.1,and ! �·
skepticallyentails � iff ® terminates.

Proof. (Sketch)Let ! �· consistof the programdefinedin
Figure2 plustherules

Ä +5¬4	�»�.d�Å§rÆ ���(Ç Æ�È � ¡,+-¬(.R	S§rÆS�C�(Ç Æ�È � ¡,+[»�.R	
¡,+É¸ 	�¬4	�Ê¦Ë(	¨pÊ¦Ì�	�����	�Ê^ÍÎ�¦» « .^	� Ä +-¬4	�»(.^�

§�ÆS���(Ç Æ�È � ¡*+�¨ « .u�
§�ÆS���(Ç Æ�È � ¡*+�¨�Ï1�C¬ « .\�Å§rÆS���GÇ Æ�È � ¡,+-¬(.u�

where D representsthe blank symbol. ! �· satisfiesCondi-
tion 1 of Definition 4.1 (cf. the argumentfor !�· ). Condi-
tion 2 of Definition 4.1 is violated, as thereexist infinitely
many odd-cycles,onefor eachgroundatom Ä +[Ðn	�Ñ�. . Clearly,
for any groundingsubstitution� , thegoalÒÔÓ�Õ¦Ö^×
Ø Õ¦Ù¦Ú�ÛGÒÔÜ�Ý�Þ4Ó�Õ¦Ö�×
Ø Õ&Ù¦Ú^ÛGÒÔß�Ý�Þ*ÛSÒáàÞÉÜGÞRâ^ã&ÞRäåâ^æ&Þuçuç�çRÞuâ�èêéRß¦ë�Ý¹Ýáì

canbederivedfrom thesubprogram!n· andtheclausesfor
blank list if f ® terminatesusingtheportionof Â repre-
sentedby ¬ ��	�Ê Ë 	¨pÊ Ì 	�����^	Ê Í �¦»G� « . At thesametime, ! �· has
astablemodelif f theabovegoalcannotbederivedfrom ! · ,
becauseof theodd-cyclecontainingÄ +-»*	�¬(.á� . It follows that
for all � consistingof a propositionalsymbolnot occurring
in ! �· , ! �· skepticallyentails � if f ® terminates.

Theorem4.9 For each Turing machine ® with initial state` andtape Â with non-blankportion ±�² Ã 	�² �&	������	�²C�Oµ , a pro-
gram !1í· anda goal � canberecursivelyconstructed,such
that ! í· satisfiesonlyCondition1 in Definition4.1,and ! í·
credulouslyentails � iff ® terminates.

Proof. Let ! í· ��! �· Mzg X h , whereX is anew propositional
symbolnot occurringin ! �· , and let �j� X . Clearly ! í·
credulouslyentails � if f ! í· hasa stablemodel. Since ! í·
hasa stablemodelif f ® terminates(cf. thepreviousproof),
thetheoremimmediatelyfollows.

Thenext resultis basedonamodificationof ! · thatkeeps
trackof theresultof thecomputation.Themodifiedprogram!1î· hasone extra argumentto return the final stateof the
tape. The theoremprovesthat the classof finitary programs
is computationallycompleteby showing how any Turingma-
chinecanbesimulatedby a suitablefinitary program.

Theorem4.10 For each Turing machine ® with initial state` andtape Â with non-blankportion ±C²&Ã�	�² � 	�����^	�² � µ , a (pos-
itive) finitary program !1î· and a goal ©,+5¬4	�»*	���. can be re-
cursivelyconstructed,in such a way that for all grounding
substitutions� , !1î· � �?©@+5¬r	�»*	���.á� iff ® terminatesand �G�
encodesthefinal tapeof thecomputation.

Corollary 4.11 Theproblemsof decidingwhethera finitary
program ! credulously/skeptically entails an existentially
quantifiedgoal �(� are not decidable.

5 Resolutioncalculus
Here the resultsof the previous sectionsare appliedto the
resolutioncalculusfor skepticalstablemodelsemanticsintro-
ducedin [Bonatti,1997]. In theoriginalpaper, theresolution
calculuswas proved completew.r.t. function-freeprograms
(soundnessholdsfor all programs).In thissection,weextend
thecompletenessresultto all finitary programs.

Theorem5.1 Let ! bea finitary program,andlet +áïñðJòï �/.áó be a ground skeptical consequenceof ! , where ð
and � are sequencesof literals. Thentheskepticalgoal +5�?�ð{. hasa successfulskepticalderivationfrom ! with answer
substitution� more general than ó .
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¡,+É¸�	�¬4	�Ê�	
¨ º��¦» « .\�ô¡,+¹¸³-	
¨õÊS³��C¬ « 	�º*	�»�. for all 5-tuples ±�` 	�²4	�²G³e	�`
³-	��*È
öS÷(¡�µ
¡,+É¸�	
¨ º��C¬ « 	Ê�	�»(.d�ô¡,+¹¸³-	�¬4	�º*	¨pÊ ³@�C» « . for all 5-tuples ±�` 	�²4	�²G³e	�`
³-	RÆS¥ øS¡�µ
¡,+É¸�	�¬4	�Ê�	�»�. if thereexistsno tuplefor ` and ² .

Figure2: A programdecidingterminationof a Turingmachinewith boundedtape

Proof. Let
� �ù+áïúðûò ïü�/.áó . Since

�
is a ground

skepticalconsequenceof ! , then
�

is alsoa skepticalcon-
sequenceof ý�+-!�	 � . (by Theorem3.5). Moreover, ý�+-!�	 � .
is finite (by Proposition4.2). Then,by theoriginalcomplete-
nessresult[Bonatti,1997], +5�þ�Gð{.Éó hasa groundskeptical
derivation from ýU+5!�	 � .zÿ�"�#�$C%('4)*+5!/. . By standardlift-
ing techniques(cf. [Lloyd, 1984]), a correspondingskeptical
derivation of +-�f� ð{. from ! with answersubstitution �
moregeneralthan ó caneasilybeobtained.
Example5.2 Consideragaintheprogram! of Example3.2.
Thisfinitary programhasnostablemodel,becauseof its third
rule. Figure3 shows a successfulskepticalderivationfor the
skeptical conclusionX +[Z]. , with empty answersubstitution
(whichmeansthat

� Z{� X +[Z]. is askepticalconsequenceof ! ).
TheRestrictedSplit of typeII introducestwo subgoals,each
with a new hypothesis( a +5b(. and  a +5bG. , respectively), ob-
tainedfrom anatomoccurringin someodd-cycle. TheCon-
tradictionrule replacesthe left-handsideof a goal with the
negationof somehypothesis.Intuitively, the goal is proved
by showing that the hypotheseson the right handsidecan-
not besatisfied.TheFailurerule rewritesa goalwith oneof
its counter-supports. In this examplethe counter-supportofa +-b(. is a +5bG. itself (obtainedby negatingthe uniquesupportg¦ a +-b(.Rh of a +5bG. ). Resolutioncanbeperformedeitherwith a
programrule or with oneof thehypotheses(treatedasfacts).
Finally, theSuccessruleremovesgoalswherethereis nothing
left to prove. As usual,the emptygoal sequenceis denoted
by � .

With the help of the resolutioncalculusit canbe shown
thata classof normalprogramslargerthanfinitary programs
is Turing equivalent.Theextendedclass—calledalmostfini-
tary—admitsthe kind of rulestypically usedto generatein-
consistencies,without therestrictionsof Definition4.1.
Definition 5.3 [Almost finitary programs] A normal pro-
gram ! is almostfinitary if f it can be partitionedinto two
(disjoint) subsets,!d� and ! í , suchthat !7� is finitary, and ! í
consistsof rulesof theform ��� 61�&	����^	�6 �*	� 7���
Notethatthereis norestrictionon ! í ’srulevariables.Givena
groundinstance+5���J6 � 	������	�6 � 	� 7�|.¹� of a rule in ! í , � �
maydependon infinitely many groundatoms6 (i.e.,Condi-
tion 1 of Definition 4.1canbeviolated).
Theorem5.4 The skeptical resolutioncalculusis complete
(in thesenseof Theorem5.1)for all almostfinitary programs.

Corollary 5.5 Thesetof skepticalconsequencesof theform�,+ ï ð ò ï �/. , where ð and � aresequencesof literals, is
semi-decidablefor almostfinitary programs.
Remark 5.6 For almostfinitary programs,groundcredulous
inferenceis notsemi-decidable.Thismeansthatskepticalin-
ferencefromalmostfinitary programscannotbeimplemented

throughcredulousinference. Only directapproachessuchas
theresolutioncalculusarepossible.

6 Credulousautomatedreasoners
For function-freeprograms,thereexist powerful automated
reasonersbased upon stable model generation, such as
SMODELS [Niemel̈aandSimons,1997] andDLV [Eiteretal.,
1997]. Internally, theseenginesoperateon groundprograms;
for this reasonthey embodysmartprograminstantiationrou-
tines.Suchroutinesareappliedbeforeany otherform of rea-
soning. It seemsnot difficult to extendthe instantiationrou-
tinesto dealwith all finitary programs,sothatgivenaground
goal � 1, only the relevant (groundandfinite) subprogramý�+-!�	��/. (or anequivalentsubsetthereof)2 is generated.The
restof the engineneedsno modification. By Theorem3.5,
soundnessandcompletenessarepreserved. In this way, our
resultscanbe usedto extendthe applicability rangeof this
classof automatedreasoners,with nomodificationto thecore
of their reasoningmechanisms.3

7 Summary and relatedwork
For the first time, semi-decidablefragmentsof the stable
model semanticshave beenexplored in depth,and related
to the numberof atomsinvolved in odd-cycles. The main
contributionsof this papercan be summarizedby recalling
that finitary programs(Def. 4.1) are computationallycom-
plete (Theorem4.10), candeal with function symbols,and
enjoy a compactnessresult (Theorem4.4) that guarantees
semi-decidabilityof inference(Theorem4.6). Finitary pro-
gramsare characterizedby two conditionson their depen-
dency graph that are minimal, in the sensethat if any of
themweredropped,theninferencewouldnotalwaysbesemi-
decidable(Theorems4.7, 4.8 and4.9). We proved that the
skeptical resolutioncalculusis completefor finitary andal-
mostfinitary programs(Theorems5.1and5.4),andsketched
how other enginesfor nonmonotonicreasoningcan be ex-
tendedto deal with finitary programs(Section6). We are
currentlyextendingour resultsto largerclassesof programs,
andto partialstablemodels.4

The work on finitary programscontributes to provid-
ing nonmonotoniclogics with classicalproof- and model-

1Theseenginescanonly dealwith groundqueries
2The smart instantiationroutinesremove somenon-applicable

rule instances.
3As notedby ananonymousreferee,thesameideacanbeapplied

to function-freeprograms,in order to reducethe costof program
instantiation.

4The latter idea and evidenceto its feasibility have beensug-
gestedby ananonymousreferee.
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+ X +[Z].O�|. (Initial goal)+ X +[Z].O� a +5bG.�. + X +[Z].O�� a +5bG.�. RestrictedSplit of typeII+e a +5bG.O� a +5bG.�. + X +[Z].O�� a +5bG.�. Contradictionrule+ a +5bG.O� a +5bG.�. + X +[Z].O�� a +5bG.�. Failurerule+���� a +5bG.�. + X +[Z].O�� a +5bG.�. Resolutionwith hypothesis+ X +[Z].O�� a +5bG.�. Successrule+ a +-b(.O�C a +-b(.�. Contradictionrule+5 a +-b(.O�C a +-b(.�. Resolutionwith a +5bG.\�j a +5bG.+����� a +5bG.�. Resolutionwith hypothesis
� Successrule

Figure3: A skepticalderivation

theoretictoolsandresults.Work in a similar directioncom-
prisessomeprettystandardaxiomatizationsbasedonHilbert-
stylesystems[Levesque,1990]5 andsequentcalculi [Olivetti,
1992;BonattiandOlivetti, 1997]. Theseaxiomatizationsfor
Default andAutoepistemiclogic shouldbeextendedto first-
ordertheories,perhapsadaptingthetechniquesintroducedin
this paper. An infinitary proof-theorycanbe found in [Mil-
nikel, 1999]. In [Rosati,1999], issuesrelatedto decidable
nomonotonicreasoningin MKNF areinvestigated. In [Cen-
zeret al., 1999], sufficient conditionsfor theexistenceof re-
cursively enumerablestablemodelsare identified. They do
notensurethatall stablemodelsarer.e.,soskepticalandcred-
ulousreasoningarenot semi-decidable.
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Splitting Without Backtracking
�

Alexandre Riazanov and Andrei Voronkov
TheUniversityof Manchester

Abstract

Integratingthesplittingrule into asaturation-based
theoremprover may be highly beneficialfor solv-
ing certainclassesof first-orderproblems.Theuse
of splitting in thecontext of saturation-basedtheo-
remproving basedonexplicit caseanalysis(asim-
plementedin SPASS)employsbacktrackingwhich
is difficult to implementasit affectsdesignof the
wholesystem.Herewe presenta “cheap”andeffi-
cienttechniquefor implementingsplittingthatdoes
not usebacktracking.

1 Intr oduction
Caseanalysisin theform of the

�
-rule is thecoreof tableau-

basedtheoremproving methods.If our aim is to refutea set
of clauses�������
	��� , we canreducethis taskto refuting
two simplersets:�������� and �������� . This is justifiedby the
following argument.To show that � is falsein all themodels
of theformula ��	�� , onecanseparatelyconsidertwo cases:
all the modelsof � and the onesnot necessarilysatisfying� but satisfying� . Thesaturationbasedtheoremproving has
adoptedthecaseanalysisprinciplein theform of splittingthat
canbe formulatedin the propositionalcaseasthe following
inferencerule: �����������
� �"!

�
�
�����#! �����$� �"!
where � is a setof clauses,%'& and %)( areclauses.Unlike
most of the other inferencerules in saturation-basedtheo-
remproving thatonly modify a setof clausesby addingand
removing someclauses,this rule makestwo setsof clauses
out of one. Now, to refute the original set ���*��%'&+	,%)(- ,
onemustseparatelyrefutethe two new sets: �.����% &  and�,�/��% (  .

In thepropositionalcase,this rule togetherwith unit reso-
lutiongivesacompleteinferencesystem.Findingarefutation
in this systemcanbe organised,for example,asdepth-first
exploring of branches.After finding a refutationon oneof0

Partially supportedby grantsfrom EPSRCandthe Faculty of
Scienceand Technology, the University of Manchester. The first
authoris alsopartially supportedby anORSaward.

thesplittingbranches,theprocedurebacktracksandproceeds
with thesecondbranch.In what follows,we call this proce-
dureexplicit caseanalysis. A simpleexampleof a proposi-
tionalderivationwhich combinesthesplitting rule with reso-
lution on branchesis shown in Figure1. Thecurrentsearch
stateis depictedasa tree. The nodescontainclausescom-
mon for all thebranchesbelow them. The clauseor clauses
to whichaninferencerulehasbeenappliedis put in ashaded
box. For a moment,ignorethelabelsof theedges,for exam-
ple 1 & .

In thefirst-ordercasethesplittingrulecanbeformulatedin
thesameway asin thepropositionalcasewith anadditional
restriction:theclauses%2& and %)( do not havecommonvari-
ables. This rule canbe combinedwith inferencerules like
resolutionandparamodulation.Combinedwith someresolu-
tion strategies,it givesdecisionproceduresfor fragmentsof
first-orderlogic (seee.g.[Ferm̈uller et al., 2001]).

The cost of naive backtrackingis very high, since the
clauseset � cancontaintensof thousandsof clauses,soaf-
ter severalsplitsa lot of memoryis neededto storebacktrack
points. Therefore,in practice(the SPASS prover [Weiden-
bachet al., 1999]) explicit caseanalysisis implementedby
addingto eachclauseits split history: the setof splits used
to obtain this clause,representedby an array of bits. The
split history also helps to implement intelligent backtrack-
ing: by analyzingthesplit historyonecancheckwhich splits
have actuallybeenusedto obtaina contradictionon thecur-
rentbranch.Clauseswhich do not belongto thecurrentlyex-
ploited branchareput in a specialwaiting list, andpopped
backfrom thewaiting list uponbacktracking.Therearecom-
plicationscausedby simplificationby unit equalitiesbelong-
ing to a branchwhich canbeillustratedby thefollowing ex-
ample.

Example1.1 Considerthesplit on theleft of thispicture:

...3�4 5#6587:9 �
�
587�9 �

...3�4 5#6587�9 ���
5�7:93�4 9;6

�
3�4 5#6

where % and <�=?> have no commonvariables,<�@A> in the
simplificationorderusedin the proof-search,and BDC <$E is a
clausewith anoccurrenceof < . After thesplit theleft branch
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F ��GF ��HIGH F ��GH F �
HIG J
F �
HIGH F ��GH F �
HIG

F GK � H K � L
F �
HMGH F �
G

F GH F ��HIG
K � H K �

H F HIGK � H K � N

F ��HIGH F �
G
F GH F ��HMG
K � H K �

H F HIGK � H K �
O

P
F ��HMGH F ��G

FHIG GH F �
HIG
K � H K � Q

F ��HIGH F �RG
FHIG
G

GH F ��HMG
K � H K � S

F ��HIGH F �
G
FHIGG O

GH F ��HIG
K � H K � T F �
HIGH F �RGGH F ��HIG U VWVWV

Figure1: A derivationwith splittingandunit resolution

containstwo clauses<
=X> and BDC <$E , so BDC <"E canbesimpli-
fied andreplacedby BDC >YE , but only on the left branch,since
thereis no clause<Z=[> on theright branch.This meansthatBDC <$E shouldstill bekeptontheright branch,sosimplification
by <R=A> shouldbeimplementedaccordingto theright-hand
sideof thepicture.

To achieve efficiency, moderntheoremprovers maintain
one or more indexeson terms, literals, or clauses. To im-
plementsplitting, maintainanceand retrieval algorithmson
indexesshouldbechanged.Eitheroneshouldhave common
indexesfor all branches,or elseindexesfor thecurrentbranch
only. In theformercase,index retrieval algorithmsshouldbe
changedto take into attentionthesplitting history. In thelat-
ter case,index maintainancealgorithmsshouldbe changed.
In eithercase,a significantamountof work on indexesis re-
quireduponbacktracking.

In general, backtracking in resolution-basedtheorem
proversrequiresa nontrivial implementation.In themodern
saturation-basedtheoremproversfor first-orderlogic, split-
ting with backtrackingis implementedonly in SPASS [Wei-
denbachet al., 1999].

In this report we discussanalternative to theexplicit case
analysiswhichcanbeimplementedin resolution-basedtheo-
rem proverswithout a significantoverhead.We call it split-
ting withoutbacktracking. Theideaof splittingwithoutback-
tracking can be formulatedas follows. Consideragainthe
split of Example1.1, but let us mark the branchesof the
searchtree by literals as follows. We take a new proposi-
tional symbol1 andmarktheleft branchwith 1 andtheright
branchwith \]1 :

...3�4 5W65�7:9 �
�
587:9 �K H K

If thereareseveral splits, we introducea new propositional
symbolfor everysplit. Now, insteadof dealingwith branches,
we simply addto eachclauseon a branchall labelsusedon
thatbranch.Thenthesplit canbedescribedasthefollowing
inferencerulewhich replacesaclauseby two new clauses:

�,�/�^BDC <$E;_W<�=`>I	,%��ab�,�D�^BDC <$E;_W<�=c>�	�1d_#%e	�\]1�gf
It is not hardto arguethat sucha splitting preservesthe un-
satisfiabilityof the setof clauses(we will prove it formally
below). Theeffect of splitting is very similar to theeffect of
the explicit caseanalysis,but branchesareno moreneeded,
sincewe arestill dealingwith just onesetof clauses.The
following simplificationof BDC <$E by <h=i> on the left branch
cannow bedescribedin at leasttwo possibleways:

���/��BDC <$EY_#<�=c>I	R1d_#%e	,\]1M�a���/��BDC <$EY_#<�=c>I	R1d_#%e	,\]1�_jB/C >YEk	R1�-l
���/��BDC <$EY_#<�=c>I	R1d_#%e	,\]1M�a���/��<�=`>I	�1�_W%*	,\]1�_#BDC >YEm	�1�_#BDC <$En	,\]1�-f

The secondway correspondsto the simplificationof Exam-
ple 1.1, but we preferthe first way becauseit givessimpler
clauses.

We will show thatsplitting without backtrackingcansim-
ulate, in somesense,explicit caseanalysis. Moreover, by
usingvariousselectionfunctionsonecansimulatea parallel
versionof caseanalysis,in which branchesareexploitedsi-
multaneously. Apart from beingeasyto implement,splitting
without backtrackinghas several other advantages:firstly,
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we obtainthe effect of intelligentbacktrackingfor free,and
secondlyo , some simplification rules can move clausesbe-
tweenthebranchesthusavoiding repeatedwork on different
branches.

Thisarticleis organizedasfollows. In Section2 wedefine
somefundamentalnotionsof this paper, for examplethose
of componentandsplit. We alsorecall somenotionsof the
theoryof resolution.In Section3 wediscussseveralversions
of thesplitting rule, namelybinary andhypersplitting, with
or without naming. In Section4 we show how onesimulate
differentstrategiesof splittingby usingappropriateliteral se-
lection functions. In particular, we show how onecansimu-
lateexplicit caseanalysisby usingso-calledblocking exten-
sion of selectionfunctions. An efficient algorithmfor find-
ing the maximal split of a clauseinto componentsis given
in the full versionof this paper. In Section5 we discussthe
clausevarianceproblem: checkingif a clauseis a variantof
anotherclause. We show that the clausevariantproblemis
polynomial-timeequivalentto the graphisomorphismprob-
lem. Finally, in Section6 we discussexperimentscarriedout
with VAMPIRE overa largecollectionof problems.

2 Preliminaries
We assumea fixed signaturep . By q we denotea count-
ablesetof predicatesymbolsof arity r disjoint from p . El-
ementsof q will be denotedby 1 & _s1 ( _�f$f$f andusedasnew
namesfor clausecomponents,or alternatively, asidentifiers
for branches.

Wecall aclauseasetof literals.Sometimesclauseswill be
written asdisjunctionof their literals. We denoteby t�u�vkwsxRy
the set of all variablesoccurring in an expression x (e.g.
clause).For a clause% , theuniversal closure of % , denoted
by zM% , is theformula z]{ & f$f�f|z]{]}k% , where{ & _$f$f�f$_j{~} areall
variablesof % .

2.1 Componentsand splits
Definition 2.1(component) Theclause % is called a com-
ponent of a clause %�	[B if % is nonempty, t�u�vkw;%�yR�t�u�v�wsB�y'=?� and % containsno predicatesymbolsin q . The
component% is calledminimal if no propersubsetof % is a
componentin %�	,B . Thecomponent% is called trivial if B
is a clauseof thesignature q or empty.

Note that every clause B hasat leastone component: the
subsetof B consistingof theliteralsof thesignaturep .

Definition 2.2(split) A split of a clauseB is anyrepresenta-
tion of % as %2&�	�f�f$f�% } 	�B�� , where %'&�_$f�f$f�_#% } aredifferent
componentsof % . Thesplit is trivial if �e=�� and % & is the
trivial componentof B . Thesplit is maximal if % & _�f$f$f�_#%)}
areall theminimalcomponentsof B .

Notethatin themaximalsplit thesubclauseB�� only consists
of the literalsof thesignatureq . Also, it is obvious that the
maximalsplit of a clauseis unique.

2.2 Resolution
Ourtechniquefor implementingsplittingworksin thecontext
of a saturationprocedurefor the calculusof orderedresolu-
tion. For thepurposesof this paperit is enoughto recallonly

the nongroundversionof the orderedresolutionrule itself,
for otherrulesandcalculi seee.g.[BachmairandGanzinger,
2001]. Let @ bea simplificationorderon terms,extendedin
the usualway on literals. We assumethat a selectionfunc-
tion selectin every nonemptyclauseeithera negative literal,
or a subsetof positive literals, and if any positive literal is
selected,thenall maximalw.r.t. @ literals areselectedtoo.
Thenorderedresolutionis thefollowing rule:� 	�% \+��	�Bw�%�	�B�y|� _
where � is a mostgeneralunifier of

�
and � , theatom

�
is

selectedin theclause
� 	�% , theliteral \+� is selectedin the

clause\+�[	�B , andthereis no literal in Bh� greaterthan
� �

in theusedsimplificationordering.

3 Splitting without backtracking
In thissectionweformulateseveralversionsof splittingwith-
out backtrackingandprovetheir soundness.

3.1 Binary splitting
Definition 3.1(binary splitting rule) Let � be a set of
clausesof the signaturep���q , %�	�B be a clausewith a
nontrivial component% , and 1X�Aq be an atomnot occur-
ring in ���*��%*	�B, . Then the binary splitting rule is the
following inferencerule:

���/��%*	�B,�ab�,�D��%�	R1�_jB?	�\]1Mnf (1)

We alsosaythat �D�.��%e	�1�_#BA	,\]1� is obtainedfrom �D���%e	�B, by binary splitting.

Theorem3.2 Thebinary splitting rule preservessatisfiabil-
ity.

PROOF. Any modelfor ������%�	Z1d_jB?	�\]1M is alsoamodel
for ���*��%e	�B, since %X	�B is a logical consequenceof%`	�1 and B�	�\]1 . In thereversedirection,a model �A� for������%*	�1d_jBX	,\]1M canbe obtainedfrom a model � for�,�/��%e	�B� by redefining1 sothat �A��� =�1���\�zI% . �

It followsfrom theproofof Theorem3.2thatthenew pred-
icate symbol 1 introducedby an applicationof the binary
splitting rule (see(1)) canberegardedasa new nameof the
formula \�zI% . This implies an optimizationof binary split-
ting whichallowsoneto reusethenew names.Thisoptimiza-
tion canbeformalizedasfollows.

Definition 3.3(binary splitting with naming) A naming
functionis any function � from thesetof nonemptyclauses
of the signaturep to the set q with the following property:��w;%'&�y�=���w�%)(�y if andonly if %2& is avariantof %)( .

Let � beasetof clausesof thesignaturepD�hq and %�	�B
bea clausewith a nontrivial component% . Let also � bea
namingfunction. Thenthebinary splitting rule with naming
is thefollowing inferencerule:

�,�/��%e	�B,�a��,�D��%*	���w;%�y�_#B?	�\+��w�%�yWmf (2)
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Onecanalsoconsidera modificationof the binary splitting
rule with� namingwhereonly thefirst applicationof thesplit-
ting introducestheclause%*	���w;%�y , andall furtherapplica-
tionsof splitting with thesamecomponent% simply replace%�	�B by oneclauseBX	,\+��w;%�y .

Let us give an examplethat illustratesthe differencebe-
tweenthe binary splittingswith andwithout naming. Sup-
posethat we have a set of clauses������%e	�B�&�_#%�	�B
(�
suchthat % is a nontrivial componentin both %X	�B & and%�	�B ( . Usingbinarysplitting,wecanperformthefollowing
derivation:

�,�/��%e	�B & _#%�	�B ( �a�,�/��%e	�1 & _#B & 	�\]1 & _W%e	�B ( �a�,�/��%e	�1�&�_#B�&+	�\]1I&�_W%e	�1](�_jB�(�	,\]1~(�gf
Usingbinarysplitting with naming,we canperforma differ-
entderivation(assuming��w�%�y�=�1�& ).

�,�/��%e	�B & _#%e	�B ( �a�,�/��%e	�1�&�_#B�&+	�\]1I&�_W%e	�B�(��a�,�/��%e	�1�&�_#B�&+	�\]1I&�_#B
(�	�\]1I&�-f
Preservationof satisfiabilityin thecaseof binarysplitting

with namingis moredifficult to formulate.Wecanonly guar-
anteepreservationof satisfiabilityundersomenaturalcondi-
tions.

Theorem3.4 Let � bean inferencesystemon setsof clauses
with the following properties: every inferencepreservesthe
setof models,i.e. for every inference��a � � in this system,� and � � havethe samemodels.Let �n� be the extensionof� by binary splitting with naming. Thenfor everyderivation��¡�a¢� & a£f�f$f in �n� such that ��¡ is a setof clausesof the
signature p and every ¤R¥¦r , the set �M§ is satisfiableif and
only if sois �I§©¨ & .
PROOF. The proof essentiallyrepeatsthe proof of Theo-
rem 3.2. Take any model � of �I¡ of the signaturep and
defineits extension�A� to thesignaturep��
q asfollows: de-
fine in �A� eachnew predicatesymbol ��w�%�yR��q beequiv-
alentto \�zI% . Thenarguing asin the proof of Theorem3.2
onecanshow that �A� is amodelof each�I§ .

In the conversedirection, note that every �I§ is a logical
consequenceof � §©¨ & . Indeed,when � §©¨ & is obtainedfrom � §
by applyingan inferenceof theoriginal system� , this holds
by our assumption.When �I§ª¨ & is obtainedfrom �I§ by ap-
plying binarysplitting with naming(2), this is alsoobvious,
since � §©¨ & containstheclause%*	���w;%�y . � Note

that this proof canbeeasilyadaptedto the modifiedversion
of splitting. For themodifiedversionin generalit is not true
any morethat �I§©¨ & containsthe clause%«	:��w�%�y , but one
canshow that %�	���w�%�y is a logical consequenceof � §©¨ & .

The conditionson the inferencesystem� arenaturaland
not restrictive. For example,thestandardproofsof complete-
nessin the theory of resolution[Bachmairand Ganzinger,
2001] useinferencesystemswith two kindsof rule: addition
of a clauseimplied by otherclauses,andremoval of a clause
impliedby other(smaller)clauses.It is easyto seethatevery
suchinferencesystempreservesmodels.

3.2 Hyper splitting rule
Similar to thebinarysplitting, we candefinehypersplitting,
in which we split morethanonecomponentoff a clause.

Definition 3.5(hyper splitting rule) Let � be a set of
clausesof thesignaturep¬��q and %2&�	2f$f�fª	8% } 	�B beaclause
with nontrivial components% & _$f$f�f$_W%�} . Let 1 & _$f�f$f$_�1~} be
predicatesymbolsin q occurringin neitherthisclausenor � .
Thenthehypersplitting rule is thefollowing inferencerule:

�,�/��% & 	.f$f$f�	�%)}�	�B,�a�,�/��%2&+	�1�&�_�f$f�f$_#% } 	�1 } _jB?	,\]1I&+	/f�f$f�	�\]1 } -f (3)

Let also � be a namingfunction. Then the hypersplitting
rule with namingis thefollowing inferencerule:�
�
��������WW��
�+®¬� 3 !'¯�
�
��� � �
°�±s� �³²j´ #� ´ � ® �R°�±s� ®m²j´

3 �
HM°�±s��� ² ��WW"�
HM°�±s�+® ² !� (4)

Hypersplittingcanbeinterpretedasrepeatedlyappliedbi-
nary splitting. One can prove that hyper splitting (with or
without naming)preservessatisfiability in exactly the same
wayasfor binarysplitting.

4 Literal selectionand simulation of explicit
caseanalysis

Sofarweonly consideredsplittingasaninferencerule. Here
we will considersplitting aspartof an inferencesystem.As
the inferencesystemwe considerbinary resolutionwith su-
perpositionand negative selection. We assumea simplifi-
cation orderingin which every literal of the signaturep is
greaterthanany atomin the signatureq . In orderto define
the inferencesystemwe have to definea selectionfunction
on clauses.We will definetwo kindsof selectionfunctions:
blockingandparallel.Both will beobtainedby extendingan
arbitraryselectionfunctionon theclausesof thesignaturep
to theclausesof theextendedsignaturep.��q .

4.1 Blocking extensionof a selectionfunction
Definition 4.1(blocking extension) Let < be any selection
functionon theclausesof thesignaturep . Theblocking ex-
tensionof < is the selectionfunction on the clausesof the
signaturep���q definedas follows. (a) Let B be a clause
containinga negative literal \]1 of the signatureq , thenthe
maximaloneamongsuchliterals is selectedin B . (b) Let B
be a clausecontaininga positive literal 1 of the signatureq
andno negative literals in this signature.Thenthis literal is
selectedonly when1 is themaximalliteral in B . Notethatin
thiscaseB solelyconsistsof positive literalsof thesignatureq .

It is not difficult to prove that we indeedobtaina selection
function,sinceall literalsof thesignatureq arelessthanall
literalsof thesignaturep . Sincewewill usuallyassumesome
selectionfunctionon theclausesof p , we will simply speak
abouttheblocking selectionfunctioninsteadof theblocking
extensionof theselectionfunction.

Now assumethat we areusinga blocking selectionfunc-
tion. Let usalsoassumethateachtime weapplythesplitting
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rule, the newly introducedatom 1 is greaterthanany atom
previouslyµ introducedby splitting. Let us show that the re-
sulting inferencesystemsimulates,to someextent, explicit
caseanalysis.

Considera sequenceof splitsandapplicationsof nonsim-
plifying inferencerules. Let uscall the label of a branchthe
setof all positive literals thatmarkedgesof this branch.We
transformclausesusedin a derivation with splitting as fol-
lows. To eachclause % that appearson a branchwe add
the label ¶ of this branch,obtainingthe clause%[	.¶ . We
canshow thateachnonsimplifyinginferencethatcanbeper-
formedonabranch,canalsobeperformedonthetransformed
clauses.For simplicity, we only considertheresolutionrule.

Let
� & 	.B & and \ � ( 	.B ( be two clausesin which

� &
and \ � ( areselected,� bea mostgeneralunifier of

� & and� ( , andno literal in B & � is greaterthan
� & � . Thenwe can

applya resolutioninferenceasfollows.� & 	�B & \ � ( 	�B (B�&���	�B�("� f
Let ¶ & and ¶ ( bethe labelsof thebranchesof

� & 	�B & and\ � (�	�B�( respectively. Thenthecorrespondingtransformed
clauseswill be

� &)	DB�&)	D¶ & and \ � (2	/B
(2	/¶d( . By our
definitionof a blockingselectionfunctionandtheorder @ it
is not hardto arguethat

� & and \ � ( will be selectedin the
transformedclausesandthatnoliteral in B�&��I	�¶ &"� is greater
than

� & � . Therefore,wecanapplytherule� & 	�B & 	�¶ & \ � ( 	�B ( 	�¶ (B & ��	�B ( �¬	�¶ & 	�¶ ( f
It is nothardto arguethat ¶ & 	�¶ ( is thelabelof thecommon
branchfor

� & 	�B & and \ � ( 	�B ( .
It is interestingto observe what happensto the literals

which do not belong to the currently investigatedbranch.
Suppose,for, simplicity, that we areworking with the left-
mostbranchlabelledby 1 & 	�f$f�f·	'1~} . Thenall clauseswhich
arenot on thecurrentbranchcontaina negative literal of the
signatureq , which by our choiceof the selectionfunction,
will beselected.Takeany suchclause,for example,\]1~}+	�B .
Theonly inferencerule we canapplyto this clauseis resolu-
tion with aclause1 } 	�¶ , where1 } is greaterthanany literal
of ¶ . But we canobtainsucha clauseonly whentheempty
clauseis obtainedon theleftmostbranchlabelledby 1]}�	�¶ ,
so \]1~}]	 B will beblockedfor inferencesuntil acontradiction
on theleftmostbranchis obtained.As soonassucha contra-
diction is obtained,wecan“unblock” theclause\]1~}¸	�B by
resolvingit against1]}�	�¶ andobtainingB?	�¶ .

Thus, we obtain a nearly completecorrespondencebe-
tweensearchstatesof the explicit caseanalysisandthesys-
tem with the binary splitting without backtracking.It is not
anexactcorrespondencefor several reasons.Firstly, simpli-
fication rules behave in a slightly differentway. Secondly,
splitsdoneby splittingwithoutbacktrackingoftendonot be-
long to particularbranches,but are“shared”acrossdifferent
branches.To explainthiseffect,weshow in Figure2 aderiva-
tion usingbinary splitting anda blocking selectionfunction
whichcorrespondsto thederivationof Figure1. We preserve
thesameenumerationof inferencesasin thatfigure. If a lit-
eralin thenew signatureq is selected,weput it in front of the

clause,for example \]1 & 	�� meansthat \]1 & is selected.For
simplicity, we removesubsumedclausesandpureliterals.

After inference7 of thederivationusingexplicit caseanal-
ysis,we have a copy of theclause\ � 	/\+� which wasput
on theright branch,afterwe performeda split on this clause
ontheleft branch.In thederivationusingbinarysplitting, the
split of \ � 	�\+� into \ � 	
1 ( and \]1 ( 	�\+� remainseven
whenwefinishworking on theleft branch.

4.2 Parallel extensionof a selectionfunction
Definition 4.2(parallel extension) Let < be any selection
function on the clausesof the signaturep . The parallel ex-
tensionof < is a selectionfunction <^� on the clausesof the
signaturep���q definedasfollows. Let B bea clauseof the
form B��#	�¶ , whereB�� is aclauseof thesignaturep and ¶ is
a clauseof thesignatureq . If B�� is not empty, then <^� selects
in B��n	,¶ exactly thesameliteralsas < selectsin B�� . WhenB�� is empty, themaximalliteral from ¶ is selected.

In otherwords,theparallelextensionalwaysmakestheselec-
tion in a clauseB ignoringtheliteralsof B�� of thesignatureq .

Again, it is not difficult to prove that we indeedobtain
a selectionfunction, sinceall literals of the signatureq are
lessthanall literalsof thesignaturep . We will simply speak
abouta parallel selectionfunctioninsteadof theparallelex-
tensionof aselectionfunction.

A parallelselectionfunctionignoresthesplittinghistoryof
clausecompletely, andthusgivestheeffectof parallelsearch
on all branches.

4.3 Subsumptionresolutionand splitting
Oneof theseriousadvantagesof splittingwithout backtrack-
ing is that it can be productively combinedwith the sim-
plification rule calledsubsumptionresolution[Bachmairand
Ganzinger, 2001]. Essentially, subsumptionresolutionis a
specialcaseof binary resolutionthat guaranteesthat the re-
solvent subsumesoneof the parents. We say that a clauseB�& subsumesaclauseB
( if thereexistsasubstitution¹ such
that B & ¹�º«B ( . It is known thatclausessubsumedby other
clausescanberemovedfrom thesearchspace.

Subsumptionresolutionis the following inferencerule on
setsof clauses:

�,�/� � & 	�B & _W\ � ( 	�B ( �ab���/� � & 	�B & _jB ( �,�/��\ � &�	�B�&�_ � (�	�B�(��ab���/��\ � & 	�B�&^_jB�(�
wherethereexistsa substitution¹ suchthat

� &�¹*= � ( andB�&�¹iº»B
( . The rule is calledsubsumptionresolutionbe-
causeof its resemblanceto subsumption:this rule is applica-
bleif andonly if

� & 	�B & subsumes
� ( 	�B ( . Thussubsump-

tion algorithmscanbemodifiedfor findingpairsof clausesto
which subsumptionresolutionis applicable.

Sincesubsumptionresolutionis a simplificationrule (the
clause\ � (�	�B�( or

� (8	�B�( is replacedby a smallerclauseB ( ), it canbeappliedindependentlyof theselectionfunction
or orderon literals.

Subsumptionresolutioncombinedwith splitting cangive
the following effect: literals canbe moved acrossdifferent
branches.For example,considertwo clauses%�	
1 and B�	
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F �RGF ��HIGH F �RGH F ��HMG J
F �
HIGH F ��GH F �
HIGF � K �H K � �RG

L
F �
HIGH F �RGF � K �H K � ��GH F � K �H K � ��HIG

N

F ��HMGH F ��GF � K �H K ���RGH F � K �H K �M��HIG
K ��� K �

P
F �
HIGH F ��G
F � K �H K � ��GH F � K �H K �M��HIGK � � K �HIG�� K �

Q

F ��HIGH F �RGF � K �H K � ��GH F � K �H K �M��HIGK ��� K �HIG�� K �G�� K �
S

F �
HIGH F ��GH K � �RGH F � K �H K ���
HMGK �
T F �
HIGH F � K �H K � ��HIGG U VWVWV

Figure2: A derivationusingbinarysplittingandblockingselection

\]1 suchthat % subsumesB . In explicit caseanalysis,these
clauseswouldbelongto two differentbranches,because%
	�1
shouldbeon the left branchof splitting on 1 , while Bi	/\]1
on the right branch. If we usesubsumptionresolution,we
canreplaceB¼	�\]1 by the clauseB , which correspondsto
moving B from theright branchto thetop.

Theeffectof subsumptionresolutionis evenstrongerwhen% is avariantof B or coincideswith B . Thenwe obtaintwo
clauses%�	�1 and %*	,\]1 , which by subsumptionresolution
followedby subsumptionwill bereplacedby % . Thishasthe
effectof notingthat % belongsto two differentbranches,and
putting it on top and can save a lot of resourcescompared
to explicit caseanalysis. Splitting with backtrackingwould
repeatinferenceswith % on differentbranches.

Let usshow thatsubsumptionresolutionandsplitting can,
in somecases,give the effect of condensinga clause.Con-
densingis definedin [Joyner, Jr., 1976]. A clauseB�� is saidto
beobtainedfrom a clauseB by condensingif B�� is a proper
subsetof B and B subsumesB�� .
Example4.3 Let %�C¾½{¿E bea clausewith variablesin ½{ and ½À
be a sequenceof variablesdisjoint from ½{ . Then %�C�½À E is a
variantof %�Cs½{¿E . Considertheclause%�C¾½{~E^	
%�Cs½À E . Thisclause
canbecondensedinto %�C¾½{~E . Binarysplittingwill replacethis
clauseby two clauses%�Cs½{¿E�	¬1 and %�C�½À E^	
\]1�f Application
of subsumptionresolutionto theseclausesyields the clause%�Cs½{¿E which subsumeseachof theseclauses. Thus, binary
splitting andsubsumptionresolutionin this examplegive the
effectof condensing.

5 Complexity of splitting with naming
To implementsplitting with naming,it is requiredto check
whethera componentis a variantof anothercomponent.In
thissectionweprovethatthecomplexity of checkingwhether
one clauseis a variant of anotherone is polynomial-time
equivalentto thegraphisomorphismproblem.

Definition 5.1(clausevarianceproblem) Clause variance
is thefollowing decisionproblem.An instanceof this prob-
lem is a pair of clausesw;%'&�_#%)(�y . Theansweris “yes” if %'&
is a variantof % ( .

Theorem5.2 The clausevariance problem is polynomial-
timeequivalentto thegraphisomorphismproblem.

Theproof is givenin thefull versionof this paper.
More generally, in practicewe have to checkwhethera

given component% is a variantof a componentin a setof
components� . In VAMPIRE we implementthis many-to-one
clausevariancecheckusingthecodetreeindexing described
in [Voronkov, 1995;Riazanov andVoronkov, 2000b]. Code
treesareusedin theimplementationof many-to-oneforward
subsumption,it is not hardto modify themto implementthe
many-to-oneclausevariance.

6 Experimental results
We implementedseveralversionssplittingwith backtracking
in the new versionof VAMPIRE [Riazanov and Voronkov,
2001]. In this sectionwe presentexperimentalresultsover
4658nonunitclauseform problems.Of theseproblems,2820
problemscomefrom theTPTPlibrary [Sutcliffe andSuttner,
1998] and1838problemsfrom the experimentsin list soft-
warereusedescribedin [SchumannandFischer, 1997]. Of
the4658problems3300containequality. For problemswith
equality, in additionto splitting without backtrackingwe im-
plementedthebranch rewriting rule which replacesa clause%�C <�¹]E�	�¶ by a clause %�C >·¹]E�	�¶ , if a clause <�=Á>8	�¶��
with ¶���ºc¶ is present.Theeffect of this simplificationrule
is similar to theeffect of simplificationby unit equalitieson
a splitting branchin an explicit caseanalysisprocedure.To
supportour viewpoint thatwe describea “cheap”implemen-
tationof rewriting, we notethatbranchrewriting wasimple-
mentedin lessthan3 hours.

We presentthe results for problems with and without
equalityseparately. For all problemswe usedthe sameal-
gorithmbasedonthelimited resourcestrategy [Riazanov and
Voronkov, 2000a] andthesameselectionfunction.Thisalgo-
rithm andselectionfunctionwerechosenbecausethey exper-
imentally proved to be superiorto otheralgorithmsandse-
lectionfunctionswhensplittingwasnot used.Whenrunning
VAMPIRE with splitting,we usedthefollowing parameters:

1. Hypersplitting with a Parallelselectionfunction(P) vs.
binarysplittingwith no selection.
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no 166:11220:7227:12256:6 280:4 300:1 359:3 388:3
PNR 94:3675:15125:30130:9 153:9215:14241:11
NR 71:69 43:6 121:58127:41147:4 175:3
PN 95:60111:50104:20180:39198:28
N 98:72101:52115:9 143:8
PR 68:45118:38144:35
P 110:53130:44
R 37:8

PNR NR PN N PR P R

Figure3: Resultson problemswith equality

PN 65:3 74:11 76:0 80:1
N 14:13 16:2 18:1
no 19:6 21:5
P 10:7

N no P

Figure4: Resultson problemswithout equality

2. Naming(N) vs.nonaming.

3. BranchRewriting (R) vs.no branchrewriting.

We will usecombinationsof the threelettersP, N, R, to de-
notedifferentstrategiesusedin the experiments.For exam-
ple,PRmeansthattheParallelversionwith branchRewriting
but no namingwasused.We use“no” to denotethestrategy
thatusesno splittingat all, and Â thestrategy thatusessplit-
ting without P,R, and N, i.e. simple binary splitting with a
blockingselectionfunction.

We used a Linux-running PC with 256M RAM and a
400MHz Intel III processor. For all problemswe usedthe
time limit of 1 minute.Thechosenstrategy without splitting
solves3091problems.Thetotal numberof problemssolved
with or without splitting is 3189. So with splitting, VAM-
PIRE couldsolve 98 problemsthatcouldnot besolvedwith-
out splitting. Of these98 problems,77 arewithout equality
and21 with equality. Figures3 and4 show thecomparative
behavior of variousstrategiesdependingonthesettingsof the
parametersP, N, R onproblemswith andwithoutequality, re-
spectively. The pair �d&�Ã��M( in a row labelledby a strategy� & andthecolumnlabelledby a strategy � ( meansthatthere
were � & problemssolvedby � & but not solvedby � ( and � (
problemssolved by � ( but not solved by � & . For example
NR (Naming+ branchRewriting) could solve 71 problems
with equalitynotsolvedby PN(Parallelselection+ Naming),
while PNcouldsolve69problemswith equalitynotsolvedby
NR.

The following conclusioncan be derived from thesere-
sults:

1. On problemswith equality, VAMPIRE with any version
of splitting is on the averageweaker than VAMPIRE
without splitting, while on problemswithout equalityit
is on theaveragestronger.

2. Eachof the following settings: naming,parallel split-
ting, andbranchrewriting improvetheresults,by far the
strongestoneis naming.

We believe thattheperformanceof splittingwithout back-
trackingcanbeconsiderablyimproved,but optimizedimple-
mentation,moreexperiments,andinsightsin thebehavior of
splittingarerequired.
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UNSEARCHMO: Eliminating RedundantSearch Spaceon Backtracking for
Forward Chaining TheoremProving

�

Lifeng He
Facultyof InformationScienceandTechnology

Aichi PrefecturalUniversity, Aichi, 480-1198Japan

Abstract

This paperintroduceshow to eliminateredundant
searchspacefor forward chaining theoremprov-
ing asmuchaspossible.We considerhow to keep
on minimal usefulconsequentatomsetsfor neces-
sary branchesin a proof tree. In the most cases,
an unnecessarynon-Hornclauseusedfor forward
chainingwill be split only once. The increaseof
the searchspaceby invoking unnecessaryforward
chainingclauseswill benearlylinear, notexponen-
tial anymore. In a certain sense,we “unsearch”
more thannecessary. We explain the principle of
our method,andprovidean exampleto show that
our approachis powerful for forwardchainingthe-
oremproving.

1 Intr oduction
Automatedreasoningis oneof themostimportanttopicsfor
artificial intelligenceandcomputerscience.Among others,
theoremprovingtechnologiesfor first-orderpredicatecalcu-
lus have beenattractingmuch interesting[Robinson,1965;
Loveland,1968;MantheyandBry, 1988].

It is well-known that if
���

is an unsatisfiablesubsetof a
clauseset

�
, it is generallyeasierto show

� �
unsatisfiable

thanto show
�

unsatisfiable.Obviously, the smallersucha���
is, the shortera proof is. If forward chainingis usedfor

reasoningaboutnon-Hornclauses,it meansthatwe neednot
considerevery violatedclause,but only thosethat canhelp
us to find a refutation. It is obviousthat invoking unneces-
sarynon-Hornclauseswill explodethe searchspaceexpo-
nentially.

SATCHMO (SATisfiability CHeckingby MOdel genera-
tion) [MantheyandBry, 1988] is potentiallyinefficient,since
it usesall violatedclausesto forward chaining. Addressing
to this problem,two strategieshave beendeveloped.Oneis
utilizing an intelligent strategy to only selectthoserelevant-
like non-Horn clausesfor forward chaining, which is pro-
posedin [Ramsay, 1991], refinedin [Lovelandet al., 1995]
(SATCHMORE) and further improved in [He et al., 1998]�

Thiswork is partiallysupportedby theJapaneseMinistry of Ed-
ucation,Science,SportsandCultureandthe Artificial Intelligence
ResearchPromotionFoundationof Japan.

( � -SATCHMORE). The other method, proposedin [He,
2001] (calledI-SATCHMO) is eliminatingredundantsearch-
ing spaceafterunnecessarynon-Hornclauseshavebeenused
for forwardchainingby intelligentbacktracking.

As indicatedin [He,2001], therearemainly two problems
aboutthe approachto selecta suitablenon-Hornclausefor
forward chaining. One is that it takesmuch overheadcost
to decidewhethera non-Hornclauseis suitableor not. In
general,the stricter the checkingis, the moreexpensive the
overheadcostis. Theotheris that anysuchstrategyis only
effective in a limited rangeandcertainlyfails in somemore
complicatedcases. In fact, a non-Horn clauserecognized
as“relevant” by someadvancedselectingstrategymight be
practicallyunnecessaryto therefutationbeingmade.In other
words,therearealwayssuchirrelevantnon-Hornclausesthat
canpassanyrelevancy test.Theseproblemshave beenillus-
tratedonsomeexamplesin [He,2001].

The principle of the method of eliminating redundant
searchingspaceby intelligent backtrackingis very simple:
If oneof theconsequentatomsof a forwardchainingclause
usedfor forward chainingis found to be uselessto the rea-
soningon backtracking,the useof this clauseis known as
unnecessary, andthe remainingprocessingover the clause’s
consequenceis immediatelyabandoned.It only takesa lit-
tle overheadcost to find irrelevant non-Hornclausesand is
compatiblewith theformerstrategyintroducedabove.

However, markingthoseconsequentatomscontributedto
deriveantecendentsof irrelevantforwardchainingclausesas
usefulandmixing up theusefulconsequentatomsfor differ-
entbranchesin a proof tree,I-SATCHMO might makeredu-
dantsearch.

This paperintroducesa solution for theseproblems. As
we will see,in our improved method,for eachnodein the
proof tree,only thoseindispensableconsequentatomsto de-
rivetherefutationat thenodearemarkedasuseful.Thus,our
methodcanshow a refutationfor a givenunsatisfiableclause
setwithoutUNSEARCHingMOre thannecessary(hencethe
acronymUNSEARCHMO). In other words, our methodis
oneof themostefficientstrategiesfor forwardchainingtheo-
remproving.

2 SATCHMO and I-SATCHMO
Weassumefamiliarity with thedetailsrelatingto SATCHMO
[Manthey and Bry, 1988], SATCHMORE [Lovelandet al.,
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1995] as well as � -SATCHMORE and limit ourselves to
briefly� reviewing the basicmaterialneededfor our presen-
tation.

In thispaper, aproblemfor checkingunsatisfiabilityis rep-
resentedby meansof positive implicationalclauses,eachof
which hasof the form �	��
�����
���������������������� ( ��
 �"!#
). We refer to the implicit conjunction �	��
�����
���� as the

antecedentof the clause,with each ��$ beingan antecedent
atom. The implicit disjunction � � ���������� � is referredto as
the consequentof the clause,and each �&% is a consequent
atom. A clausewith an emptyconsequent,i.e., �(' #

, is
calleda negativeclauseandis written as � � 
����
 � � �() ,
where ) meansfalse. A clausewith an emptyantecedent,
i.e., �*' #

, is written with consequentpart only if it is a
fact(Horn clause),andotherwisetheantecedentatomtrue is
added.Moreover, a givenclausesetis dividedinto two sub-
sets.Oneis +-, , theBackwardChainingcomponentthat is a
decidableHorn clausesetconsistingof all negative clauses,
factsand any Horn clausesselectedby user. The other is. , , the Forward Chainingcomponentthat containsall the
remainingclauses.

If goal / (a conjunctionof atoms)canbe proven to log-
ically follow the clauseset

�
, we denotethat with

�10 / .
On theotherhand,if 2 is a groundatomsetand � a ground
atom, �4352 indicatesthat atom � is a memberof 2 . Be-
causeweutilizesforwardchainingonnon-Hornclausessame
asSATCHMO, all of clausesmusthold theso-calledrange-
restrictedproperty1 to guaranteethesoundnessfor refutation.

Supposethat +&, be a decidableHorn clausesetand 2 a
groundatomset,thena conjunction(disjunction)of ground
atomsis satisfiablein +-,76�2 if all (some)of its members
canbederivedfrom +-,8692 , andelseunsatisfiable. A ground
clause�:�;, is saidsatisfiablein +-,86<2 if , is satisfiable
or � is unsatisfiablein +&,=6>2 , andelseviolated.

It is well-known that a clauseset
�

is satisfiableif and
only if we canfind a model ? for

�
. If ? is a modelof�

, theneachclauseof
�

is satisfiablein ? . Basedon such
consideration,to checkwhethera givenclauseset

� '@+�,A6. , is satisfiable,SATCHMO goesto constructa modelfor
thisclausesetby trying to satisfyall clausesin

�
.

Thereasoningmadeby SATCHMO to searcha modelfor
agivenclauseset +-,>6 . , canbegraphicallyillustratedin a
ProofTree(abbreviatedto PThereafter)describedasfollows.

For thecurrentnode B (initially theroot node C�+-,=D ), and
thegroundconsequentatomset 2FE (initially empty):

1. If +&,G6H2IE 0 ) , createa leaf node ) below node B .
Theprocessfor thebranchterminates.

2. If +-,J692 ELK0 ) , selectan instantiatedgroundviolated
clause�	��
�����
����>�4�M�N������������ from

. , . If no such
clauseexists,theprocessterminatesto reportthat +-,H6. , is satisfiable.

1A clauseis range-restrictedif f every variablein its consequent
alsooccursin its antecedent.An importantpropertyof suchclauses
is that if its antecedentis satisfiedby a setof groundatoms,then
everyconsequentatomiscertainlyground.As indicatedby Manthey
andBry (1988)andBry andYahya(2000),anyfirst-orderclauseset
canbetransformedinto thesame“meaning”range-restrictedone.

C�O>�PDQQ R RS TU UV UVVWX WXYZ YZ
� � ��))
) ) ))

Figure1: Theproof tree []\ constructedby SATCHMO

3. For eacha consequentatom � $ of theselectedviolated. , clause,createa child node � $ below the current
node.Takingnode� $ asnew currentnode,call thispro-
cedurerecursively in depth-firststrategy with the aug-
mentedgroundconsequentatomset 2I^`_ , where 2F^`_ =2 E 6<C���$aD .

For node B , wherethegroundconsequentatomsetis 2 E ,
if all branchesterminatein a leaf node ) , it meansthatsatis-
fying atom B therewill leadto a refutationanyway. In other
words, +&,b6c2 E cannotbeextendedasa modelof +&,b6 . , .
Suchnodeis saidto be unsatisfiable. Whenthe nodeis the
root node C�+�,dD , then +&,H6 . , is unsatisfiable.Correspond-
ing to creatingnode B in [ce , an atom B is assertedinto
the reasoningdatabase.On theotherhand,whennode B is
provento beunsatisfiable,theatom B will beretractedfrom
thedatabase.Moreover, whenever a nodeis provenunsatis-
fiable,thereasoningprocesswill backtrackto its parentnode
if any.

Example 2.1 Considerthefollowingpropositionalclauseset� '@+-,b6 . , .

+-,gf T 
 X �h)i� S 
 W �j)c� �1�h)i��G�h)i� W 
�k]�j)c� X 
ml-�h)c�. ,gfnl T�Xpo � S � T � l T�Xpo � X � W �rqs�tku�Flv�l T�Xpo �t�g�F���
Theprooftreegeneratedby SATCHMOis shown in Figure

1. It is obviousthatSATCHMOmadesomeredundantsearch.
In fact,a refutationcanbederivedfrom thesubsetconsisting
of +&, andtheonly

. , clausel T�Xpo �4�w�F� .
By the way, for the given clauseset in this example,ev-

ery violated
. , clauseusedby SATCHMO is recognizedas

“relevant” by eitherSATCHMOREor � -SATCHMORE,the
proof treegeneratedby SATCHMOREor � -SATCHMORE
is thesameasthatshown in Figure1.

Theredundantsearchspacecanbecut down by intelligent
backtrackingpresentedin I-SATCHMO. As we have seen,a
consequentatom B is retractedfrom the reasoningdatabase
only if thenodeB in theproof treehasbeenprovenasunsat-
isfiable. Supposethat �x�y�������������z� be the violated

. ,
clauseusedfor forwardchainingat node B in theproof tree,
then,node B holds � child nodes�{� , ��� , �z� . If somecon-
sequentatom �z$ is foundto beuselessto thereasoningat the
time being retractedfrom the database(hencenode �z$ has
beenproven asunsatisfiable),i.e., it is uselessto construct
the partial proof treebelow node � $ , the samepartial proof
treecanbedirectlyconstructedbelow nodeB , andtherefore,
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Figure2: Thederiving treefor goal ) at node�

at this point, we know that node B canbe proven asunsat-
isfiablejust in thesameway madeat node � $ . Since B has
beenknown asunsatisfiable, theremainingprocessfor show-
ing node B unsatisfiable,i.e., theprocesson theconsequent
atoms� $��=� , ���� , � � (if any), canberemovedatonce.Onthe
otherhand,theuseof an

. , clause�����M�N������� ��� is nec-
essaryonly if each�z$ ( �	�@�z$���� ) is usefulto constructing
thepartialtreebelow node �z$ .

Now we introduceI-SATCHMO how to decidewhatcon-
sequentatomis usefulfor the reasoning.Obviously, a con-
sequentatomassertedcanonly be usedto derive goal ) or
antecedentsof violated

. , clauses.Therefore,I-SATCHMO
marksanassertedconsequentatomasusefulwheneverit con-
tributedto derive goal ) or an antecedentof a violated

. ,
clause.

Theusefulconsequentatomsto derivegoal / canbefound
from thederiving treeof goal / [He,2001].

Definition 2.1 Supposethat a give clausesetbe
� 'x+&,�6. , , 2 thecurrentconsequentatomsetestablishedby forward

chaining, / a goalsuchthat +&,�6>2 0 / . Thederiving tree
of goal / with respectto +-,>6�2 , denotedby B�\����u���� , is the
resulttreeconstructedasfollows.

1. Therootnodeis / .

2. Supposethat � � 
 ����
�����
����`
�� ~� 
����
�� ~% is a nodein
thetreebeingconstructed.�����

For each +-, clause Bb��
�����
 B>�w�r� suchthat����'��	�v� , where � is a mostgeneralunifier of� and � � , createachild nodeB � �I
������
�B � �I
m����I
�����
m� � �8
 � ~� 
�����
�� ~% .����
For eachatom ��3H2 suchthat � '¡�¢�v£ , where £
is agroundsubstitution(since� is agroundatom),
createa child node � � £¤
�����
m� � £ , � ~� 
�����
�� ~% 
� ~%v�7� , where �&%��7�{'¥� .

3. Repeatthis procedurerecursively until anemptyleaf or
a leafsuchthatall of its atomshold “ � ” is derived.Such
a leaf is calledsuccessfulderivingleaf.

Since+-, is decidableand +-,c6�2 0 / , B9\M���u���� canbefi-
nally constructedwith findinga successfulderiving leaf. The
consequentatomsthat contributedto derive / from +-,�6b2
arethoseatomslistedin thesuccessfulderiving leaf if any.

Example2.2 Supposethat
� 'x+�,�6 . , be the clauseset

givenin Example2.1. Considertheleftmostnode � in Fig-
ure1, where2 � ':C S 
 X 
 ��D . Thederiving treefor goal ) ,
B9\ ��������¦§ , is shown in Figure2. To derivegoal ) , only � is
useful.

Thealgorithmof I-SATCHMO to constructPT for check-
ing whethera givenclauseset

� '¥+-,A6 . , is unsatisfiable
canbedescribedasfollows.

For thecurrentnode B (initially theroot node C+-,dD ) and
thecorrespondingconsequentatomset 2 E (initially empty):

1. If +&,J6i2 E 0 ) , createa leaf node ) underthecurrent
node,which meansthatnode B is provenunsatisfiable.
Mark all consequentatomslistedin thesuccessfulderiv-
ing nodein Bb\ �¨�u���u©§ asuseful.

2. If +-,J692IE K0 ) , selectan instantiatedgroundviolated
clausefrom

. , . If no suchclauseexists, the process
terminatesto reportthat +-,b6 . , is not unsatisfiable.

3. For theselectedviolatednon-Hornclause�ª�n� � ; ���� ;�z� , mark all consequentatomslisted in the success-
ful deriving nodein B�\ �¨����� ©« asuseful. Then,create
a node �z$ below the currentnodefor each ¬ suchthat���¬H��� . Taking � $ asthe new currentnode,call
thisprocedurerecursively in depth-firststrategywith the
augmentedconsequentatomset2I^`_ = 2IEg6JC�� $ D . How-
ever, if � $ hasbeenfoundto beuselessonbacktracking,
insteadof eachnode � % suchthat ¬�®°¯J�¡� , a special
leaf node ± is created,where ± meansthat theprocess
from thereis prunedaway. On theotherhand,if all � $
aremarkedasuseful, the useof �L�"��� ; ���� ; �z� is
known asnecessary. In eithercase,node B is provenas
unsatisfiable.

Example 2.3 Supposethat
� 'x+�,�6 . , be the clauseset

givenin in Example2.1.
In thebranchC+-,dD�� S � X �1���4) in Figure1, only

atom � is usedin forwardchainingandmarkedasuseful.In
thesameway, in thebranchC+&,dDM� S � X ���<�t) , only
atom � is usedin forwardchainingandmarkedasuseful.

Sinceboth � and � areprovento beunsatisfiable,its par-
ent node,i.e., X is proven to be unsatisfiable.We backtrack
to nodeX to retractX . At thattime,we know X is notmarked
asusefulin thereasoning.Therefore,it is uselessfor therea-
soningand the useof the violated

. , clausel T�Xpo � X � W
selectedat nodeS is unnecessary. I-SATCHMO prunesaway
theprocessto bemadeon theremainingconsequentatom W
andbacktracksto nodeS atonce.

Now, we know that S is alsonot markedasuseful in the
reasoning,thereforetheviolated

. , clausel T�Xpo � S � T se-
lectedat therootnode C�+-,=D is unnecessary. Accordingly, we
stopto processtheremainingconsequentatom T .

In this way, theproof treeconstructedby I-SATCHMO is
shown in Figure3. As we see,unnecessary

. , clausesare
split only once.

3 UNSEARCHMO
SinceI-SATCHMO marksan assertedconsequentatom as
usefulwhenever it contributesto derive theaantecendentof
a violated

. , clause,thoseconsequentatomscontributedto
unnecessaryviolatedclausesarealsomarkedasuseful.

This problemcanbeeasilysolvedby improvingthemark-
ing work asfollows: anassertedconsequentatomis marked
as useful only when it contributesto derive goal ) or the
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Figure3: Theproof tree []\ constructedby I-SATCHMO in
Example2.3

C�O>�PDQQ R R� �
U UV UVV²o ²oYZ YZYZ YZ

� � WXX W � �
) ) ))) ) ) )

Figure4: Theproof tree []\ constructedby I-SATCHMO for
theclausesetgivenin Example3.1

antecedentof a violated
. , clausethathasbeenverifiedas

necessary.
Moreover, without distinguishingthe useful consequent

atoms for different branchesin proof tree, I-SATCHMO
mightmismarkthoseconsequentatomsthatareusefulfor the
refutationof unnecessarybranchesin a proof tree but use-
lessfor thenecessarybranchesas“useful”. In suchcases,I-
SATCHMO alsopossiblymakessomeredundantsearch.Let
usseethefollowing example.

Example3.1 Considerthefollowingpropositionalclauseset� '@+-,b6 . , .

Oi�³fn�1�h)c�n�G�h)i� X �h)c� W �h)i�´ �³fnl T�Xpo � � � � ��l T�Xpo � o � ² � � 
 o �4�g�F���� 
 o �4�w�F���4l T�Xpo � X � W �
Theproof treegeneratedby I-SATCHMO is shown in Fig-

ure4.
Considerthe leftmost node labeledwith o , where 2Iµ�'C � 
 o D , theclause

� 
 o �¶�w�I� becomesviolatedandis used
to forwardchaining. Sinceboth � and � areuseful for de-
riving ) , theuseof theclauseis foundto benecessaryto the
refutation,

�
and o aremarkedasuseful.In thisway, thepro-

cessfor theconsequentatom
²

(thesibling atomof o ) and
�

(thesibling atomof
�
) aremade,respectively.

Obviously, theprocessfor node
�

in theabove exampleis
unnecessary. Although the consequentatom

�
is useful for

eachbranchfrom node o , it is uselessfor any branchfrom
node

²
. It meansthat the refutationat node

²
canbe made

without theconsequentatom
�
, that is, that canbemadeon

therootnodeC+&,dD in thesameway. Therefore,theredundant
processfor theconsequentatom

�
canbeeliminated.

Although the processmadeat the leftmostnode o is also
unnecessaryin a strict meaning,it is unavoidableunlesswe

�³�t� � �������� �� EBVVVV · ·
U U U U

�M� ���� ��$ ���� ���� ^p¸ � ^ _ � ^ ¦
Figure5: Finding the usefulconsequentatomsetfor parent
nodefrom thoseof its childrennodes

selectatom
²

first to processat node
�

or we first selectthe
last non-Hornclausefor forward chaining. It is the well-
known nondeterminationproblemfor theoremproving.

Now, we considerhow to distinguishandmanagetheuse-
ful consequentatomsfor differentbranchesin a proof tree.
Without thelossof generality, shown asin Figure5, suppose
that �ª�n� � ; ���� ; � � betheviolatedclauseselectedatnodeB and

� ^ _ be the usefulconsequentatomsetrelative to ��$
for all ¬ suchthat �i�@¬��¹� . Weconsiderhow to derive the
usefulconsequentatomset

� E relative to node B .
Sinceour reasoningprocedureis depth-firstone, � $��7� is

not takeninto processinguntil node� $ hasbeenprovento be
unsatisfiable.Moreover, only whensomeof � $ is foundto be
uselessor all node �z$ � �i�¹¬��@� �

areprovento beunsatis-
fiable,theirparentnode B is provento beunsatisfiable.

As we will know from thealgorithmof UNSEARCHMO,
whennode �z$ is provento beunsatisfiable,theusefulconse-
quentatomset

� ^ _ for deriving therefutationat node � $ has
alreadybeenestablished.Theusefulconsequentatomset

� E
for node B is constructedaccordingto theway how node B
is provenasunsatisfiable.

If nodeB is provenasunsatisfiablein thewaythatall of � $� �9��¬]�s� �
areprovenasunsatisfiable,thentheuseof the

clause�º��� � ; ���� ; � � is foundto benecessary. In orderto
completetherefutationat node B , theclauseshouldbeably
foundto beviolatedthere.Therefore,theusefulconsequent
atomsto derive the antecedent� areuseful for our refuta-
tion. Moreover, in orderto completethe refutationmadeat
eachnode �z$ , eachusefulconsequentatomfor therefutation
madeatnode��$ , except��$ itself (sinceit canbeobtainedby
splitting �³�¶��� ; ����� ; �z� at node B ), is alsoneeded.Con-
cludingly, in thiscase,theusefulconsequentatomset

� E can
bederivedasfollows.

� E '�C � ^»¸-¼ C����ND�D�6G½�½�½�6<C � ^ ¦ ¼ C����iD�D�6 � « (1)

where
� « is theusefulconsequentatomsetfor deriving the

antecedent� .
On theotherhand,if node B is provenasunsatisfiablein

theway thatsomeof � $ � �P�¥¬z�¥� �
is foundto beuseless,

thentheuseof theclause�s�1�M� ; ����� ; �z� is foundto beun-
necessaryfor therefutationmadeon node � $ , i.e., � ${K3 � ^ _ .
In otherwords,the refutationfound at node � $ canalsobe
madeat node B without usingthe clause�*�¾� � ; ����� ; � � .
Thus,theusefulconsequentatomset

� E for deriving a refu-
tationatnode B is exactlythesameas

� ^ _ , i.e.,

� E ' � ^ _ (2)
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In anycase,when
� E is derived,all of

� ^�_ � �b��¬]��� �
areremov¿ edfrom database.

Let us makea comparisonof I-SATCHMO’s methodand
our new strategy. When node B is proven as unsatisfiable
in theway thatall of �z$ areprovenasunsatisfiable,the two
methodsareexactlysimilar, the usefulconsequentatomset� E is obtainedaccordingto theformula(1). However, when
node B is proven as unsatisfiablein the way that node �z$
is found to be useless,the useful consequentatom set

� E
derivedby I-SATCHMO is asfollows.

� E°'�C � ^ ¸�¼ C�� � D�D-6<½½�½6JC � ^¤_ÁÀ ¸�¼ C�� $ÃÂI� D�D-6 � ^¤_ (3)

Obviously, althoughthe consequentatomscontainedinC � ^ ¸ ¼ C��{�ND�D , ���� , C � ^�_ÄÀ ¸ ¼ C��z$ÃÂI�ND�D are useful for the
branchesbeginning from ��� , ½½�½ , ��$ÃÂI� , but uselessfor the
refutationmadeat node � $ , and thereforeis alsouselessto
prove B unsatisfiable.

Aswehaveseen,if aconsequentatom,exceptthelastatom
of the consequence,of a violated

. , clauseis found to be
useful,thenits nextsibling atomwill be takeninto process-
ing. Therefore,thefewertheusefulconsequentatomsare,the
moreefficient a refutationis. It is quiteclearthat theuseful
consequentatomsetfor any nodederived by our new strat-
egy cannotbe reducedany further, i.e., it is a minimal one.
Sincewe cankeepa minimal usefulconsequentatomsetfor
a refutation,our new strategyis oneof themostefficient ap-
proachesfor forwardchainingtheoremproving.

Thealgorithmof ourproverUNSEARCHMOto construct
PT for checkingwhethera givenclauseset

� 's+&,A6 . , is
unsatisfiablecanbedescribedasfollows.

For thecurrentnode B (initially theroot node C+-,dD ) and
its correspondingconsequentatomset2IE (initially empty):

1. If +&,G6H2IE 0 ) , createa leaf node ) below node B ,
whichmeansnodeB is provenunsatisfiable.Theuseful
consequentatom set for node B ,

� E , that consistsof
thoseconsequentatomslistedin thesuccessfulderiving
leaf in B�\ ���u��� ©§ , is established.

2. If +-,J692IE K0 ) , selectan instantiatedgroundviolated
clause�>�5� � ��������� � from

. , . If no suchclauseex-
ists, +&,H6 . , is satisfiable.

3. For theselectedviolatednon-Hornclause�ª�n� � ; ���� ;�z� , createanode��$ for all ¬ suchthat �	��¬-��� . Tak-
ing � $ asthe new currentnode,call this procedurere-
cursively in depth-firststrategywith theaugmentedcon-
sequentatom set 2I^`_<'Å28Es6�C�� $ D . However, if � $
is found to be uselesson backtracking,insteadof each
node � % suchthat ¬<®�¯���� , createa specialnode± . The usefulconsequentatomsetfor node B ,

� E , is
establishedaccordingto the formula (2). On the other
hand,if every � $ for �H�ª¬	�ª� is foundto beuseful,
theusefulconsequentatomset

� E is establishedaccord-
ing to theformula(1). In eithercase,node B is proven
unsatisfiable.

Example3.2 Supposethat
� 'x+�,�6 . , be the clauseset

givenin in Example2.1. Theproof treeconstructedby UN-
SEARCHMOis shown in Figure6. Redundantsearchspace
hasbeeneliminated.

The proof of the correctnessof our UNSEARCHMO is
not difficult. SinceUNSEARCHMO just cuts down some
branchesin the proof tree constructedby SATCHMO, if
SATCHMO canshow a given clausesetunsatisfiable,then
UNSEARCHMO can certainly show the samething. This
shows thecompletenessof UNSEARCHMO.

Ontheotherhand,aswehave indicatedabove,anasserted
consequentatom B is found uselessat the time being re-
tractedfrom thereasoningdatabase,its parentnodeis ableto
be provenasunsatisfiable.Therefore,all remainingprocess
to show its parentnodeunsatisfiablecanberemovedwithout
thelossof thesoundness.Thefurtherdetailsareomittedhere
sincethelack of space.

It is easyto implementUNSEARCHMOby Prolog. The
codeis omittedherealsobecauseof thelack of space.

4 An Example
Example 4.1 Let

�
bethefollowing clauseset,anextension

of thebenchmarkproblemSYN009-1givenin TPTPproblem
library [Sutcliffe andSuttner, 2000].

+-,gf S �ÇÆ 
 È-
�É � 
 � �ÇÆ 
�È&
�É � �h)i�Ê �ÇÆ 
 È�
�É � 
 � �ÇÆ 
 È�
�É � �h)i�T �ÇÆ 
 È�
�É � 
m� �ÃÆ 
 È�
�É � �j)c�� �ÇË 
 Ë 
 ËN� �h)i�k ����� � k ����� � k ��ËN� �. ,gf;k �ÇÆw� 
�k � È � 
�k � É �
� S �ÃÆ 
�È�
vÉ � � Ê �ÇÆ 
 È�
vÉ � � T �ÃÆ 
 È�
�É � �k �ÃÆ�� 
 k � È � 
�k � É � �4� �ÇÆ 
�È&
�É � �m� �ÇÆ 
mÈ�
vÉ � �

The first
. , clause will be fully split by any of

SATCHMO, SATCHMORE and � -SATCHMORE. That
meansmorethan Ì ��Í caseswill beconsidered.As aresult,we
gave up theour testson SATCHMO, SATCHMOREand � -
SATCHMOREwith a run of threedayswithout termination
on anIntel PentiumIII/650MHZworkstation,respectively.

Now, we see how I-SATCHMO and UNSEARCHMO
work. Initially, thefirst

. , clauseis usedfor forwardchain-
ing with eachsubstitutionsuchthat its antecedentbecomes
satisfiable. In this way, a branch C�+&,=D� S ��� 
 � 
 ��� �S ��� 
 � 
 ��� � S �Ç� 
 � 
 ËN� �t½�½½u� S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� is generated.

At node S �ÇË 
 Ë 
 ËN� , the second
. , clausewith the substi-

tution C Æ ' �
, È"' �

, Ét' � D , i.e., k ���¤� 
�k ����� 
�k �Ç��� �� ��� 
 � 
 ��� ��� ��� 
 � 
 ��� , is first split. For node � �Ç� 
 � 
 �¤� , )
canbe derived andthe usefulconsequentatomset is estab-
lishedas C S ��� 
 � 
 �¤� , � �Ç� 
 � 
 �¤� D . At node � ��� 
 � 
 ��� , ) can

C�O>�PDQQ R R� ±U UV ²o YZ YZ
� � X W
) ) ) )

Figure6: Theprooftree[	\ constructedby UNSEARCHMO
for theclausesetgivenin Example3.1
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not be derived, and the second
. , clausewith the substi-

tution C Æ ' �
, ÈÎ' �

, É¶' � D , i.e., k ����� 
�k �Ç��� 
�k ���� �� �Ç� 
 � 
 ��� ; � ��� 
 � 
 �� , is split. At node � �Ç� 
 � 
 ��� , similar as
node� ��� 
 � 
 ��� , ) is derivedandtheusefulconsequentatom
setis C S �Ç� 
 � 
 �� , � �Ç� 
 � 
 �� D . For node � ��� 
 � 
 ��� , similar as
node� ��� 
 � 
 ��� , no refutationcanbederived,thenthesecond
non-Hornclausewill besplit with thesubstitutionC Æ ' �

,È³' �
, É¥' Ë D , andsoon.

The secondnon-Horn clausewill be further split untilk ��ËN� 
�k ��ËN� 
�k ��ËN� �Ï� ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� �Ð� ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� is used for forward
chaining at node � ��� 
 Ë 
 Ë�� . Then, at last a refutation can
be derived from eachof node � ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� ’s child nodesimul-
taneously. Theusefulconsequentatomsetfor therefutation
at node � ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� is C S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� 
Ð� ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D andthat at node� ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� is just C�� ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D . Accordingto theformula(1), the
usefulconsequentatomsetfor node � ��� 
 Ë 
 Ë�� is constructed
as C S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D .

If we do not distinguishthe usefulconsequentatomsfor
differentbranches,asI-SATCHMO does,wewill find thatallS -factshave beenmarkedasuseful. Then,thesameprocess
madeon eachS -fact S �ÇÑ 
mÒ»
�Ó � , whereeachof

Ñ
, Ò and Ó is

oneof
�
,
�

and
Ë
, would be repeatedfor the correspondingÊ -fact Ê �ÇÑ 
ÐÒ»
�Ó � (alsofor thecorrespondingT -fact T �ÇÑ 
ÐÒ»
�Ó � ).

Similarto otherexistingstrategies,noanswercanbeobtained
within a reasonabletime.

However, at node � ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� , wherethe usefulconsequent
atom set is C S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D , UNSEARCHMO finds � ��� 
 Ë 
 Ë��
uselessfor the refutation, i.e., the clause k ����� 
�k ��ËN� 
�k �ÇËN��Ô� ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� �m� ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� selectedat node � ��� 
 Ë 
 Ë�� ’s parent� ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� is not necessary. According to the formula (1),
the useful consequentatom set derived at its sibling node� ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� , i.e., C S ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� 
m� ��� 
 Ë 
 Ë�� D , is abandoned,and
the useful consequentatom set for node � ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� is stillC S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D .

Similar backtracking repeatedly continues to nodeS ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� , wherethe useful consequentatomsetestablished
by UNSEARCHMO is still C S �ÇË 
 Ë 
 Ë�� D . The sameprocess
madeon node S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� will be also made on its sibling
node Ê ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� and node T ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� , and the corresponding
usefulconsequentatomsetare found to be C Ê ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D andC T ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� D , respectively. Theviolatedclausek ��ËN� 
�k �ÇË�� 
�k ��ËN�� S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� � Ê ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� � T �ÇË 
 Ë 
 ËN� selectedat node S ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� is
foundto benecessary.

Now, let us see what happenswhen UNSEARCHMO
backtracksto S ��Ë 
 Ë 
 ËN� ’s parentnode S ��� 
 Ë 
 ËN� , where, ac-
cordingto theformula(1), usefulconsequentatomsetis sur-
prisedlyfoundto beempty!nootherconsequentatomis use-
ful for our refutation!UNSEARCHMOsimply backtracksto
the root node C�+-,=D to concludethat the given clauseset is
unsatisfiable.

With the help of distinguishing the useful consequent
atomsfor different branches,UNSEARCHMO only takes
0.002 secondsto find its solution on an Intel Pentiu-
mIII/650MHZ workstation.

5 Conclusion
In thispaper, we have introducedhow to eliminateredundant
searchspaceon backtrackingfor forward chainingtheorem

provingasmuchaspossible.Theredundantsearchbranches
are immediatelyprunedaway when unnecessaryonesare
found on backtracking. At any reasoningpoint, only those
necessaryviolated clausesare completelysplit for forward
chaining. Repeatedsearchby invoking unnecessarynon-
Horn clausescanbe effectively eliminated.The experimen-
tal resulthasshown thatour methodis powerful for forward
chainingtheoremproving.

Since our strategy prunes away unnecessaryproof
branchesafter unnecessarynon-Horn clausesare usedfor
forwardchaining,theviolatednon-Hornclausesfor forward
chainingcan be usedin any orderdecidedby any advance
checkingstrategy. That is, we canincorporatetherelevancy
checkingproposedin SATCHMOREandtheavailability test-
ing introducedin � -SATCHMOREinto our strategiesto im-
prove theperformancefurther.

It is obviousthat our methodcan be appliedto disjunc-
tion logic programming(database). The principle of our
methodto eliminateredundantsearchspacein forwardchain-
ing basedprover canalso be appliedto reasonaboutother
logicswheneverforwardchainingstrategyis used.Thisgives
our methoda wide applicationin automatedreasoningfield.

As futureworks,wewill useourproverto testthosebench-
markproblemsprovidedin TPTPlibrary [Sutcliffe andSut-
tner, 2000], to clearwhich classof problemswill be helped
by ourapproach.
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Abstract

Motivated by the problem of query answering over
multiple structured commonsense theories, we ex-
ploit graph-based techniques to improve the ef-
ficiency of theorem proving for structured theo-
ries. Theories are organized into subtheories that
are minimally connected by the literals they share.
We present message-passing algorithms that reason
over these theories using consequence finding, spe-
cializing our algorithms for the case of first-order
resolution, and for batch and concurrent theorem
proving. We provide an algorithm that restricts the
interaction between subtheories by exploiting the
polarity of literals. We attempt to minimize the
reasoning within each individual partition by ex-
ploiting existing algorithms for focused incremen-
tal and general consequence finding. Finally, we
propose an algorithm that compiles each subtheory
into one in a reduced sublanguage. We have proven
the soundness and completeness of all of these al-
gorithms.

1 Introduction
Theorem provers are becoming increasingly prevalent as
query-answering machinery for reasoning over single or mul-
tiple large commonsense knowledge bases (KBs) [3]. Com-
monsense KBs, as exemplified by Cycorp’s Cyc and the High
Performance Knowledge Base (HPKB) systems developed by
Stanford’s Knowledge Systems Lab and by SRI often com-
prise tens/hundreds of thousands of logical axioms, embody-
ing loosely coupled content in a variety of different subject
domains. Unlike mathematical theories (the original domain
of automated theorem provers), commonsense theories are of-
ten highly structured and with large signatures, lending them-
selves to graph-based techniques for improving the efficiency
of reasoning.

Graph-based algorithms are commonly used as a means
of exploiting structure to improve the efficiency of reason-
ing in Bayes Nets (e.g., [18]), Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lems (CSPs) (e.g., [12]) and most recently in logical reason-
ing (e.g., [11; 3; 25]). In all cases, the basic approach is to
∗ Knowledge Systems Laboratory (KSL)

convert a graphical representation of the problem into a tree-
structured representation, where each node in the tree repre-
sents a tightly-connected subproblem, and the arcs represent
the loose coupling between subproblems. Inference is done
locally at each node and the necessary information is propa-
gated between nodes to provide a global solution. Inference
thus proves to be linear in the tree structure, and often worst-
case exponential within the individual nodes.

We leverage these ideas to perform more efficient sound
and complete theorem proving over theories in first-order
logic (FOL) and propositional logic. In this paper we as-
sume that we are given a first-order or propositional theory
that is partitioned into subtheories that are minimally cou-
pled, sharing minimal vocabulary. Sometimes this partition-
ing is provided by the user because the problem requires rea-
soning over multiple KBs. Other times, a partitioning is in-
duced automatically to improve the efficiency of reasoning.
(Some automated techniques for performing this partitioning
are discussed in [3; 2].) This partitioning can be depicted as
a graph in which each node represents a particular partition
or subtheory and each arc represents shared vocabulary be-
tween subtheories. Theorem proving is performed locally in
each subtheory, and relevant information propagated to en-
sure sound and complete entailment in the global theory. To
maximize the effectiveness of structure-based theorem prov-
ing we must 1) minimize the coupling between nodes of the
tree to reduce information being passed, and 2) minimize lo-
cal inference within each node, while, in both cases, preserv-
ing global soundness and completeness.

In this paper we present message-passing algorithms that
reason over partitioned theories, minimizing the number of
messages sent between partitions and the local inference
within partitions. We first extend the applicability of a
message-passing algorithm presented in [3] to a larger class
of local reasoning procedures. In Section 3 we modify this
algorithm to use first-order resolutionas the local reasoning
procedure. In Section 4 we exploit Lyndon’s Interpolation
Theorem to provide an algorithm that reduces the size of the
communication languages connecting partitions by consider-
ing the polarity of literals. Finally, in Section 5 we attempt
to minimize the reasoning within each partition using algo-
rithms for focused and incremental consequence finding. We
also provide an algorithm for compiling partitioned proposi-
tional theories into theories in a reduced sublanguage. We
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have proven the soundness and completeness of all of these
algorithms with respect to reasoning procedures that are com-
plete for consequence finding in a specified sublanguage.
Proofs omitted from this paper can be found at [22].

2 Partition-Based Logical Reasoning
In this section we describe the basic framework adopted in
this paper. We extend it with new soundness and complete-
ness results that will enable us to minimize local inference.

Following [3], we say that {Ai}i≤n is a partitioning of
a logical theory A if A =

⋃
iAi. Each individual Ai is

a set of axioms called a partition, L(Ai) is its signature
(the set of non-logical symbols), and L(Ai) is its language
(the set of formulae built with L(Ai)). The partitions may
share literals and axioms. A partitioning of a theory in-
duces a graphical representation, G = (V,E, l), which we
call the theory’s intersectiongraph. Each node of the in-
tersection graph, i, represents an individual partition, Ai,
(V = {1, ..., n}), two nodes i, j are linked by an edge if
L(Ai) and L(Aj) have a non-logical symbol in common
(E = {(i, j) | L(Ai) ∩ L(Aj) 6= ∅}), and the edges are
labeled with the set of symbols that the associated partitions
share (l(i, j) = L(Ai) ∩ L(Aj)). We refer to l(i, j) as the
communicationlanguagebetween partitions Ai and Aj . We
ensure that the intersection graph is connected by adding a
minimal number of edges toE with empty labels, l(i, j) = ∅.
Figure 1 illustrates a propositional theory A in clausal form
(left-hand side) and its partitioning displayed as an intersec-
tion graph (right-hand side). (Figures 1, 2 and 3 first appeared
in [3].)

PSfrag replacements

(1) ¬ok pump ∨ ¬on pump
∨water

(2) ¬man fill ∨water
(3) ¬man fill ∨ ¬on pump
(4)man fill ∨ on pump

(5) ¬water∨¬ok boiler
∨¬on boiler∨steam

(6)water ∨ ¬steam
(7) ok boiler ∨ ¬steam
(8) on boiler ∨ ¬steam

(9) ¬steam∨¬coffee∨hot drink
(10) coffee ∨ teabag
(11) ¬steam∨¬teabag∨hot drink

A

A1

A2

A3

¬ok pump ∨ ¬on pump ∨water

¬man fill ∨water

¬man fill ∨ ¬on pump

man fill ∨ on pump

¬water ∨ ¬ok boiler

∨¬on boiler ∨ steam

water ∨ ¬steam

ok boiler ∨ ¬steam

on boiler ∨ ¬steam

¬steam ∨ ¬coffee ∨ hot drink

coffee ∨ teabag

¬steam ∨ ¬teabag ∨ hot drink

water

steam

Figure 1: Partitioned theoryA intersection graph G.

Figure 2 displays FORWARD-M-P (FMP), a message-
passing algorithm for partition-based logical reasoning. It
takes as input a partitioned theory, A, an associated graph
structure G = (V,E, l), and a query formula Q in L(Ak),
and returns YES if the query was entailed by A. The al-
gorithm uses procedures that generate consequences (conse-
quence finders) as the local reasoning mechanism within each
partition or graphical node. It passes a concluded formula to
an adjacent node if the formula’s signature is in the commu-
nication language l of the adjacent node, and that node is on

the path to the node containing the query.
Recall, consequence finding (as opposed to proof finding)

was defined by Lee [19] to be the problem of finding all non-
tautological logical consequences of a theory or sentences
that subsume them. A prime implicate generator is a popu-
lar example of a consequence finder 1.

To determine the direction in which messages should be
sent in the graph G, step 1 in FMP computes a strict partial
order over nodes in the graph using the partitioning together
with a query,Q.

Definition 2.1(≺) GivenpartitionedtheoryA =
⋃
i≤nAi,

associatedgraphG = (V,E, l) and queryQ ∈ L(Ak), let
dist(i, j) (i, j ∈ V ) bethelengthof theshortestpathbetween
nodesi, j in G. Theni ≺ j iff dist(i, k) < dist(j, k).

PROCEDURE FORWARD-M-P (FMP)({Ai}i≤n, G, Q)

{Ai}i≤n a partitioning of the theory A, G = (V, E, l) a graph
describing the connections between the partitions, Q a query in
L(Ak) (k ≤ n).

1. Determine ≺ as in Definition 2.1.

2. Concurrently,

(a) Perform consequence finding for each of the partitions
Ai, i ≤ n.

(b) For every (i, j) ∈ E such that i ≺ j, for every conse-
quence ϕ of Aj found (or ϕ in Aj ), if ϕ ∈ L(l(i, j)),
then add ϕ to the set of axioms of Ai.

(c) If Q is provena inAk , return YES.

aDerive a subsuming formula or initially add ¬Q to Ak and
derive inconsistency.

Figure 2: A forward message-passing algorithm.

Figure 3 illustrates an execution of the FMP algorithm us-
ing resolution as the consequence finder within a partition.
As can be seen from the example, the partitioning reduces the
number of possible inference steps by precluding the direct
resolution of axioms residing in different partitions. Indeed,
[3] showed that partition-based reasoning reduces the search
space significantly, as a function of the size of the communi-
cation language between partitions.

FMP is sound and complete if we guarantee some proper-
ties of the graphG and the consequence finders used for each
partition. The graphG is required to be a tree that is properly
labeledfor A.

Definition 2.2(Proper Labeling) A tree-structured repre-
sentation,G = (V,E, l), of a partitioned theory A =
{Ai}i≤n is saidto havea proper labeling, if for all (i, j) ∈ E
andB1,B2, the two subtheoriesofA on thetwo sidesof the
edge (i, j) in G, it is true that l(i, j) ⊇ L(B1) ∩ L(B2).

For example, every intersection graph that is a tree is prop-
erly labeled. A simple algorithm called BREAK-CYCLES

1Recall, an implicate is a clause entailed by a theory. It is prime
if it is minimal in some way. Definitions of prime vary including the
use of subsumption, syntactic minimality, or entailment.
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Using FMP to prove hot drink

Part. Resolve Generating
A1 (2) , (4) on pump ∨ water (m1)

A1 (m1), (1) ok pump ∨ water (m2)

A1 (m2), (12) water (m3)

clause water passed from A1 toA2
A2 (m3) , (5) ok boiler ∧ on boiler ⊃ steam (m4)

A2 (m4) , (13) ¬on boiler ∨ steam (m5)

A2 (m5) , (14) steam (m6)

clause steam passed fromA2 to A3
A3 (9) , (10) ¬steam ∨ teabag ∨ hot drink (m7)

A3 (m7) , (11) ¬steam ∨ hot drink (m8)

A3 (m8) , (m6) hot drink (m9)

Figure 3: A proof of hot drink from A in Figure 1 after
asserting ok pump (12) in A1 and ok boiler (13), on boiler
(14) in A2.

that transforms an intersection graph that is not tree into a
properly labeled tree was presented in [3]. Note that the no-
tion of proper labeling is equivalent, in this context, to the
running intersection property used in Bayes Nets.

The consequence finders applied to each partition i are re-
quired to be completefor Li-generation for a sublanguage
Li ⊂ L(Ai) that depends on the graph G and the query Q.

Definition 2.3(Completenessfor L-Generation) Let A be
a setof axioms,L ⊆ L(A) a language, andR a consequence
finder. LetCR,L(A) betheconsequencesofA generatedby
R that are in L. R is complete for L-generation if for all
ϕ ∈ L, if A |= ϕ, thenCR,L(A) |= ϕ.

Theorem2.4(Soundnessand Completeness)Let A be a
partitioned theory {Ai}i≤n of arbitrary propositional or
first-order formulae, G a tree that is properly labeledwith
respecttoA, andQ ∈ L(Ak), k ≤ n, a query. For all i ≤ n,
letLi = L(l(i, j)) for j such that (i, j) ∈ E andj ≺ i (there
is onlyonesuch j), andlet {Ri}i≤n bereasoningprocedures
associatedwith partitions{Ai}i≤n. If everyRi is complete
for Li-generation thenA |= Q iff FMP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q) out-
putsYES.

This soundness and completeness result improves upon a
soundness and completeness result in [3] by allowing conse-
quence finders that focus on consequences in the communi-
cation language between partitions. In certain cases, we can
restrict consequence finding in FMP even further by using
reasoners that are complete for L-consequencefinding.

Definition 2.5(Completenessfor L-ConsequenceFinding)
Let A be a set of axioms,L ⊆ L(A) a language, andR
a consequencefinder. R is complete for L-consequence
finding iff for everyϕ ∈ L that is not a tautology,A |= ϕ iff
thereexistsψ ∈ L such thatA `R ψ andψ subsumes2ϕ.

2For clausal theories, we say that clause ψ subsumes ϕ if there
is a substitution θ such that ψθ ⊂ ϕ.

Observe that every reasoner that is complete for L-
consequence finding is also complete for L-generation, for
any language L that is closed under subsumption [14]. The
notion of a consequence finder restricting consequence gen-
eration to consequences in a designated sublanguage was
discussed by Inoue [17], and further developed by del Val
[14] and others. Most results on the completeness of con-
sequence finding exploit resolution-based reasoners, where
completeness results for L-consequence finding are gener-
ally restricted to a clausal language L. The FMP reasoners
in Theorem 2.4 must be complete for Li-generation in arbi-
trary FOL languages, Li. Corollary 2.6 refines Theorem 2.4
by restricting Ai and Li to propositional clausal languages
and requiring reasoners to be complete for Li-consequence
finding rather than Li-generation.

Corollary 2.6(Soundnessand Completeness)Let A be a
partitionedtheory{Ai}i≤n of propositionalclauses,G a tree
that is properly labeledwith respecttoA, andQ ∈ L(Ak),
k ≤ n, a query. LetLi = L(l(i, j)) for j such that(i, j) ∈ E
and j ≺ i (there is only one such j), and let {Ri}i≤n be
reasoningproceduresassociatedwith partitions{Ai}i≤n. If
everyRi is completeforLi-consequencefindingthenA |= Q
iff FMP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q) outputsYES.

In Section 5 we provide examples of reasoners that are
complete for L-consequence finding and show how to exploit
them to focus reasoning within a partition.

3 Local Inference Using Resolution
In this section, we specialize FMP to resolution-basedcon-
sequence finders. Resolution[26] is one of the most widely
used reasoning methods for automated deduction, and more
specifically for consequence finding. It requires the input for-
mula to be in clausal form, i.e., a conjunction of disjunctions
of unquantified literals. The resolutionrule is complete for
consequence finding (e.g., [19; 27]) and so is linear resolu-
tion and some of its variants (e.g., [23]).

We present algorithm RESOLUTION-M-P (RES-MP),
that uses resolution (or resolution strategies), in Figure 4.
The rest of this section is devoted to explaining four differ-
ent implementations for subroutine RES-SEND(ϕ, j, i), used
by this procedure to send appropriate messages between par-
titions: the first implementation is for clausal propositional
theories; the second is for clausal FOL theories, with associ-
ated graphG, that is a properly labeled trees and whose labels
include all the function and constant symbols of the language;
the third is also for clausal FOL theories, however it uses un-
skolemizationand subsequent Skolemization to generate the
messages to be passed between partitions; the fourth is a re-
finement of the third for the same class of theories that avoids
unskolemization.

In the propositional case, subroutine RES-SEND(ϕ, j, i)
(Implementation 1) simply adds ϕ to Ai, as done in FMP.
If the resolution strategies being employed satisfy the condi-
tions of Corollary 2.6, then RES-MP is sound and complete.

In the FOL case, implementing RES-SEND requires more
care. To illustrate, consider the case where resolution gener-
ates the clause P (B, x) (B a constant symbol and x a vari-
able). It also implicitly proves that ∃b P (b, x). RES-MP
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PROCEDURE RESOLUTION-M-P(RES-MP)({Ai}i≤n , G, Q)

{Ai}i≤n a partitioned theory, G = (V,E, l) a graph, Q a query
formula in the language of L(Ak) (k ≤ n).

1. Determine ≺ as in Definition 2.1.

2. Add the clausal form of ¬Q to Ak.

3. Concurrently,

(a) Perform resolution for each of the partitionsAi, i ≤ n.
(b) For every (i, j) ∈ E such that i ≺ j, if partition Aj

includes the clause ϕ (as input or resolvent) and the
predicates of ϕ are in L(l(i, j)), then perform RES-
SEND(ϕ, j, i).

(c) If Q is proven in Ak , return YES.

Figure 4: A resolution forward message-passing algorithm.

may need to send ∃b P (b, x) from one partition to another,
but it cannot send P (B, x) if B is not in the communication
language between partitions (for ground theories there is no
such problem (see [27])). In the first-order case, complete-
ness for consequence finding for a clausal first-order logic
language (e.g., Lee’s result for resolution) does not guaran-
tee completeness for L-generation for the corresponding full
FOL language, L. This problem is also reflected in a slightly
different statement of Craig’s interpolation theorem [10] that
applies for resolution [27].

A simple way of addressing this problem is to add all con-
stant and function symbols to the communication language
between every connected set of partitions. This has the advan-
tage of preserving soundness and completeness, and is sim-
ple to implement. In this case, subroutine RES-SEND(ϕ, j,
i) (Implementation 2) simply adds ϕ to Ai, as done in FMP.

In large systems that consist of many partitions, the addi-
tion of so many constant and function symbols to each of the
other partitions has the potential to be computationally inef-
ficient, leading to many unnecessary and irrelevant deduction
steps. Arguably, a more compelling way of addressing the
problems associated with resolution for first-order theories is
to infer the existential formula ∃b P (b, x) fromP (B, x), send
this formula to the proper partition and Skolemize it there.
For example, if ϕ = P (f(g(B)), x) is the clause that RES-
SEND gets, replacing it with ∃b P (b, x) eliminates unneces-
sary work of the receiving partition.

The process of conservatively replacing function and con-
stant symbols by existentially quantified variables is called
unskolemizationor reverseSkolemizationand is discussed in
[5; 9; 8]. [8] presents an algorithm U that is complete for our
purposes and generalizes and simplifies an algorithm of [9].
(Space precludes inclusion of the algorithm.)

Theorem3.1([8]) Let V be a vocabulary andϕ, ψ be for-
mulaesuch that ψ ∈ L(V ) andϕ ⇒ ψ. There existsF ∈
L(V ) that is generatedbyalgorithmU such thatF ⇒ ψ.

Thus, for every resolution strategy that is complete for L-
consequence finding, unskolemizingϕ using procedure U for
V = l(i, j) and then Skolemizing the result gives us a com-
bined procedure for message generation that is complete for
Lj-generation. This procedure can then be used readily in

RES-MP (or in FMP), upholding the soundness and com-
pleteness to that supplied by Theorem 2.4. The subroutine
RES-SEND(ϕ, j, i) that implements this approach is pre-
sented in Figure 5. It replaces ϕ with a a set of formulae
in L(l(i, j)) that follows from ϕ. It then Skolemizes the re-
sulting formulae for inclusion in Ai.

PROCEDURE RES-SEND(ϕ, j, i) (Implementation 3)

ϕ a formula, j, i ≤ n.

1. Unskolemize ϕ into a set of formulae, Φ in L(l(i, j)), treat-
ing every symbol of L(ϕ) \ l(i, j) as a Skolem symbol.

2. For every ϕ2 ∈ Φ, if ϕ2 is not subsumed by a clause that is
in Ai, then add the Skolemized version of ϕ2 to the set of
axioms of Ai.

Figure 5: Subroutine RES-SEND using unskolemization.

Procedure U may generate more than one formula
for any given clause ϕ. For example, if ϕ =
P (x, f(x), u, g(u)), for l(i, j) = {P}, then we must gener-
ate both ∀x∃y∀u∃vP (x, y, u, v) and ∀u∃v∀x∃yP (x, y, u, v)
(ϕ entails both quantified formulae, and there is no one quan-
tified formula that entails both of them). In our case we can
avoid some of these quantified formulae by replacing the un-
skolemizeandthenSkolemizeprocess of RES-SEND (Imple-
mentation 3) with a procedure that produces a set of formulae
directly (Implementation 4). It is presented in Figure 6.

PROCEDURE RES-SEND(ϕ, j, i) (Implementation 4)

ϕ a formula, j, i ≤ n.

1. Set S ← L(ϕ) \ l(i, j).

2. For every term instance, t = f(t1, ..., tk), in ϕ, if f ∈ S and
t is not a subexpression of another term t′ = f ′(t′1, ..., t

′
k′)

of ϕ with f ′ ∈ S, then replace t with “x← t” for some new
variable, x (if k = 0, t is a constant symbol).

3. Nondeterministicallya, for every pair of marked arguments
“x← α”, “y ← β”, in ϕ, if α, β are unifiable, then unify all
occurrences of x, y (i.e., unify αi, βi for all markings x ←
αi, y ← βi).

4. For every marked argument “x← α” in ϕ, do

(a) Collect all marked arguments with the same variable on
the left-hand side of the “←” sign. Suppose these are
x← α1, ..., x← αl.

(b) Let y1, ..., yr be all the variables occurring in
α1, ..., αl. For every i ≤ l, replace “x ← αi” with
f(y1, ..., yr) in ϕ, for a fresh function symbol f (if
r = 0, f is a fresh constant symbol).

5. Add ϕ to Ai.

aNondeterministically select the set of pairs for which to unify
all occurrences of x, y.

Figure 6: Subroutine RES-SEND without unskolemization.

Steps 2–3 of procedure RES-SEND(ϕ, j, i) (Implementa-
tion 4) correspond to similar steps in procedure U presented
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in [8], simplifying where appropriate for our setup. Our
procedure differs from unskolemizing procedures in step 4,
where it stops short of replacing the Skolem functions and
constants with new existentially quantified variables. Instead,
it replaces them with new functions and constant symbols.
The nondeterminism of step 3 is used to add all the possible
combinations of unified terms, which is required to ensure
completeness.

For example, if ϕ = P (f(g(B)), x) and l(i, j) =
{P}, then RES-SEND adds P (A, x) to Ai, for a new
constant symbol, A. If ϕ = P (x, f(x), u, g(u)), for
l(i, j) = {P}, then RES-SEND adds P (x, h1(x), u, h2(u))
to Ai, for new function symbols h1, h2. Finally, if
ϕ = P (x, f(x), u, f(g(u))), then RES-SEND adds
P (x, f(x), u, h(u)) and P (h1(u), h2(u), u, h2(u)) toAi, for
h, h1, h2 new function symbols.

Theorem3.2(Soundness& Completenessof RES-MP)
Let A be the partitioned theory

⋃
i≤nAi of propositional

or first-order clauses,G a treethat is properly labeledwith
respecttoA, andQ ∈ L(Ak) k ≤ n, a sentencethat is the
query. A |= Q iff applyingRES-MP({Ai}i≤n, G, Q) (with
Implementation4 of RES-SEND)outputsYES.

PROOF SKETCH Soundness and completeness of the algo-
rithm follow from that of FMP, if we show that RES-SEND
(Implementation 4) adds enough sentences (implying com-
pleteness) to Ai that are implied by ϕ (thus sound) in the
restricted language L(l(i, j)).

If we add all sentences ϕ that are submitted to RES-SEND
to Ai without any translation, then our soundness and com-
pleteness result for FMP applies (this is the case where we
add all the constant and function symbols to all l(i, j)).

We use Theorem 3.1 to prove that we add enough sentences
to Ai. Let ϕ2 be a quantified formula that is the result of ap-
plying algorithm U to ϕ. Then, ϕ2 results from a clause C
generated in step 4 of algorithm U (respectively, Step 3 in
RES-SEND). In algorithm U, for each variable x, the mark-
ings “x ← αi” in C are converted to a new variable that is
existentially quantified immediately to the right of the quan-
tification of the variables y1, ..., yr. ϕ2 is a result of ordering
the quantifiers in a consistent manner to this rule (this process
is done in steps 5–6 of algorithm U).

Step 4 of RES-SEND performs the same kind of replace-
ment that algorithm U performs, but uses new function sym-
bols instead of new quantified variables. Since each new
quantified variable in ϕ2 is to the right of the variables on
which it depends, and our new function uses exactly those
variables as arguments, then Step 4 generates a clause C ′

from C that entails ϕ2. Thus, the clauses added to Ai by
RES-SEND entail all the clauses generated by unskolemiz-
ing ϕ using U. From Theorem 3.1, these clauses entail all the
sentences in L(l(i, j)) that are implied by ϕ.

To see that the result is still sound, notice that the set of
clauses that we add to Ai has the same consequences as ϕ in
L(l(i, j)) (i.e., if we add those clauses toAj we get a conser-
vative extension of Aj).

Resolution strategies that can be readily used in RES-MP,
while preserving completeness, include linear resolution [23],

directionalresolution[25] and lock resolution[7]. Strategies
such as set-of-support and semantic resolution can be used
with somewhat different treatments.

4 Minimizing Node Coupling Using Polarity
FMP and RES-MP use the communication language to deter-
mine relevant inference steps between formulae in connected
partitions. This section improves the efficiency of FMP and
RES-MP by exploiting the polarity of predicates in our par-
titions to further constrain the communication language be-
tween partitions. This leads to a reduction in the number
of messages that are passed between adjacent partitions, and
thus a reduction in the search space size of the global reason-
ing problem. Our results are predicated on Lyndon’s Interpo-
lation Theorem [20], an extension to Craig’s Theorem [10].

Theorem4.1(Lyndon’s Inter polation Theorem) Let α, β
besentencessuch thatα ` β. Thenthere existsa sentenceγ
such that α ` γ andγ ` β, and that every relation symbol
that appears positively[negatively] in γ appears positively
[negatively] in bothα and β. γ is referred to as the inter-
polant of α andβ.

This theorem guarantees that FMP need only send clauses
with literals that may be used in subsequent inference steps.
For example, let {A1,A2} be a partitioned theory,G = (V =
{1, 2}, E= {(1, 2)}, l) be a graph, and Q ∈ L(A2), be a
query. If FMP concluded P from A1, and P does not show
positively inA2 ⇒ Q (i.e., P does not show negatively inA2
and does not show positively in Q), then there is no need to
send the message P fromA1 to A2.

Procedure POLARIZE (Figure 7) takes as input a parti-
tioned theory, associated tree G = (V,E, l), and a query
Q. It returns a new graph G′ = (V,E, l′) that is mini-
mal with respect to our interpretation of Lyndon’s Interpo-
lation Theorem. The labels of the graph now include pred-
icate/propositional symbols with associated polarities (the
same symbol may appear both positively and negatively on
an edge label). All function and object symbols that appeared
in l also appear in l′ for the respective edges.

Theorem4.2(Soundnessand Completeness)Let A be a
partitioned theory {Ai}i≤n of arbitrary propositional or
first-order formulae, G a tree that is properly labeledwith
respectto A, and Q ∈ L(Ak), k ≤ n, a query. Let G′

be the result of running POLARIZE({Ai}i≤n, G, Q). Let
Li = L(l(i, j)) for j such that (i, j) ∈ E andj ≺ i (there is
only onesuch j), and let {Ri}i≤n be reasoningprocedures
associatedwith partitions{Ai}i≤n. If everyRi is complete
for Li-generation thenA |= ϕ iff FMP({Ai}i≤n,G′,Q) out-
putsYES.

Darwiche [11] proposed a more restricted use of polarity
in graph-based algorithms for propositional SAT-search. His
proposal is equivalent to first finding those propositional sym-
bols that appear with a unique polarity throughout the theory
and then assigning them the appropriate truth value. In con-
trast, our proposed exploitation of polarity is useful for both
propositional and first-order theories, it is more effective in
constraining inference steps, and is applicable to a broader
class of message-passing algorithms problems. In particular,
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PROCEDURE POLARIZE({Ai}i≤n, G, Q)

{Ai}i≤n a partitioning of the theory A, G = (V,E, l) a tree and
Q a query formula in L(Ak) (k ≤ n).

1. For every i, j ∈ V , set l′(i, j) to be the set of object and
function symbols that appear in l(i, j), if there are any.

2. Rewrite {Ai}i≤n such that all negations appear in front of
literals (i.e., in negation normal form).

3. Determine ≺ as in Definition 2.1.

4. For all (i, j) ∈ E such that i ≺ j, for every predicate symbol
P ∈ l(i, j),

(a) Let V1, V2 be the two sets of vertices in V separated by
i in G, with j ∈ V1.

(b) If [¬]P appears in V1 then,
if [¬]P appears in Q or ¬[¬]P appears in Am, for
some m ∈ V2, then add [¬]P to l′(i, j).

5. Return G′ = (V,E, l′).

Figure 7: Constraining the communication language of
{Ai}i≤n by exploiting polarity.

our method is useful in cases where symbols appear with dif-
ferent polarities in different partitions.

5 Minimizing Local Inference
To maximize the effectiveness of structure-based theorem
proving, we must minimize local inference within each node
of our tree-structured problem representation, while preserv-
ing global soundness and completeness. First-order and
propositional consequence finding algorithms have been de-
veloped that limit deduction steps to those leading to interest-
ing consequences, skippingdeduction steps that do not.

In the propositional case, the most popular algorithms are
certainL-(prime) implicate finders. (See [21] for an excellent
survey.) SOL-resolution (skipping ordered linear resolution)
[17] and SFK-resolution (skip-filtered, kernel resolution) [14]
are two first-order resolution-based L-consequence finders.
SFK-resolution is complete for first-order L-consequence
finding, reducing to Directional Resolution in the proposi-
tional case [13]. In contrast, SOL-resolution is not complete
for first-order L-consequence finding, but is complete for
first-order incrementalL-consequence finding. Given new in-
put Φ, an incrementalL-consequencefinderfinds the conse-
quences ofA∪Φ that were not entailed by Φ alone. Defining
completenessfor incrementalL-consequencefinding is anal-
ogous to Definition 2.5.

In the rest of this section, we propose strategies that exploit
our graphical models and specialized consequence finding al-
gorithms to improve the efficiency of reasoning. Following
the results in previous sections, using SFK-resolution as a rea-
soner within partitions will preserve the soundness and com-
pleteness of the global problem while significantly reducing
the number of inference steps. SFK-resolution can be used
by all of the procedures below. Unless otherwise noted, the
algorithms we describe are limited to propositional theories
because first-order consequence finders may fail to terminate,
even for decidable cases of FOL.

The first strategy is compilation. Figure 8 provides an al-
gorithm, COMPILE({Ai}i≤n, G), that takes as input a parti-
tioned theory {Ai}i≤n and associated tree G, that is properly
labeled, and outputs a compiled partitioned theory {A

′

i}i≤n.
Each new partition is composed of the logical consequences
of partition Ai that are in the language Lcommi , all the com-
munication languages associated with Ai. Prime implicate
finders have commonly been used for knowledge compila-
tion, particularly in propositional cases. SFK-resolution can
be used as the sound and complete L-consequence finder in
Step 2 of COMPILE.

Knowledge compilation can often create a large theory.
Each partition produced by COMPILE({Ai}i≤n, G) will be
of worst case size of O(2|L(Lcommi)|) clauses. Since our as-
sumption is that partitions are produced to minimize commu-
nication between partitions, | L(Lcommi) | should be much
smaller than | L(Ai) |. As a consequence, we might expect
the compiled theory to be smaller than the original theory,
though this is not guaranteed. Under the further assumption
that the theories in partitions are fairly static, the cost of com-
pilation will be amortized over many queries. We discuss
further options for compilation, including the use of partial
compilation, in a longer paper.

PROCEDURE COMPILE({Ai}i≤n, G)

{Ai}i≤n a partitioning of the theory A, G = (V,E, l) a tree with
proper labeling for A. For each partition Ai, For i = 1, . . . , n,

1. Let Lcommi = L(
⋃
(i,j)∈E l(i, j))

2. Using a sound and complete L-consequence finder,
perform Lcommi -consequence finding on each partition Ai,
placing the output in a new partitionA

′

i.

Figure 8: A partition-based theory compilation algorithm.

Proposition5.1 LetA =
⋃
i≤nAi be a partitionedtheory

with associatedtreeG that is properly labeledfor A. Let
Lcommi = L(

⋃
(i,j)∈E l(i, j))). For all ϕ ∈ Li ⊆ Lcommi ⊆

L(Ai),Ai |= ϕ iffA
′

i |= ϕ, where{A
′

i}i≤n arethecompiled
partitionsoutputbyCOMPILE({Ai}i≤n,G).

We may use our compiled theories in several different
strategies for batch-style and concurrent theorem proving, as
well as in our previous message-passing algorithms. Figure
9 presents an algorithm for batch-style structure-based the-
orem proving. BATCH-MP takes as input a (possibly com-
piled) partitioned theory, associated tree G that is properly
labeled, and query Q. For each partition in order, it exploits
focused L-consequence finding to compute all the relevant
consequences of that theory. It passes the conclusions to-
wards the partition with the query. This algorithm is very sim-
ilar to the bucket elimination algorithm of [13]. BATCH-MP
preserves soundness and completeness of the global problem,
while exploiting focused search within each partition.

Theorem5.2(Soundnessand Completeness)Let A be a
set of clausesin propositional logic. Let {Ri}i≤n be the
Li-consequencefinders associatedwith partitions {Ai}i≤n
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PROCEDURE BATCH-MP ({Ai}i≤n, G, Q)

{Ai}i≤n a (compiled) partitioning of the theoryA,G = (V,E, l)
a properly labeled tree describing the connections between the par-
titions, Q a query in L(Ak) (k ≤ n).

1. If {Ai}i≤n , is a compiled theory, replace partition Ak with
the partition Ak from the uncompiled theory.

2. Determine ≺ as in Definition 2.1.

3. Let Li = L(l(i, j)) for j such that (i, j) ∈ E and j ≺ ia.

4. Following ≺ in a decreasing order, for every (i, j) ∈ E such
that j ≺ ia,
Run the Li-consequence finder on Ai until it has exhausted
its consequences, and add the consequences in Li to Aj .

5. If Q is provenb in Ak , return YES.

aThere is only one such j.
bDerive a subsuming formula or initially add ¬Q to Ak and

derive inconsistency.

Figure 9: A batch-style message-passing algorithm.

in step4 of BATCH-MP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q). If everyRi is com-
plete for Li-consequencefinding thenA |= Q iff applying
BATCH-MP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q) outputsYES.

Our final algorithm, CONCURRENT-MP, (Figure 10),
takes as input a (possibly compiled) partitioned theory, as-
sociated tree G that is properly labeled, and query Q. It
exploits incremental L-consequence finding in the output
communication language of each partition to compute the
relevant incremental consequences of that theory, and then
passes them towards the partition with the query. Once again,
SFK-resolution can be used as the sound and complete L-
consequence generator for the preprocessing (Step 4). In the
case where the theory is compiled into propositional prime
implicates, the consequences in Li may simply be picked out
of the existing consequences in Ai. SOL-resolution can be
used as the sound and complete incremental L-consequence
finder (Step 6a). CONCURRENT-MP preserves soundness
and completeness of the global problem in the propositional
case, while exploiting focused search within each partition.

Theorem5.3(Soundnessand Completeness)Let A be a
set of clausesin propositional logic. Let {Ri}i≤n be the
Li-consequencefinders associatedwith partitions {Ai}i≤n
in step 4 of CONCURRENT-MP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q) and let
{R′i}i≤n be the incrementalLi-consequencefinders associ-
ated with partitions {Ai}i≤n in step6 of CONCURRENT-
MP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q). If every Ri is complete for Li-
consequencefinding, and every R′i is completefor incre-
mentalLi-consequencefinding thenA |= Q iff applying
CONCURRENT-MP({Ai}i≤n,G,Q) outputsYES.

6 Related Work
A number of AI reasoning systems exploit some type of struc-
ture to improve the efficiency of reasoning. While our ex-
ploitation of graph-based techniques is similar to that used in
Bayes Nets (e.g., [18]) our work is distinguished in that we

PROCEDURE CONCURRENT-MP ({Ai}i≤n, G, Q)

{Ai}i≤n a (compiled) partitioning of the theoryA,G = (V,E, l)
a properly labeled tree describing the connections between the par-
titions, Q a query in L(Ak) (k ≤ n).

1. Determine ≺ as in Definition 2.1.

2. Let Li = L(l(i, j)) for j such that (i, j) ∈ E and j ≺ ia.

3. If {Ai}i≤n, is a compiled theory, then replace partition Ak
with the partition Ak from the uncompiled theory.

4. For every i ≤ n, run the Li-consequence finder on partition
Ai until it has exhausted its consequences.

5. For every (i, j) ∈ E such that j ≺ ia, add the Li-prime
implicates to partition Aj .

6. Concurrently,

(a) For every (i, j) ∈ E such that j ≺ ia, perform incre-
mental Li-consequence finding for each of the partition
Ai and add the the consequences in Li to Aj .

(b) If Q is provenb inAk , return YES.

aThere is only one such j.
bDerive a subsuming formula or initially add ¬Q to Ak and

derive inconsistency.

Figure 10: A concurrent message-passing algorithm.

reason with logical rather than probabilistic theories, where
notions of structure and independence take on different roles
in reasoning. Our work is most significantly distinguished
from work on CSPs (e.g., [12]) and more recently, logical rea-
soning (e.g., [11; 25]) in that we reason with explicitly par-
titioned theories using message passing algorithms and our
algorithms apply to FOL as well as propositional theories.

In the area of FOL theorem proving, our work is related
to research on parallel theorem proving (see surveys in [6;
15]) and on combining logical systems (e.g., [24; 4]). Most
parallel theorem prover implementations are guided by looka-
head and subgoals to decompose the search space dynami-
cally or allow messages to be sent between different provers
working in parallel, using heuristics to decide on which mes-
sages are relevant to each prover. These approaches typically
look at decompositions into very few sub-problems. In addi-
tion, the first approach typically requires complete indepen-
dence of the sub-spaces or the search is repeated on much of
the space by several reasoners. In the second approach there
is no clear methodology for deciding what messages should
be sent and from which partition to which.

The work on combining logical systems focuses on combi-
nations of signature-disjoint theories (allowing the queries to
include symbols from all signatures) and decision procedures
suitable for those theories. All approaches either nondeter-
ministically instantiate the (newly created) variables connect-
ing the theories or restrict the theories to be convex (disjunc-
tions are intuitionistic) and have information flowing back
and forth between the theories. In contrast, we focus on
the structure of interactions between theories with signatures
that share symbols and the efficiency of reasoning with con-
sequence finders and theorem provers. We do not have any
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restrictions on the language besides finiteness.
Work on formalizing and reasoning with context (see [1]

for a survey) can be related to theorem proving with struc-
tured theories by viewing the contextual theories as interact-
ing sets of theories. Unfortunately, to introduce explicit con-
texts, a language that is more expressive than FOL is needed.
Consequently, a number of researchers have focused on con-
text for propositional logic, while much of the reasoning work
has focused on proof checking (e.g., GETFOL [16]).

7 Summary
In this paper we exploited graph-based techniques to im-
prove the efficiency of theorem proving for structured the-
ories. Theories were organized into subtheories that were
minimally connected by the literals they share. We presented
message-passing algorithms that reason over these theories
using consequence finding, specializing our algorithms for
the case of first-order resolution, and for batch and concurrent
theorem proving. We provided an algorithm that restricts the
interaction between subtheories by exploiting the polarity of
literals. We attempted to minimize the reasoning within each
individual partition by exploiting existing algorithms for fo-
cused incremental and general consequence finding. Finally,
we proposed an algorithm that compiles each subtheory into
one in a reduced sublanguage. We have proven the soundness
and completeness of all of these algorithms. The results pre-
sented in this paper contribute towards addressing the prob-
lem of reasoning efficiently with large or multiple structured
commonsense theories.
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Abstract

Answer Set Programming(ASP) is a novel pro-
grammingparadigm,which allows to solve prob-
lemsin a simpleandhighly declarative way. The
languageof ASP (function-freedisjunctive logic
programming)isveryexpressive,andallowsto rep-
resenteven problemsof high complexity (every
problemin thecomplexity class

��������
	���
).

As for SAT solvers,the heuristicfor the selection
of thebranchingliteral (i.e., thecriteriondetermin-
ing the literal to be assumedtrue at a given stage
of thecomputation)dramaticallyaffectstheperfor-
manceof anASPsystem.While heuristicsfor SAT
havereceiveda fair dealof researchin AI, only lit-
tle work in heuristicsfor ASPhasbeendonesofar.
In this paper, we extend to the ASP framework
a numberof heuristicswhich have beensuccess-
fully employed in existing systems,andwe com-
parethemexperimentally. To this end,we imple-
mentsuchheuristicsin the ASP systemDLV, and
we evaluatetheir respective efficiency on a num-
berof benchmarkproblemstakenfrom variousdo-
mains. The experimentsshow interestingresults,
andevidencea coupleof promisingheuristiccrite-
ria for ASP, which sensiblyoutperformtheheuris-
tic of DLV.

1 Introduction
Answersetprogramming(ASP) is a declarative approachto
programming,which hasbeenrecentlyproposedin the area
of nonmonotonicreasoningand logic programming. The
knowledgerepresentationlanguageof ASP is very expres-
sive: function-free logic programswith classicalnegation
wheredisjunctionis allowedin theheadsof therulesandnon-
monotonicnegationmayoccurin thebodiesof therules.The
intendedmodelsof anASPprogram(i.e.,thesemanticsof the�

Thiswork wassupportedby FWF(AustrianScienceFunds)un-
dertheprojectZ29-INF andP14781.

program)aresubset-minimalmodelswhich are“grounded”
in a precisesense,they arecalledanswersets[Gelfondand
Lifschitz, 1991]. The ideaof answersetprogrammingis to
representagivencomputationalproblemby anASPprogram
whoseanswersetscorrespondto solutions,andthenusean
answersetsolver to find sucha solution[Lifschitz, 1999].

As an example, considerthe well-known problemof 3-
colorability, which is the assignmentof threecolors to the
nodesof a graphin sucha way thatadjacentnodeshave dif-
ferent colors. This problemis known to be NP-complete.
Supposethatthenodesandtheedgesarerepresentedby aset�

of factswith predicates������� (unary)and ������� (binary),
respectively. Then,the following ASPprogramallows us to
determinetheadmissiblewaysof coloringthegivengraph.����� �"!$#%!&�('*),+-�/.102�"!$#%!&�('*),+43(.502�6!/#7!$�8'*),+-9(.��-:<;1!&=�>�'*)?.�&@��A�-: >B=�98>�'*),+DCE.6+-�6!/#7!$�8'*),+GFH.6+-�6!/#%!&�8'*CI+6FH.

Rule J�K above statesthat every nodeof the graphis col-
oredredor yellow or green,while J � forbidstheassignment
of the samecolor to any adjacentnodes. The minimality
of answersetsguaranteesthat every nodeis assignedonly
one color. Thus, thereis a one-to-onecorrespondencebe-
tweenthesolutionsof the3-coloringproblemandtheanswer
setsof

�MLON J�K�P6J ��Q . Thegraphis 3-colorableif andonly if�RL N J�K�PGJ �8Q hassomeanswerset.
An advantageof answersetprogrammingoverSAT-based

programmingis thatproblemscanbeencodedmoreeasilyin
theASPlanguagethanin propositionalCNFformulas,thanks
to thenonmonotoniccharacterof disjunctionandnegationas
failure [Lifschitz, 1999]. Importantly, dueto thesupportfor
variables,everyproblemin thecomplexity class

� ��
(i.e., in�S	 ��

) can be directly encodedin an ASP programwhich
canthenbeusedto solve all probleminstancesin a uniform
way [Eiteret al., 1997].

Thehighexpressivenessof answersetprogrammingcomes
at the price of a high computationalcost in the worst case,
which makesthe implementationof efficient ASPsystemsa
difficult task. Nevertheless,someefforts have beendonein
this direction,anda numberof ASP systemsarenow avail-
able.Thetwo bestknown ASPsystemsareDLV [Eiteretal.,
2000], andSmodels[Niemel̈a,1999;Simons,2000], but also
othersystemssupportASPto someextent,includingCCALC
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[McCain and Turner, 1998], DCS [Eastand Truszczýnski,
2000T ], QUIP [Egly et al., 2000], andXSB [Raoet al., 1997].

The coreof an ASP systemis modelgeneration,wherea
modelof theprogramis produced,which is thensubjectedto
ananswersetcheck.For thegenerationof models,ASPsys-
temsemploy procedureswhich aresimilar to Davis-Putnam
proceduresusedin SAT solvers. As for SAT solvers, the
heuristic(branchingrule) for the selectionof the branching
literal (i.e., thecriteriondeterminingtheliteral to beassumed
trueatagivenstageof thecomputation)is fundamentallyim-
portant for the efficiency of a model generationprocedure,
anddramaticallyaffectsthe overall performanceof an ASP
system.While a lot of work hasbeendonein AI developing
new heuristicsandcomparingalternative heuristicsfor SAT
(see,e.g.,[HookerandVinay, 1995;Li andAnbulagan,1997;
Freeman,1995]), only little work hasbeendoneso far for
ASPsystems.In particular, wearenot awareof any previous
comparisonbetweenheuristicsfor ASP.

In this paper, we evaluatedifferentheuristicsfor ASPsys-
tems. To this end, we first considera coupleof heuristics
which have beenvery successfulin SAT solversor in non-
disjunctive ASP systems,andwe extendthemto the frame-
work of (disjunctive) ASP. We thenperforman experimen-
tation activity to comparethe differentheuristics. In partic-
ular, we implementthe heuristicsin the ASP systemDLV,
andwe comparetheir respective efficiency on a numberof
benchmarkproblemstaken from variousdomains. The ex-
perimentsshow interestingresults,andevidencea coupleof
promisingheuristiccriteria for ASP, which sensiblyoutper-
form the heuristicof DLV. Nevertheless,this paperis not at
all aconclusivework onheuristicsfor ASP;rather, it is afirst
stepin this field that will hopefully stimulatefurther works
on thedesignandevaluationof heuristicsfor ASP, which are
stronglyneededto build efficientASPsolvers.

2 Answer Set Programming Language
In this section,we provide a formal definition of the syn-
tax andsemanticsof the answersetprogramminglanguage
supportedby DLV: disjunctive datalogextendedwith strong
negation.For furtherbackground,see[GelfondandLifschitz,
1991;Eiteret al., 2000].

ASP Programs
A (disjunctive)rule J is a formulaU KWVYX&X&XZV U\[^]G_a` K P X&X&X P `cb Ped1f8g `&bBh K P X&X$X P�d1f(g `Bi2j
whereU K�P X$X&X P U [ P ` K�P X&X$X P ` i areclassicalliterals(atomspos-
sibly precededby thesymbol k ) and �WlRm5P&nolRpqlRm . The
disjunctionU K/VZX&X$XrV U\[ is theheadof J , while theconjunction` K P X&X$X P `&b P1d1f(g `cbBh K P X&X&X P4d1f(g `Bi is thebody, ` K P X&X&X P `cb the
positivebody, and d1f(g ` bch K�P X&X&X P4d1f(g ` i thenegativebody
of J . Comparisonoperators(like

� P$stP&utP$stu ) arebuilt-in
predicatesin ASP systems,andmayappearin the bodiesof
rules.

A disjunctivedatalog program (alsocalledASPprogram
in this paper)v is a finite setof rules.

As usual,an object (atom,rule, etc.) is calledgroundor
propositional, if it containsno variables.

Answer Sets
We describethe semanticsof consistentanswersets,which
hasoriginally beendefinedin [GelfondandLifschitz, 1991].

Givena programv , let theHerbrandUniverse wyx bethe
setof all constantsappearingin v andtheHerbrandBasez x
be the setof all possiblecombinationsof predicatesymbols
appearingin v with constantsof wyx , possiblyprecededby k .

A set { of literalsis saidto beconsistentif, for everyliteral|E} { , its complementaryliteral is not containedin { .
Givenarule J , ~EJ�����������J�� denotesthesetof rulesobtained

byapplyingall possiblesubstitutions� fromthevariablesin J
to elementsof w x . Similarly, givena programv , theground
instantiation ~EJ�����������v�� of v is theset �2�&� x ~EJ�����������J�� .

For every program v , we defineits answersetsusing its
groundinstantiation~EJ�����������v�� in twosteps,following[Lif-
schitz,1996]: First we definetheanswersetsof positivepro-
grams,thenwe givea reductionof generalprogramsto posi-
tive onesandusethis reductionto defineanswersetsof gen-
eralprograms.

An interpretation� is a setof groundliterals. A consis-
tent interpretation���oz
x is closedunder v (where v is
a positive program),if, for every J } ~EJ����������*v�� , at least
oneliteral in theheadis truewheneverall literalsin thebody
aretrue. � is an answerset for v if it is minimal w.r.t. set
inclusionandclosedunderv .

The reduct or Gelfond-Lifschitz transform of a general
groundprogramv w.r.t. aset ����z
x is thepositiveground
programv2� , obtainedfrom v by (i) deletingall rules J } v
whosenegativebodyis falsew.r.t. X and(ii) deletingtheneg-
ativebodyfrom theremainingrules.

An answersetof a generalprogram v is a set ����z
x
suchthat � is ananswersetof ~EJ����������*v�� � .

3 Answer Sets Computation
In this section,we describethe main stepsof the compu-
tationalprocessperformedby ASP systems.We will refer
particularlyto thecomputationalengineof theDLV system,
which will be usedfor the experiments,but alsootherASP
systems,like Smodels,employ a verysimilarprocedure.

An answerset program v in generalcontainsvariables.
Thefirst stepof a computationof anASPsystemeliminates
thesevariables,generatingagroundinstantiation��J�����������v��
of v .1 Thehardpartof thecomputationis thenperformedon
this groundASPprogramgeneratedby theinstantiator.

The heartof the computationis performedby the Model
Generator, whichis sketchedin Figure1. Roughly, theModel
Generatorproducessome“candidate”answersets.The sta-
bility of eachof themis subsequentlyverifiedby thefunction
IsAnswerSet(I), whichverifieswhetherthegiven“candidate”� is a minimal modelof theprogram~EJ�����������v��4� obtained
by applying the GL-transformationw.r.t. � and outputsthe
model,if so. IsAnswerSet(I)returnsTrue if thecomputation
shouldbestoppedandFalseotherwise.

1Notethat 9��&!&�\;5=�'*�S. is not thefull setof all syntacticallycon-
structible instancesof the rules of � ; rather, it is a subset(often
much smaller) of it having preciselythe sameanswersetsas �
[Faberetal., 1999a].
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Function ModelGenerator(I:Interpretation):Boolean;
var inconsistency: Boolean;
begin

I := DetCons(I);
if I = � then return False;(* inconsistency *)
if noatomis undefinedin I then return IsAnswerSet(I);
Selectanundefinedgroundatom � accordingto a heuristic;
if ModelGenerator(�H���&�H� ) then return True;
else return ModelGenerator(�H�,�B�8�$���H� );

end;

Figure1: Computationof AnswerSets

TheModelGeneratorfunctionis first calledwith parameter� setto theemptyinterpretation.2 If theprogramv hasanan-
swerset,thenthefunctionreturnsTruesetting � to thecom-
putedanswerset;otherwiseit returnsFalse.TheModelGen-
eratoris similar to theDavis-Putnamprocedureemployedby
SAT solvers.It first callsa functionDetCons(),whichreturns
the extensionof � with the literals that canbe deterministi-
cally inferred(or thesetof all literals   uponinconsistency).
This function is similar to a unit propagationprocedureem-
ployedby SAT solvers,but exploits thepeculiaritiesof ASP
for makingfurtherinferences(e.g.,it exploits theknowledge
thatevery answersetis a minimal model). If DetConsdoes
not detectany inconsistency, an atom ¡ is selectedaccord-
ing to a heuristiccriterion andModelGeneratoris calledon� L¢N ¡ Q andon � L¢N d5f(gE¡ Q . Theatom ¡ playstherole of a
branchingvariableof aSAT solver. And indeed,like for SAT
solvers, the selectionof a “good” atom ¡ is crucial for the
performanceof an ASP system.In the next section,we de-
scribea numberof heuristiccriteria for theselectionof such
branchingatoms.

4 Heuristics
Throughoutthis section,we assumethata groundASP pro-
gram v andaninterpretation� havebeenfixed.Here,wede-
scribetheheuristiccriteriathatwill becomparedin Section7.
Weconsider“dynamicheuristics”(theASPequivalentof UP
heuristicsfor SAT), thatis, branchingruleswheretheheuris-
tic valueof a literal £ dependson theresultof taking £ true
andcomputingits consequences.Given a literal £ , �/¤1¥c�D£2�
will denotetheintepretationresultingfrom theapplicationof
DetCons(seeprevioussection)on � LON £ Q ; w.l.o.g.,we as-
sumethat �$¤�¥c�D£¦� is consistent,otherwise£ is automatically
setto falseandtheheuristicis not evaluatedon £ at all.

Heuristic §©¨ . This is an extensionof the branchingrule
adoptedin thesystemSATZ [Li andAnbulagan,1997] – one
of themostefficientSAT solvers– to theframework of ASP.

The length of a rule J (w.r.t. an interpretation ª ), is the
numberof undefinedliteralsoccurringin J . Let w«�e¬ U ¥ b �D£2�
denotethe numberof unsatisfiedrules3 of length p w.r.t.�/¤1¥c�£¦� , which have a greaterlengthw.r.t. � . In otherwords,w«�e¬ U ¥ b �D£¦� is the numberof unsatisfiedruleswhoselength

2Observethattheinterpretationsbuilt duringthecomputationare
3-valued,thatis a literal canbeTrue,Falseor Undefined(if its value
hasnotbeensetyet) w.r.t. to aninterpretation� .

3Recallthata rule � is satisfiedw.r.t. ® if thebodyof � is false
w.r.t. ® or theheadof � is truew.r.t. ® .

shrinksto p if thetruthof £ is assumedandpropagatedin the
interpretation� . Theweight ¯SK��£¦� is

¯ K �£¦� ��� b�° K w«�e¬ U ¥ b �D£¦� �Z±�² b
Thus, the weight function ¯ K prefersliterals introducinga
highernumberof shortunsatisfiedrules. Intuitively, the in-
troductionof a high numberof shortunsatisfiedrulesis pre-
ferredbecauseit createsmoreandstrongerconstraintson the
intepretationso thata contradictioncanbe found earlier[Li
andAnbulagan,1997]. We combinetheweightof anatom £
with the weight of its complementd1f(g¦£ to favour £ such
that ¯ K �D£¦� and ¯ K �*d1f(g¦£¦� areroughly equal,to avoid that
a possiblefailure leadsto a very badstate. To this end,as
in SATZ, we definethecombinedweightcomb-̄SK��£¦� of an
atom £ asfollows:

comb-̄SK8�D£¦� � ¯SK��£¦� � ¯SK��*d1f(g¦£¦� ��³ m�´�µ\¶
¯SK/�£¦�6¶
¯SK���d1f8g¦£¦� j
Given two atoms ¡ and z , heuristic · K prefers z over¡ ( ¡¸sS¹ K z ) if f comb-̄ K �º¡«�»s comb-̄ K �Dz�� . Once as ¹ K -maximumatom £ is selected,heuristic ·�K takes £ if¯SK��£¦��u¼¯½K��*d1f(g¦£¦� , d1f(g¦£ else.

Heuristic §y¾ . Thesecondheuristicwe consideris inspired
to the branchingrule of Smodels– a well known ASP sys-
tem [Simons,2000]. Let ¿ÀªÁ¿ denotethe numberof atoms
which areeithertrueor falsein a (three-valued)intepretationª . Then,define ¯ � �D£¦� � ¿ �/¤�¥c�D£¦�$¿ j
Since ¯ � maximizesthe size of the resultingintepretation,
it minimizestheatomswhich areleft undefined.Intuitively,
this minimizesthesizeof theremainingsearchspace(which
is ´�Â , where � is thenumberof undefinedatomsin �/¤1¥c�£¦� )
[Simons,2000]. Similar to Smodels,the heuristic · � cau-
tiously maximizesthe minimum of ¯ � �D£¦� and ¯ � �*d1f(gE£¦� .
More precisely, the preferencerelationship s ¹ � of · � is
definedas follows. Given two atoms ¡ and z , ¡Ãs ¹ �z if n<ÄÅ���D· � �D¡
�BPÆ· � �*d1f(gt¡
�6�Çs�nqÄÅ���· � �ºz��cP"· � ��d5f(gtz��6� ;
otherwise, ¡ sS¹ � z if nqÄÅ���D· � �D¡
�cP"· � ��d5f(gt¡
�6� �
n<Ä���· � �ºz��BP"· � ��d1f8gtz��G� and n U ¤I�D· � �D¡
�BPÆ· � �*d1f(gt¡
�6�Èsn U ¤I�D· � �Dz��cP"· � �*d1f(gtz��6� . Oncea s ¹ � -maximumatom £ is
selected,heuristic · � takeseither £ or d1f(g¦£ , dependingon
thesameselectionprinciple.
Remark. It is worthwhilenotingthat theheuristicof Smod-
els, while following the above intuition, is more advanced
and sophisticatedthan · � . Unfortunately, it is definedfor
non-disjunctiveprograms,andcenteredaroundpropertiesof
unstratifiednegation.which is notsoimportantin our frame-
work. We do not seeany immediateextensionof Smodels’
heuristicto theframework of disjunctiveASPprograms.

Heuristic §ÊÉ . Let us considernow the heuristicusedin
theDLV system.Evenif this is more“naive” thantheprevi-
ousheuristics,we will benchmarkit in orderto evaluatethe
impactof changingthebranchingrule on thetestsystem.

A peculiarpropertyof answersetsis supportedness: For
eachtrueatom ¡ of ananswerset � , thereexistsa rule J of
the programsuchthat the body of J is true w.r.t. � and ¡ is
the only true atom in the headof J . Sincean ASP system
musteventuallyconvergeto a supportedinterpretation,ASP
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systemstry to keepthe interpretations“as much supported
as possible”Ë during the intermediatestepsof the computa-
tion. To this end,theDLV systemcountsthenumberof Un-
supportedTrue (UT) atoms,i.e., atomswhich aretrue in the
currentinterpretationbut still missa supportingrule (further
detailson UTs canbe found in [Faberet al., 1999b] where
they arecalledMBTs). For instance,the rule ]G_ ����¥©¤ im-
plies that ¤ mustbetruein every answersetof theprogram;
but it doesnot give a “support” for ¤ . Thus,in theDLV sys-
tem ¤ is taken true to satisfythe rule, andit is addedto the
setof UnsupportedTrue;it will beremovedfrom thissetonce
a supportingrule for ¤ will be found (e.g., ¤ V `�]G_�Ì is a
supportingrule for ¤ in theinterpretation� �^N ¤ÊP4d1f(g ` P Ì Q ).
Given a literal £ , let w«Í2�£¦� be the numberof UT atoms
in �/¤1¥c�D£2� . Moreover, let w«Í � �D£¦� and w«ÍÏÎ��£¦� bethenum-
ber of UT atomsoccurring,respectively, in the headsof ex-
actly 2 and3 unsatisfiedrules w.r.t. �/¤�¥c�D£¦� . The heuristic·�Î of DLV considerswEÍ2�D£¦� , w«Í � �D£2� and w«ÍÏÎ��D£2� in a
prioritized way, to favor atomsyielding interpretationswith
fewer w«ÍHÐ(w«Í � Ð8w«Í Î atoms(which shouldmorelikely lead
to a supportedmodel). If all UT countersareequal,thenthe
heuristicconsidersthe total number Ñ U ¥c�£¦� of ruleswhich
aresatisfiedw.r.t. �/¤1¥c�D£2� . More precisely, given two atoms¡ and z :

1. ¡Òs ¹/Î z if w«Í2�D¡
��u»w«Í2�ºz�� ;
2. otherwise, ¡ s ¹/Î z if w«Í2�º¡«� � w«Í2�Dz�� andw«Í � �º¡
��u»w«Í � �Dz�� ;
3. otherwise, ¡ sS¹$Î�z if wEÍ � �º¡
� � w«Í � �ºz�� andw«Í Î �º¡
��u»w«Í Î �Dz�� ;
4. otherwise, ¡ s Î z if w«Í Î �º¡
� � w«Í Î �Dz�� andÑ U ¥c�D¡
�ZsRÑ U ¥c�ºz�� .
A sS¹/Î -maximumatomis selectedby the heuristic ·�Î of

DLV. Unlikethepreviousheuristics,·�Î considersonly atoms
(insteadof literals), and it doesnot take into accountwhat
happenswhen the selectedatom £ leadsto a failure (i.e.,�/¤1¥c��d5f(g¦£¦� is not consideredin theheuristic).

Heuristic §ÊÓ . Finally, we have considereda simple“bal-
ancedversion” ·1Ô of theheuristic ·1Î of DLV, wherealsothe
complementof anatomis evaluatedfor theheuristic.Given
anatom ¡ , let wEÍSÕº�D¡
� � w«Í2�D¡
��¶Ww«Í��*d1f(gS¡
� , w«ÍSÕ� �D¡
� �w«Í � �D¡
��¶<w«Í � �*d1f(gE¡
� , wEÍSÕÎ �º¡«� � w«ÍÏÎ(�º¡
��¶<w«ÍÏÎ���d5f(gt¡
� ,
and Ñ U ¥4ÕD�D¡
� � Ñ U ¥c�º¡«�½¶^Ñ U ¥c��d5f(gt¡
� . The heuristic · Ô
works preciselyas · Î , but considersthe primed counters.
Oncethe bestatomhasbeenselected,it is taken positive or
negative,dependingon ·1Î .
5 Benchmark Programs
To evaluatethedifferentheuristicspresentedin theprevious
section,we chosea coupleof benchmarkproblems:3SAT,
Blocksworld Planning,Hamiltonianpath,andStrategic Com-
panies.

3SAT is oneof thebestresearchedproblemsin AI andgen-
erally usedfor solving many other problemsby translating
themto 3SAT, solving the 3SAT problemandtransforming
thesolutionbackto theoriginaldomain:

Let Ö bea propositionalformula in conjunctive normal
form (CNF) Ö �Ò× [Ø7Ù K �º� Ø Ú K V j&j$j V � Ø Ú Î � wherethe � Ø Ú Û
areliteralsover thepropositionalvariables¤ K P j$j&j PG¤ i .Ö is satisfiable,if f thereexistsa consistentconjunction� of literals suchthat ��¿ � Ö (seee.g. [Papadimitriou,
1994] for a completedefinition).

3SAT is aclassicalNP-completeproblemandcanbeeasily
representedin our formalismasfollows:

For every propositionalvariable ¤ Ø ( ³<Ü Ä Ü n ), we add
the following rule which ensuresthat we eitherassumethat
variable¤ Ø or its complement�Ï¤ Ø true:

Ý�Þ\0¦;5Ý�Þ4ß
And for everyclause��K V j$j&j V � Î in Ö weaddtheconstraint�-: �8�&�Çà= � +ÆßÆß"ßB+ �8�$�áà=�â$ß
where ã� Ø ( ³�Ü Ä Ü�ä ) is ¤ Û if � Ø is a positive literal ¤ Û , and�Ï¤ Û if � Ø is a negative literal d1f(gE¤ Û .

Hamiltonian Path (HAMPATH) is anotherclassicalNP-
completeproblemfrom theareaof graphtheory:

Givenanundirectedgraph ~ � �DåÁP6æ2� , where å is the
setof verticesof ~ and æ is thesetof edges,andanodeU } å of thisgraph,doesthereexist apathof ~ starting
at U andpassingthrougheachnodein å exactlyonce?

Supposethat thegraph ~ is specifiedby usingtwo predi-
cates�����(�\���á� and U J Ì �º� P6ç�� 4, andthestartingnodeis spec-
ified by the predicate¬$¥ U J�¥ (unary) which containsonly a
singletuple.Then,thefollowing programsolvestheproblem
HAMPATH.

% Eachnodehasto bereached.�-:¢;5!&=�>�'*)?.6+ �8�$� �/>Bè��Æé\>B=�'*)?.6ß�/>Bè��Æé\>B=�'*)?.��-:Wê"ëÅè��cëÆ'*)?.6ßÒ�/>Bè��Æé\>B=�'*)?.Ï�-:íì�;1îZè�ëÅé�'*CI+)?.6ß
% Guesswhetherto take a pathor not.ìº;1îZè�ë-é�'*),+ÅC«.�0¦!$��ëÅîZè�ë-é�'*),+-C
.e�-:<�/>Bè��Æé�>c=�'*)ï.6+-è��$�$'*),+ÅC«.6ß
% At mostoneincoming/outgoingarc!�-:¢ì�;1îZè�ë-é�'*),+ÅCE.6+-ì�;1îZè�ë-é�'*),+ÅC2ðB.6+-C2ñHòyC2ð$ß�-:¢ì�;1îZè�ë-é�'*),+ÅCE.6+-ì�;1îZè�ë-é�'*)qð/+4C
.6+-)<ñHò�)<ð$ß

Blocksworld (BW) is a classicproblemfrom the planning
domain,andoneof theoldestproblemsin AI:

Givenatableandanumberof blocksin a(known) initial
stateanda desiredgoalstate,try to reachthatgoalstate
by moving oneblock at a time suchthat eachblock is
eitheron top of anotherblock or the tableat any given
timestep.

Figure2showsasimpleexamplethatcanbesolvedin three
time steps:First we move block c to the table,thenblock b
on top of a,andfinally c on top of b.

initial:

b
c
a

c
b
a

goal:

Figure2: SimpleBW Example

4Predicateè��&� is symmetric,sinceundirectedarcsarebidirec-
tional.
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Dueto spacerestrictionswe refer to [Erdem,1999;Faber
et al., 1999a] for a completeencoding.

Strategic Companies (STRATCOMP) finally, is a
� ��

-
completeproblem,which hasbeenfirst describedin [Cadoli
et al., 1997]:

A holding owns Ì companies,eachof which produces
somegoods.Someof thesecompaniesmayjointly con-
trol others. This is modelledby meansof predicatesó J������ºôZPÆõ ³ PÆõt´8� ( ô is producedby õ ³ and õt´ ) andÌ ���Ï¥c�õ«P"õ ³ P"õt´�PÆõ ä � (company õ is jointly controlled
by õ ³ , õt´ and õ ä ).
Now, somecompaniesshouldbe sold, underthe con-
straintthat all goodscanbe still produced,andthat no
company is sold which would still be controlledby the
holdingafterwards.A company is strategic, if it belongs
to a strategic set, which is a minimal setof companies
satisfyingtheseconstraints.

The answersetsof the following naturalprogramcorre-
spondoneto oneto thestrategic sets.Checkingwhetherany
givencompany õ is strategic is doneby brave reasoning:“Is
thereanyanswersetcontainingõ ?”ê �/'ºF
ðc.10�ê �/'ºFHö$.e�-:ï÷\�&!$=�'�îy+-F
ð/+6FHö/.6ßê �/'ºFH.��-:¢�"!&;5ë"'ºF�+GF
ð/+6FHö�+GFZø�.6+6ê �/'ºF
ðc.6+4ê �/'ºFHö$.6+6ê �$'ºFZø�.6ß

As in [Cadoli et al., 1997] we assumethat eachproduct
is producedby at mosttwo companiesandeachcompany is
jointly controlledby at mostthreecompaniesto allow for an
easierrepresentation.

6 Benchmark Data
For 3SAT, we have randomlygenerated3CNFformulasover� variablesusinga tool by SelmanandKautz [Selmanand
Kautz, 1997]. For eachsizewe generated8 suchinstances,
wherewe kept the ratio betweenthe numberof clausesand
the numberof variablesat 4.3, which is nearthe cross-over
point for random3SAT [Crawford andAuton,1996].

The instancesfor HAMPATH weregeneratedusinga tool
by Patrik Simonswhich hasbeenusedto compareSmod-
els againstSAT solvers (cf. [Simons,2000]), and is avail-
ableathttp://tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels/misc/
hamilton.tar.gz. For eachproblemsize � we generated
8 instances,alwaysassumingnode1 asthestartingnode.

Theblocksworld problemsP3andP4havebeenemployed
in [Erdem,1999] to compareASPsystems,andcanbesolved
in 8 and9 steps,respectively. We augmentedtheseby prob-
lemsP5andP6which require11 and12 steps,respectively.
For eachof theseproblems,wegenerated8 randompermuta-
tionsof theinput.

For STRATCOMP, finally, we randomlygenerated8 in-
stancesfor eachproblemsize � , with � companiesand �
products.Eachcompany ù is controlledby oneto five com-
panies,wheretheactualnumberof companiesis uniformran-
domly chosen.On averagethereare1.5 Ì ���Ï¥ relationsper
company.

Thebenchmarkdataareavailableathttp://www.dbai.
tuwien.ac.at/proj/dlv/. All experimentswere per-
formedonanAthlon/750FreeBSD4.2machinewith 256MB
of main memory. The binarieswere producedwith GCC
2.95.2.

7 Experimental Results and Conclusion
Theresultsof our experimentsaredisplayedin thegraphsof
Figures3–6. In eachgraph,thehorizontalaxis reportsa pa-
rameterrepresentingthesizeof theinstance.On thevertical
axis, we report the averagerunning time (expressedin sec-
onds)over the8 instancesof thesamesizewe have run (see
previoussection).
Remark. All heuristicshavebeenimplementedin astraight-
forwardway, without optimizations,sotherunningtimesre-
portedin the graphare meaningfulonly for comparingthe
relativeefficienciesof theheuristics.

We have allowed a runningtime of 600 secondsfor each
problem instance. In the graphs,the line of an heuristic
stopswheneversomeprobleminstancewasnot solvedin the
maximumallowed time. The following table displays,for
eachheuristic,themaximuminstance-sizewheretheheuris-
tic couldsolveall probleminstancesin themaximumallowed
time. é � é @ é�â é\ú

3SAT 270 270 250 260
HAMPATH 80 40 70 ò 100
BW ò P6 ò P6 P5 ò P6
STRATCOMP ò 1200 ò 1200 ñ 700 ò 1200

As expected,heuristic· Î , the“native” heuristicof theDLV
system,which doesnot combinetheheuristicvaluesof com-
plementaryatoms,is theworst in mostcases.It doesnot ter-
minateontheinstanceP6of BW, it couldnotsolveany of the
benchmarkinstancesof STRATCOMP(it doesnot appearat
all in Figure5), andstoppedearlierthantheotherson 3SAT.

Heuristic · K , the extensionof SATZ heuristicto ASP, be-
haves very well on average. On 3SAT, BW, and STRAT-
COMP, ·�K couldsolve all benchmarkinstanceswe have run.
It is the fasteston BW andoneof the two fasteston 3SAT.
It shows a negative behaviour only on HAMPATH. In this
problem,consideringUnsupportedTrue literals seemsto be
crucialfor theefficiency.

Heuristic · Ô is surprisinglygoodcomparedto · Î . It is a
simple“balancedversion”of heuristic ·1Î (the heuristicval-
uesof thepositiveandof thenegativeliteral arecombinedby
sum).This simpleextensionto · Î dramaticallyimprovesthe
performance.Indeed,heuristic · Ô solvesnearlyall instances
weran(onlyon3SAT it stoppedabit earlierthanotherheuris-
tics). It is the bestheuristicon STRATCOMP and, impor-
tantly, on HAMPATH, whereit beatsall otherheuristicsof a
relevantfactor.

The behaviour of heuristic · � , basedon the minimization
of the undefinedatoms,is rathercontroversial. It behaves
verywell on3SAT andBW, but it is extremelybadonHAM-
PATH, whereit stopsat 40 nodesalreadyandis beateneven
by the“naive” heuristic · Î . This confirmsthat furtherstud-
ies areneededto find a properextensionof the heuristicof
Smodelsto theframework of disjunctiveASP.

Concluding,weobservethatbothheuristic·�K andheuristic· Ô , significantlyimprovetheefficiency of thenativeheuristic·�Î of theDLV system.Thedramaticimprovementobtained
by thesimplechangefrom ·�Î to ·1Ô , confirmsevenmorethe
importanceof a carefulstudyof branchingrulesin ASPsys-
tems.Thispaperis only a first stepin this field, we hopethat
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further works will follow, for proposingnew heuristicsfor
ASPû andfor betterunderstandingtheexisting ones,in order
to improvetheefficiency of ASPsystems.
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Figure3: Blocksworld problems,averagerunningtimes
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Figure4: HamiltonianPathproblems,averagerunningtimes
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Figure5: Strategic Companies,averagerunningtimes
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Abstract

We give a graph theoretical characterization of an-
swer sets of normal logic programs. We show that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between an-
swer sets and a special, non-standard graph coloring
of so-called block graphs of logic programs. This
leads us to an alternative implementation paradigm
to compute answer sets, by computing non-standard
graph colorings. Our approach is rule-based and not
atom-based like most of the currently known meth-
ods. We present an implementation for computing
answer sets which works on polynomial space.

1 Introduction
Answer set semantics [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] was es-
tablished as an alternative declarative semantics for logic pro-
grams. Originally, it was defined for extended logic pro-
grams1 [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] as a generalization of
the stable model semantics [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988].
Currently there are various applications of answer set pro-
gramming, e.g. [Dimopoulos et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1998;
Niemelä, 1999]. Furthermore, there are reasonably efficient
implementations available for computing answer sets, e.g.
smodels [Niemelä and Simons, 1997] and dlv [Eiter et al.,
1997]. Systems, like DeReS [Cholewiński et al., 1996] and
quip [Egly et al., 2000], are also able to compute answer
sets, although they were designed to deal with more general
formalisms.

Both systems and most of the theoretical results as well deal
with answer sets in terms of atoms (or literals). This paper
aims at a different point of view, namely characterizing and
computing answer sets in terms of rules. Intuitively, the head
p of a rule p  q1; : : : ; qn; not s1; : : : ; not sk is in some
answer set A if q1; : : : ; qn are in A and none of s1; : : : ; sk is
in A. Let

P =

�
a b; not e b d c b

d e d; not f f  a

�
(1)

be a logic program and let us call the rules ra, rb, rc, rd,
re, and rf , respectively. Then P has two different answer
sets A1 = fd; b; c; a; fg and A2 = fd; b; c; eg. It is easy to
see that the application of rf blocks the application of re wrt

1Extended logic programs are logic programs with classical nega-
tion.

A1, because if rf contributes to A1, then f 2 A1 and thus
re cannot be applied. Analogously, re blocks ra wrt answer
set A2. This observation leads us to a strictly blockage-based
approach. More precisely, we represent the block relation be-
tween rules as a so-called block graph. Answer sets then are
characterized as special non-standard graph colorings of block
graphs. Each node of the block graph (corresponding to some
rule) is colored with one of two colors, representing applica-
tion or non-application of the corresponding rule. The block
graph has quadratic size of the corresponding logic program.
Since the block graph serves as basic data structure for our
implementation, it needs polynomial space.

2 Background
We deal with normal logic programs which contain the sym-
bol not used for negation as failure. A rule, r, is any expres-
sion of the form

p q1; : : : ; qn; not s1; : : : ; not sk (2)

where p, qi (0�i�n) and sj (0�j�k) are atoms. A rule is a
fact if n=k=0, it is called basic if k=0. For a rule r we define
head (r)=p and body(r)=fq1; : : : ; qn; not s1; : : : ; not skg.
Furthermore, let body+(r)=fq1; : : : ; qng denote the positive
part and body

�

(r)=fs1; : : : ; skg the negative part of body(r).
Definitions of the head, the body, the positive and negative
body of a rule are generalized to sets of rules in the usual way.
The elements of body+(r) are referred to as the prerequisites
or positive body atoms of r. The elements of body�(r) are
referred to as the negative body atoms of r. If body+(r)=;,
then r is said to be prerequisite-free. A set of rules of the
form (2) is called a (normal) logic program. A program is
called prerequisite-free if each of its rules is prerequisite-free.
We denote the set of all facts of program P by FP .

Let r be a rule. r
+ then denotes the rule head (r)  

body
+
(r). For a logic program P let P+

=fr+ j r 2 Pg. A
set of atoms X is closed under a basic program P iff for any
r2P , head (r)2X whenever body(r) � X . The smallest set
of atoms which is closed under a basic program P is denoted
by Cn(P ).

The reduct, PX , of a programP relative to a setX of atoms
is defined by P

X
=fr+ j r2P and body

�

(r) \X=;g: We
say that a set X of atoms is an answer set of a program P iff
Cn(PX

) = X . The reduct PX is often called the Gelfond-
Lifschitz reduction. Observe, that there are programs, e.g.
fp  not pg, that do not possess an answer set. Through-
out this paper, we use the term “answer set” instead of “stable
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model” since it is the more general one.
A set of rules S of the form (2) is grounded iff there exists

an enumeration hriii2I of S such that for all i2I we have that
body

+
(ri) � head (fr1; : : : ; ri�1g): For a set of rules S and

a set of atomsX we define the set of generating rules of S wrt
X as follows

GR(S;X)=fr2S jbody
+
(r) � X; body

�

(r) \X=;g: (3)

The following result relates groundedness and generating
rules to answer sets.

Lemma 2.1 Let P be a logic program and X be a set of
atoms. Then X is an answer set of P iff (i) GR(P;X) is
grounded and (ii) X=Cn(GR(P;X)

+
).

This lemma characterizes answer sets in terms of generating
rules. Observe, that in general GR(P;X)

+ 6= P
X (take P =

fa ; b cg and X = fag).
Assume that for each program P we have

for each rule r2P we have jbody+(r)j � 1: (4)

In Section 5, we show how to generalize our approach to both
normal logic programs with multiple positive body atoms and
also to extended logic programs. Therefore, the assumption
above is not a real restriction.

We need some graph theoretical terminology. A directed
graph G is a pair G = (V;A) such that V is a finite, non-
empty set (vertices) and A � V � V is a set (arcs). For a
directed graph G = (V;A) and a vertex v 2 V , we define
the set of all predecessors of v as 

�

(v) = fu j (u; v) 2

Ag. Analogously, the set of all successors of v is defined as

+
(v)= fu j (v; u)2Ag. A path from v to v

0 in G=(V;A)

is a finite subset Pvv0 � V such that Pvv0 = fv1; : : : ; vng,
v=v1, v0=vn and (vi; vi+1)2A for each 1� i<n. The arcs
of a path Pvv0 are defined as Arcs(Pvv0 ) = f(vi; vi+1) j 1�

i<ng. A path from v to v for some v2V is called a cycle in
G.

In order to represent more information in a directed graph,
we need a special kind of labeled graphs. (V;A

0 [ A
1
) is

a directed graph whose arcs A0 [ A
1 are labeled with zero

(0-arcs) and with one (1-arcs), respectively. For G we distin-
guish 0-predecessors (0-successors) from 1-predecessors (1-
successors) denoted by 

�

0 (v) (+0 (v)) and 
�

1 (v) (+1 (v))
for v 2 V , respectively. A path Pvv0 in G is called 0-path
if Arcs(Pvv0 ) � A

0. The length of a cycle in a graph
(V;A

0 [ A
1
) is the total number of 1-arcs occurring in the

cycle. Additionally, we call a cycle even (odd) if its length is
even (odd).

3 Block Graphs and Application Colorings
We now go on with a formal definition of the conditions under
which a rule blocks another rule.

Definition 3.1 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds, and let P 0 � P maximal grounded. The block graph
�P = (VP ; A

0
P
[ A1

P
) of P is a directed graph with vertices

VP = P and two different kinds of arcs defined as follows

A
0
P

= f(r0; r) j r0; r 2 P 0 and head (r
0

) 2 body
+
(r)g

A
1
P

= f(r0; r) j r0; r 2 P 0 and head (r
0

) 2 body
�

(r)g:

Observe, that there exists a unique maximal grounded set
P
0 � P for each program P , that is, �P is well-defined. This

definition captures the conditions under which a rule r0 blocks
another rule r (e.g. (r0; r) 2 A

1). We also gather all ground-
edness information in �P , due to the restriction to rules in the
maximal grounded part of logic program P . This is important
because a block relation between two rules r0 and r becomes
effective only if r0 is groundable through other rules. E.g. for
program P = fp  q; q  pg the maximal grounded subset
of rules is empty and therefore �P contains no 0-arcs. Fig-
ure 1 shows the block graph of program (1).

ra rb rc

rf re rd

0 0

0

0

1
0

1

Figure 1: Block graph of program (1).
We now define so-called application colorings or a-

colorings for block graphs. A subset of rules Gr � P is
a grounded 0-path for r 2 P if Gr is a 0-path from some fact
to r in �P .

Definition 3.2 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds, let �P = (P;A

0
P
[ A1

P
) be the corresponding block

graph and let c : P 7! f	;�g be a mapping. Then c is
an a-coloring of �P iff the following conditions hold for each
r 2 P

A1 c(r) = 	 iff one of the following conditions holds
a. �0 (r) 6= ; and for each r02�0 (r) we have c(r0) = 	
b. there is some r002�1 (r) s.t. c(r00) = �.

A2 c(r) = � iff both of the following conditions hold
a. �0 (r)=; or it exists grounded 0-path Gr s.t. c(Gr)=�

2

b. for each r002�1 (r) we have c(r00) = 	.

Let c be an a-coloring of some block graph �P . Rules are
then intuitively applied wrt some answer set of P if they are
colored �. Condition A1 specifies that a rule r is colored
	 (not applied) if and only if r is not “grounded” (A1a) or
r is blocked by some other rule (A1b). A rule is colored
� (applied) if and only if it is grounded (A2a) and it is not
blocked by some other rule (A2b) . This captures the intuition
which rules apply wrt to some answer set and which do not
(see Section 1).

Let rp = p  not p. Then program P = frpg has
block graph (P; ;; f(rp; rp)g). By Definition 3.2 there is no
a-coloring of �P . For this reason, we need both conditions
A1 and A2.

Lemma 3.1 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4) holds
and let c be an a-coloring of �P . Then conditionA1 holds iff
conditionA2 does not hold.

In general, we do not have the equivalence stated in this
lemma, because there are examples (see above) where no a-
coloring exists. Lemma 3.1 states that a-colorings are well-
defined in the sense that they assign exactly one color to each
node.

2For a set of rules S � P we write c(S) = � or c(S) = 	 if for
each r2S we have c(r) = � or c(r) = 	, respectively.
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We obtain the main result:

Theorem 3.2 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds and let �P be the block graph of P . Then P has an
answer set A iff �P has an a-coloring c. Furthermore, we
have GR(P;A)=fr 2 P j c(r) = �g:

Answer sets can therefore be computed by computing a-
colorings, e.g. c(freg) = 	 and c(frd; rb; rc; ra; rfg) = �

correspond to answer set A1 of program (1).

4 Computation of A-colorings
For the following description of our algorithm to compute
a-colorings, let P be some logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds. Let c : P 7! f	;�g be a partial mapping. c is repre-
sented by a pair of (disjoint) sets (c

	
; c
�
) s.t. c

	
= fr 2 P j

c(r)=	g and c
�

= fr 2 P j c(r)=�g3. We refer to map-
ping c with the tuple (c

	
; c
�
) and vice versa. Assume that �P

is a global parameter of each presented procedure (indicated
through index P ). Let U and N be sets of nodes s.t. U con-
tains the currently uncolored nodes (U = P n (c

	
[ c

�
)) and

N contains colored nodes whose color has to be propagated.
Figure 2 shows the implementation of the non-deterministic
procedure colorP in pseudo code.

procedure colorP (U;N : list; c :partial mapping)
var n : node ;

if propagate
P
(N; c) fails then fail ;

U := U n (c
	
[ c

�
) ;

if chooseP (U; c; n) fails then
c := (c

	
[ U; c

�
) ;

if propagate
P
(U; c) fails then fail else output c ;

else
U := U n fng ;
c := (c

	
; c
�
[ fng) ;

if colorP (U; fng; c) succeeds then exit
else
c := (c

	
[ fng; c

�
n fng) ;

if colorP (U; fng; c) succeeds then exit else fail ;

Figure 2: Definition of procedure colorP .

Notice that all presented procedures (except chooseP )
return some partial mapping through parameter c or fail.
chooseP returns some node or fails.

When calling colorP the first time, we start with c =

(;; FP ), U = P n FP and N = FP . That is, we start with all
facts colored �. Basically, colorP takes both a partial map-
ping c and a set of uncolored nodes U and aims at coloring
these nodes. This is done by choosing some uncolored node n
(n 2 U ) with chooseP and by trying to color it� first. In case
of failure colorP tries to color node n with	. If this also fails
colorP fails. Therefore, we say that node n is used as a choice
point. All different a-colorings are obtained by backtracking
over choice points.

chooseP (U; c; n) selects some uncolored node n (n 2 U )
s.t. �0 (n) = ; and 

�

1 (n) 6= ; or the following condition
holds:

CP there is some n0 2 �0 (n) s.t. c(n0) = �.

3Since c is not total we do not necessarily have P = c	 [ c�.

If there is no such n then chooseP fails. This strategy to select
choice points ensures that nodes c

�
are grounded. Observe

that, if chooseP fails and U 6= ; then we have to color all
nodes in U with 	, since they cannot be grounded through
rules c

�
.

During recursive calls N contains the choice point of the
former recursion level. The color of nodes N has to be prop-
agated with propagate

P
(see Figure 3) for two reasons. First,

when coloring nodes in N with color x (x 2 f	;�g) it is not
checked whether this is allowed (wrt the actual c). This check
is done by propagate

P
. This means, colorP fails only during

propagation (see Theorem 4.1). Second, propagating already
colored nodes prunes the search space and thus reduces the
necessary number of choices. Since choice points make up
the exponential part of our problem, propagation becomes the
essential part of our approach.

Currently, we propagate only in arc direction as it is suf-
ficient for correctness and completeness of the algorithm.
Therefore, we have to deal with four propagation cases: if
a node is colored x (x 2 f	;�g) then this color has to be
propagated over 1- and over 0-arcs. Let r0; r 2 P be nodes
s.t. (r0; r) 2 A

0 [ A1 and assume that r0 is already colored.
Then we have to propagate this color to node r. For example,
propagating c(r0) = � over 1-arcs gives c(r) = 	. For rea-
sons of correctness, we cannot propagate colors without any
further tests. We have got the following result.

Theorem 4.1 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds, let �P be the corresponding block graph and let c :

P 7! f	;�g be a mapping. If c is an a-coloring of �P then
for each r0 2 P if r0 2 FP then c(r0) = � and the following
conditions hold:

(A) for each r 2 +1 (r
0

) we have c(r)=	
if c(r0)=�

(B) for each r 2 +1 (r
0

) we have c(r)=�
if c(r0)=	 and for each r00 2 �1 (r) : c(r

00

)=	 and
[
�

0 (r) = ; or there is some r00 2 �0 (r) : c(r
00

)=�]

(C) for each r 2 +0 (r
0

) we have c(r)=�
if c(r0)=� and for each r00 2 �1 (r) : c(r

00

)=	

(D) for each r 2 +0 (r
0

) we have c(r)=	
if c(r0)=	 and for each r00 2 �0 (r) : c(r

00

)=	.

According to Theorem 3.2, a rule contributes to some answer
set A if it is colored �. In case of (A) there is no further con-
dition, because a node r has to be colored 	 if there is some
1-predecessor r00 of r which is colored � (take r

00

= r
0 in

A1b Definition 3.2). In other words, r cannot be applied if it
is blocked by some other applied rule. Intuitively, condition
(B) says that r has to be applied if all of its 1-predecessors
are colored	 (r is not blocked) and one of its 0-predecessors
is colored � (body+(r) is a consequence of applied rules or
r is a fact). Condition (C) states that rule r is applied if it is
“grounded” through one of its 0-predecessors and if it is not
blocked by some other rule. The last condition postulates that
rule r cannot be applied if body+(r) cannot be derived from
other applied rules. Theorem 4.1 implies that a mapping c is
no a-coloring if propagate

P
fails. Figure 3 shows the imple-

mentation of propagate
P

. The purpose of propagate
P

is to
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procedure propagate
P
(N : list; c :partial mapping;)

var n
0

: node ;
while N 6= ; do

select n
0 from N ;

if (n
0 2 c

�
) then

(A ) if propA
P
(n
0

; c) fails then fail ;
(C ) if propC

P
(n
0

; c) fails then fail ;
else

(B ) if propB
P
(n
0

; c) fails then fail ;
(D ) if propD

P
(n
0

; c) fails then fail .

Figure 3: Definition of procedure propagate
P

.

apply the corresponding propagation cases, e.g. if c(n0) = �

then cases (A) and (C) have to be applied.
The four procedures used in propagate

P
can be easily im-

plemented. For example, propB
P

is shown in Figure 4. First,

procedure propB
P
(n
0

:node; c :partial mapping)
var n : node ; S : set of nodes ;
S := fn 2 

+
1 (n

0

) j condition (B) holds for ng ;
while S 6= ; do

select n from S ;
if n 2 c

	
then fail ;

if n 62 c
�

then
c := (c

	
; c
�
[ fng) ;

propagate
P
(n; c) .

Figure 4: Definition of procedure propB
P

.

it determines the set S of all 1-successors of n0 s.t. condi-
tion (B) holds. Finally, it tests whether all nodes in S can be
colored �. If node n 2 S is currently uncolored it is col-
ored � and its color is propagated. If c(n)=	 then propB

P

fails, otherwise n is already colored � and we go on with the
next node from S. The procedures for the remaining propaga-
tion cases can be implemented analogously. Whenever some
currently uncolored node is colored during propagation, this
color is recursively propagated by calling propagate

P
.

For partial mapping c : P 7! f	;�g we define the set of
corresponding answer sets Ac as

Ac = fX j X is answer set of P and
c
�
� GR(P;X) and c

	
\GR(P;X) = ;g:

If c is undefined for all nodes then Ac contains all answer sets
of P . If c is a total mapping then Ac contains exactly one
answer set of P (if c is an a-coloring). With this notation we
formulate the following result:

Theorem 4.2 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds, let c and c(r) be partial mappings. Then for each
r 2 (c

	
[ c

�
) we have if propagate

P
(frg; c) succeeds and

c(r) is the actual partial mapping after executing propagate
P

then Ac = Ac(r):

This theorem states that propagate
P

neither discards nor in-
troduces answer sets corresponding to some partial mapping
c. Hence, it justifies that only nodes used as choice points lead
to different answer sets. Therefore backtracking is necessary
only over choice points (see Figure 2).

Define CP = fc j c is some output of colorP (P n
FP ; FP ; (;; FP ))g. With this notation, we obtain correctness
and completeness of colorP .
Theorem 4.3 Let P be a logic program s.t. condition (4)
holds, let �P be its block graph, let c : P 7! f	;�g be a
mapping and let CP be defined as above. Then c is an a-
coloring of �P iff c 2 CP .

Let us demonstrate how colorP computes the a-colorings
of the block graph of program (1) (see Figure 1). We in-
voke colorP (U;N; c) with U = P n frdg, N = frdg and
c = (;; frdg). First, propagate

P
(N; c) is executed. By prop-

agating c(rd) = � with case (C) we get c(rb) = � and re-
cursively c(rc) = �. This gives c = (;; frd; rb; rcg). Af-
ter updating uncolored nodes we obtain U = fra; re; rfg.
Now chooseP (U; c; n) (n variable) is executed. For chooseP
there are two possibilities to compute the next choice point
s.t. CP hold, namely ra and re. Assume n = ra.
After updating U we have U = fre; rfg and the first
recursive call colorP (U; frag; c) is executed where c =

(;; frd; rb; rc; rag). Again color� of node ra has to be prop-
agated by executing propagate

P
(frag; (;; frd; rb; rc; rag)).

By using propagation case (C) for c(ra) = � we obtain
c(rf ) = �. This color is recursively propagated using
case (A), which gives c(re) = 	. This leads to c =

(freg; frd; rb; rc; ra; rfg). Since U becomes the empty set,
chooseP fails and c is the first output. Invoking backtrack-
ing means that the last recursive call to colorP fails. Then
c = (frag; frd; rb; rcg) and colorP (U; frag; c) is executed.
By using case (D) for c(ra) = 	 we obtain c(rf ) = 	 and
thus c(re) = � with case (B). Hence the second solution is
c = (fra; rfg; frd; rb; rc; reg). Since there is no other choice
point, we have no further solutions.

5 Generalizations
In this section, we discuss generalizations of the presented
approach. First, we show how to apply our method to normal
logic programs with multiple positive body literals. Let P be
a normal program without restrictions. For each rule r = p 

q1; : : : ; qn; not s1; : : : ; not sk we define

Pr=

�
p q

0

; not s1; : : : ; not sk

q
0  q

0

1; : : : ; q
0

n

�
[fq

0

i
 qi j1� i�ng (5)

where q0; q01; : : : ; q
0

n
are new atoms not appearing in P . For a

program P we set PN =
S
r2P

Pr. Hence, we have defined
a local program transformation which has linear size of the
original program. Each normal program is transformed into
some program in which body

�

(r) = ; for each rule r with
jbody

+
(r)j > 1. That is why we may interpret PN as some

kind of normal form of P . The following lemma obviously
holds:
Lemma 5.1 Let P be a normal logic program and let A be a
set of atoms. Then A is an answer set of P iff there exists an
answer set AN of PN s.t. A and AN contain exactly the same
atoms out of the set of all atoms occurring in P .

It is straightforward to extend the algorithm presented in
Section 4 to normal programsPN . Let us call all rules r 2 PN
with jbody+(r)j > 1 AND-nodes and all other rules OR-
nodes. Observe, that on the one hand, we do not have to mod-
ify Definition 3.1 of block graphs for programsPN . It stays as
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it is. We just distinguish two different kinds of nodes in �PN .
On the other hand, Definition 3.2 and procedures presented
in Section 4 deal only with OR-nodes and consequently we
have to extend it to AND-nodes. For AND-node r we know
by definition that �1 (r)=; (see (5)). Therefore, r cannot be
blocked and we do not have to consider cases A1b and A2b
of Definition 3.2. In order to extend Definition 3.2, we require
that the following conditions hold for each AND-node r (cor-
responding to conditions A1a and A2a of Definition 3.2 for
OR-nodes):

A3 c(r)=	 iff there is some r0 2 �0 (r) s.t. c(r0)=	

A4 c(r)=� iff for each r0 2 �0 (r) we have c(r0)=�.

According to (5), for AND-node r we have �1 (r)=
+
1 (r)=

;, j+0 (r)j=1 and +0 (r)[
�

0 (r) will never contain any AND-
node. For this reason, we obtain only two new propagation
cases, in which we propagate the color of OR-nodes over 0-
arcs to AND-nodes. Let r 2 

+
0 (r

0

) be some AND-node and
let x 2 f	;�g be the actual color of r0 (OR-node). Then we
have the following new cases

(C’) for each r 2 +0 (r
0

) we have c(r)=� if c(r0)=� and
for each r00 2 �0 (r) : c(r

00

)=�

(D’) for each r 2 +0 (r
0

) we have c(r)=	 if c(r0)=	,

which can be easily integrated into propagate
P

.
[Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1990] show that logic programs

with classical negation are equivalent to normal logic pro-
grams when new atoms are introduced. With this technique
our approach is also suitable for computing answer sets of
general logic programs (with classical negation). Addition-
ally, we may apply techniques presented in [Janhunen et al.,
2000] to handle disjunctive logic programs.

6 Related Work
Directed graphs are often associated with logic programs and
used in theory and applications. Usually, the nodes of these
graphs are the atoms of the programs, e.g. dependency graphs
or TMS networks [Doyle, 1979]4. These approaches use rules
to define graphs on atoms whereas we have used atoms to
define graphs on rules.

Other approaches [Dimopoulos and Torres, 1996; Brignoli
et al., 1999] are more or less rule-based but have some serious
drawbacks: they deal only with prerequisite-free programs,
because (wrt to answer set semantics) there is some equivalent
prerequisite-free program for each program. Since in general
equivalent prerequisite-free programs have exponential size of
the original ones, approaches which rely on this equivalence
need exponential space.

In fact, the block graph is a specialization of graphs de-
fined on rules in [Papadimitriou and Sideri, 1994; Linke and
Schaub, 2000] for default theories. Whereas in the case of de-
fault logic the aforementioned graphs are abstractions of the
essential blocking information, here they contain all informa-
tion necessary for computing answer sets. Although we focus
on the practical usage of the block graph it may also be used

4Truth maintenance systems can be translated into logic pro-
grams [Brewka, 1991].

as a tool for theoretical analysis of logic programs. For exam-
ple, results presented in [Linke and Schaub, 2000] imply that
a logic program without odd cycles always has some answer
set.

Clearly, colorP is, like smodels, a Davis-Putnam like
procedure. Once again, the main difference is that colorP
determines answer sets in terms of generating rules whereas
smodels and dlv construct answer sets in terms of literals.
Using rules instead of atoms has the advantage that we have
complete knowledge about which rule is responsible for some
atom belonging to an answer set. Atom-based approaches
additionally have to detect the responsible rule and ensure
groundedness, because in general there may be several rules
with the same head. We obtain groundedness of generating
rules as a by-product of our strategy to select choice points
with procedure chooseP .

7 Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper was the definition of the
block graph �P of a program P . As a theoretical tool, the
block graph seems to be suitable for investigations of many
concepts for logic programs, e.g. answer set semantics, well-
founded semantics or query-answering. As a first result, we
have described answer sets as a-colorings (a non-standard
kind of graph colorings of �P ). This led us to an alternative
algorithm to compute answer sets by computing a-colorings
which needs polynomial space.

Finally, let us give first experimental results to demon-
strate the practical usefulness of our algorithm. We have used
two NP-complete problems proposed in [Cholewiński et al.,
1995]: the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path in a graph
(Ham) and the independent set problem (Ind).

Concerning time, our first prolog implementation (devel-
opment time 6 month) is not comparable with state of the art
implementations. However, Theorem 4.2 suggests to compare
the number of used choice points, because it reflects how an
algorithm deals with the exponential part of a problem. Un-
fortunately, only smodels gives information about its choice
points. For this reason, we have concentrated on comparing
our approach with smodels. Results are given for finding

K7 K8 K9 K10

smodels 4800 86364 1864470 45168575
noMoRe 15500 123406 1226934 12539358

Table 1: Number of choice points for HAM-problems.

all solutions of different instances of Ham and Ind. Table 1
shows results for some Ham-encodings of complete graphs
Kn where n is the number of nodes5. Surprisingly, it turns
out that our non-monotonic reasoning system (noMoRe) per-
forms very well on this problem class. That is, with grow-
ing problem size we need less choice points than smodels.
This can also be seen in Table 2 which shows the correspond-
ing time measurements. For finding all Hamiltonian cycles of
a K10 we need less time than the actual smodels version.
To be fair, for Ind-problems of graphs Cirn6we need twice

5In a complete graph each node is connected to each other node.
6A so-called circle graph Cirn has n nodes fv1; : : : ; vng and arcs

A = f(vi; vi+1) j 1 � i � ng [ f(vn; v1)g.
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the choice points (and much more time) smodels needs, be-
cause we have not yet implemented backward-propagation.
However, even with the same number of choice points smod-
els is faster than noMoRe, because noMoRe uses general
backtracking of prolog, whereas smodels backtracking is
highly specialized for computing answer sets. The same ap-
plies to dlv.

Ham for Kn Ind for Cirn
n = 8 9 10 40 50 60

smodels 54 1334 38550 8 219 4052
dlv 4 50 493 13 259 4594
noMoRe 198 2577 34775 38 640 11586

Table 2: Time measurements in seconds for HAM- and IND-
problems on a SUN Ultra2 with two 300MHz Sparc proces-
sors.

For future work, we may also think of different improve-
ments of our algorithm. First of all, we have to integrate
backward propagation (propagating colors against arc direc-
tion), since this will definitely improve efficiency by further
reducing the number of choice points. Second, we may try to
pre-color not only facts but also some other nodes, e.g. each
node n with (n; n) 2 A

1 has to be colored 	. The block
graph may also be used for other improvements. For example,
it is possible to replace 0-paths without incoming and outgo-
ing 1-arcs by only one 0-arc. Finally, we have to investigate
different heuristics for procedure chooseP to select the next
choice point.

The approach as presented in this paper has been
implemented in ECLiPSe-Prolog [Aggoun et al., 2000].
The current prototype is available at http://www.cs.uni-
potsdam.de/˜linke/nomore.
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Abstract

Recently, several approaches for updating knowl-
edge bases represented as logic programs have been
proposed. In this paper, we present a generic
framework for declarative specifications of update
policies, which is built upon such approaches. It
extends the LUPS language for update specifica-
tions and incorporates the notion of events into the
framework. An update policy allows an agent to
flexibly react upon new information, arriving as an
event, and perform suitable changes of its knowl-
edge base. The framework compiles update poli-
cies to logic programs by means of generic transla-
tions, and can be instantiated in terms of different
concrete update approaches. It thus provides a flex-
ible tool for designing adaptive reasoning agents.

1 Introduction
Updating knowledge bases is an important issue for the real-
ization of intelligent agents, since, in general, an agent is situ-
ated in a changing environment and must adjust its knowledge
base when new information is available. While for classical
knowledge bases this issue has been well-studied, approaches
to update nonmonotonic knowledge bases, like, e.g., updates
of logic programs [Alferes et al., 2000; Eiter et al., 2000;
Zhang and Foo, 1998; Inoue and Sakama, 1999] or of default
theories [Williams and Antoniou, 1998], are more recent.

The problem of updating logic programs, on which we fo-
cus here, deals with the incorporation of an update P , given
by a rule or a set of rules, into the current knowledge base
KB . Accordingly, sequences P1; : : : ; Pn of updates lead to
sequences (KB ; P1; : : : ; Pn) of logic programs, which are
given a declarative semantics. To broaden this approach,
Alferes et al. [1999a] have proposed the LUPS update lan-
guage, in which updates consist of sets of update commands.
Such commands permit to specify changes to KB in terms
of adding or removing rules from it. For instance, a typ-
ical command is assert a  b when c, stating that rule
a b should be added to KB if c is currently true in it. Sim-
ilarly, retract b expresses that b must be eliminated from
KB , without any further condition.

However, a certain limitation of LUPS and the above men-
tioned formalisms is that while they handle ad hoc changes

of KB , they are not conceived for handling a yet unknown
update, which will arrive as the environment evolves. In fact,
these approaches lack the possibility to specify how an agent
should react upon the arrival of such an update. For ex-
ample, we would like to express that, on arrival of the fact
best buy(shop1 ), this should be added to KB , while best-
buy information about other shops is removed from KB .

In this paper, we address this issue and present a declar-
ative framework for specifying update behavior of an agent.
The agent receives new information in terms of a set of rules
(which is called an event), and adjusts its KB in accord to a
given update policy, consisting of statements in a declarative
language. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) We present a generic framework for specifying update
behavior, which can be instantiated with different update ap-
proaches to logic programs. This is facilitated by a layered
approach: At the top level, the update policy is evaluated,
given an event and the agent’s current belief set, to single out
the update commandsU which need to be performed on KB .
At the next layer, U is compiled to a set P of rules to be in-
corporated to KB ; at the bottom level, the updated knowledge
base is represented as a sequence of logic programs, serving
as input for the underlying update semantics for logic pro-
grams, which determines the new current belief set.

(2) We define a declarative language for update poli-
cies, generalizing LUPS by various features. Most impor-
tantly, access to incoming events is facilitated. For example,
retract(best buy(shop1 )) [[E : best buy(shop2 )]] states that
if best buy(shop2 ) is told, then best buy(shop1 ) is removed
from the knowledge base. Statements like this may involve
further conditions on the current belief set, and other com-
mands to be executed (which is not possible in LUPS). The
language thus enables the flexible handling of events, such as
simply recording changes in the environment, skipping unin-
teresting updates, or applying default actions.

(3) We analyze some properties of the framework, using
the update answer set semantics of Eiter et al. [2000] as a
representative of similar approaches. In particular, useful
properties concerning KB maintenance are explored, and the
complexity of the framework is determined. Moreover, we
describe a possible realization of the framework in the agent
system IMPACT [Subrahmanian et al., 2000], providing evi-
dence that our approach is a viable tool for developing adap-
tive reasoning agents.
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2 Preliminaries
We assume the reader familiar with extended logic programs
(ELPs) [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991]. For a rule r, we write
H(r) andB(r) to denote the head and body of r, respectively.
Furthermore, not stands for default negation and: for strong
negation. LitA is the set of all literals over a set of atoms A,
and LA is the set of all rules constructible from LitA.

An update program, P, is a sequence (P1; : : : ; Pn) of
ELPs, where n � 1. We adopt an abstract view of the seman-
tics of ELPs and update programs, given as a mappingBel(�),
which associates with every sequence P a set Bel(P) � LA
of rules; intuitively, Bel(P) are the consequences of P. Dif-
ferent instantiations of Bel(�) are possible, according to var-
ious proposals for update semantics. We only assume that
Bel(�) satisfies some elementary properties which any “rea-
sonable” semantics satisfies. In particular, we assume that
Pn � Bel(P) holds, and that the following property is satis-
fied: given A  2 Bel(P) and A 2 B(r), then r 2 Bel(P)
iff H(r) B(r) n fAg 2 Bel(P).

We use here the semantics of Eiter et al. [2000], which
coincides with the semantics of inheritance programs due to
Buccafurri et al. [1999]. The semantics of ELPsP and update
sequences P with variables is defined as usual through their
ground versions G(P ) and G(P) over the Herbrand universe,
respectively. In what follows, let A, P , P, etc. be ground.

An interpretation is a set S � LitA which contains no
complementary pair of literals. S is a (consistent) answer
set of an ELP P iff it is a minimal model of the reduct
PS , which results from P by deleting all rules whose body
contains some default literal not L with L 2 S, and by
removing all default literals in the bodies of the remaining
rules [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991]. By AS(P ) we denote
the collection of all answer sets of P . The rejection set,
Rej (S;P), of P with respect to the interpretation S is given
by Rej (S;P) =

S
n

i=1
Rej

i
(S;P); where Rej

n
(S;P) = ;,

and, for n > i � 1, Rej
i
(S;P) contains every rule r 2 Pi

such that H(r0) = :H(r) and B(r) [ B(r0) � S, for some
r0 2 Pj nRej j(S;P) with j > i. Then, S is an answer set of
P = (P1; : : : ; Pn) iff S is an answer set of

S
i
Pi nRej (S;P).

We denote the collection of all answer sets of P by AS(P).
Since n = 1 implies Rej (S;P) = ;, the semantics extends
the answer set semantics. [Eiter et al., 2000] describes a char-
acterization of the update semantics in terms of single ELPs.
Example 1 Let P0 = fb  not a; a  g, P1 = f:a  ;
c g, and P2 = f:c g. Then, P0 has the single answer
set S0 = fag with Rej (S0; P0) = ;; (P0; P1) has answer
set S1 = f:a; c; bg with Rej (S1; (P0; P1)) = fa  g; and
(P0; P1; P2) possesses S2 = f:a;:c; bg as unique answer
set with Rej (S2; (P0; P1; P2)) = fc ; a g.

The belief set BelA(P) is the set of all rules r 2 LA
such that r is true in each S 2 AS(P). We shall drop
the subscript “A ” if no ambiguity can arise. With a slight
abuse of notation, for a literal L, we write L 2 BelA(P) if
L 2 BelA(P).

3 Update Policies
We first describe our generic framework for event-based
updating, and afterwards the EPI language (“the language

Bel(KS i�1) Belief set at step i� 1

KB E1 : : : Ei�1 Ei Knowledge state KS i

w
� U update policy

KB U1 : : : Ui�1 Ui Executable commands

w
� tr compilation

P0 P1 : : : Pi�1 Pi Update sequence

w
� Bel update semantics

Bel(KS i) = Bel((P0; : : : ; Pi)) Belief set at step i

Figure 1: From knowledge state to belief set at step i.

around”) for specifying update policies.

3.1 Basic Framework
We start with the formal notions of an event and of the knowl-
edge state of an agent.

Definition 1 An event class is a collection EC � 2LA of finite
sets of rules. The members E 2 EC are called events.

Informally, EC describes the possible events (i.e., sets of
communicated rules) an agent may witness. For example, the
collection F of all sets of facts from a subset A0 � A of
atoms may be an event class. In what follows, we assume
that an event class EC has been fixed.

Definition 2 A knowledge state KS = hKB ;E1; : : : ; Eni

consists of an ELP KB (the initial knowledge base) and a
sequence E1; : : : ; En of events Ei 2 EC, i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. For
i � 0, KS i = hKB ;E1; : : : ; Eii is the projection of KS to
the first i events.

Intuitively, KS describes the evolution of the agent’s
knowledge, starting from its initial knowledge base. When
a new event Ei occurs, the current knowledge state KS i�1
changes to KS i = hKB ;E1; : : : ; Ei�1; Eii, which requests
the agent to incorporate the event Ei into its knowledge base
and adapt its belief set.

The procedure for adapting the belief set Bel(KS i�1)
on arrival of Ei is illustrated in Figure 1. Informally, at
step i of the knowledge evolution, we are given the be-
lief set Bel(KS i�1) and the knowledge state KS i�1 =
hKB ;E1; : : : ; Ei�1i, together with the new event Ei, and
we want to compute Bel(KS i) in terms of the update pol-
icy U . First, a set Ui of executable commands is deter-
mined from U . Afterwards, given the previously computed
sets U1; : : : ; Ui�1, the sequence (KB ;U1; : : : ; Ui) is com-
piled by the transformation tr into the update sequence P =
(P0; P1; : : : ; Pi). Then, Bel(KS i) is given by Bel(P).
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hstati ::= hcommi [if hcond1i] [[[hcond2i]]];
hc namei ::= assert[ event] j retract[ event] j

always[ event] j cancel j ignore ;
hr idi ::= hrulei j hr vari;
hlit idi ::= hliterali j hlit vari;
hcommi ::= hc namei(hr idi) ;
hcond1i ::= [not] hcommi j [not] hcommi; hcond1i ;
hcond2i ::= hkb condsi j E : hev condsi j

hkb condsi , E : hev condsi;
hkb condsi ::= hkb condi j hkb condi , hkb condsi;
hkb condi ::= hr idi j hlit idi ;
hev condsi ::= hev condi j hev condi , hev condsi;
hev condi ::= hlit idi j hr idi ;

Table 1: Syntax of an update statement in EPI.

3.2 Language EPI: Syntax
The language EPI generalizes the update specification lan-
guage LUPS [Alferes et al., 1999a], by allowing update state-
ments to depend on other update statements in the same EPI

program, and more complex conditions on both the current
belief set and the actual event (note that LUPS has no provi-
sion to support external events). These features make it suit-
able for implementing rational reactive agents, capable, e.g.,
of filtering incoming information.

The syntax of EPI is given in Table 1. In what follows, we
use cmd to denote update commands and � to refer to rules
or rule variables. In general, an EPI statement may have the
form

cmd1(�1) if [not]cmd2(�2); : : : ; [not]cmdm(�m)[[c1;E :c2]]

which states conditional assertion or retraction of a rule
�1, expressed by cmd1(�1), depending on other commands
[not]cmd2(�2); . . . ,[not]cmdm(�m), and conditioned with
the proviso whether c1 belongs to the current belief set and
whether c2 is in the actual event. The basic EPI commands
are the same as those in LUPS (for their meaning, cf. [Alferes
et al., 1999a]), plus the additional command ignore, which
allows to skip unintended updates from the environment,
which otherwise would be incorporated into the knowledge
base. Each condition in [[�]], both of the form c1 andE :c2, can
be substituted by a list of such conditions. Note that in LUPS
no conditions on rules and external events can be explicitly
expressed, nor dependencies between update commands. We
also extend the language by permitting variables for rules and
literals in the update commands, ranging over the universe of
the current belief set and of the current event (syntactic safety
conditions can be easily checked). By convention, variable
names start with capital letters.

Definition 3 An update policy U is a finite set of EPI state-
ments.

For instance, the EPI statement

assert(R) if not ignore(R)[[E : R]] (1)

means that all rules in the event have to be incorporated into
the new knowledge base, except if it is explicitly specified

that the rule is to be ignored. Similarly, the command retract
forces a rule to be deactivated. The option event states that
an assertion or retraction has only temporary value and is not
supposed to persist by inertia in subsequent steps. The precise
meaning of the different update commands will be made clear
in the next section.

Example 2 Consider a simple agent selecting Web shops in
search for some specific merchandise. Suppose its knowledge
base, KB , contains the rules

r1 : query(S) sale(S); up(S); not :query(S);

r2 : try query  query(S);

r3 : notify  not try query ;

and a fact r0 : date(0) as an initial time stamp. Here, r1
expresses that a shop S, which has a sale and whose Web site
is up, is queried by default, and r2, r3 serve to detect that no
site is queried, which causes ‘notify’ to be true. Assume that
an event, E, might be any consistent set of facts or ground
rules of the form sale(s)  date(t), stating that shop s has
a sale on date t, such that E contains at most one time stamp
date(�).

An update policy U may be defined as follows. Assume it
contains the incorporate-by-default statement (1), as well as:

always(sale(S) date(T )) if assert(sale(S) date(T ));
cancel(sale(S) date(T ))[[date(T ); T 6= T 0;E :date(T 0)]];
retract(sale(S) date(T ))[[date(T ); T 6= T 0;E :date(T 0)]].

Informally, the first statement repeatedly confirms the infor-
mation about a future sale, which guarantees that it is ef-
fective on the given date, while the second statement revokes
this. The third one removes information about a previously
ended sale (assuming the time stamps increase). Further-
more, U includes also the following statements:

retract(date(T ))[[date(T ); T 6= T 0;E : date(T 0)]];
ignore(sale(s1))[[E : sale(s1)]];
ignore(sale(s1) date(T ))[[E : sale(s1) date(T )]].

The first statement keeps the time stamp date(t) in KB
unique, and removes the old value. The other statements sim-
ply state that sales information about shop s1 is ignored.

3.3 Language EPI: Semantics
According to the overall structure of the semantics of EPI,
as depicted in Figure 1, at step i, we first determine the
executable command Ui given the current knowledge state
KS i�1 = hKB ;E1; : : : ; Ei�1i and its associated belief set
Bel(KS i�1) = Bel(Pi�1), where Pi�1 = (P0; : : : ; Pi�1).
To this end, we evaluate the update policy U over the new
event Ei and the belief set Bel(Pi�1).

Let G(U) be the grounded version ofU over the languageA
underlying the given update sequence and the received events.
Then, the set G(U)i of reduced update statements at step i is
given by

G(U)i = f cmd(�) if C1 j cmd(�) if C1[[C2]] 2 G(U); where
C2 = c1; : : : ; cl;E : r1; : : : ; rm; and such that
c1; : : : ; cl 2 Bel(Pi�1) and r1; : : : ; rm 2 Ei g:

The update statements in G(U)i are thus of the form
cmd1(�1) if [not] cmd2(�2); : : : ; [not] cmdm(�m). Se-
mantically, we interpret them as ordinary logic program rules
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cmd1(�1)  [not ]cmd2(�2); : : : ; [not ]cmdm(�m). The
program �U

i
is the collection of all these rules, given G(U)i,

together with the following constraints, which exclude con-
tradictory commands:

 assert[ event](R); retract[ event](R);

 always[ event](R); cancel(R):

Definition 4 Let KS = hKB ;E1; : : : ; Eni be a knowledge
state and U an update policy. Then, Ui is a set of executable
update commands at step i (i � n) iff Ui is an answer set of
the grounding G(�U

i
) of �U

i
.

Since update statements do not contain strong negation,
executable update commands are actually stable models of
G(�U

i
) [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988]. Furthermore, since

programs may in general have more than one answer set, or
no answer set at all, and the agent must commit itself to a sin-
gle set of update commands, we assume a suitable selection
function, Sel(�), returning a particular Ui if an answer set ex-
ists, or, otherwise, returning Ui = fassert(?i  )g, where
?i is a reserved atom. These atoms are used for signaling
that the update policy encountered inconsistency. They can
easily be filtered out from Bel(�), if needed, restricting the
outcomes of the update to the original language.

Next we compile the executable commandsU1; : : : ; Ui into
an update sequence (P0; : : : ; Pi), serving as input for the be-
lief function Bel(�). This is realized by means of a trans-
formation tr(�), which is a generic and adapted version of a
similar mapping introduced by Alferes et al. [1999a]. In what
follows, we assume a suitable naming function for rules in the
update sequence, enforcing that each rule r is associated with
a unique name nr.

Definition 5 Let KS = hKB ;E1; : : : ; Eni be a knowl-
edge state and U an update policy. Then, for i � 0,
tr(KB ;U1; : : : ; Ui) = (P0; P1; : : : ; Pi) is inductively de-
fined as follows, where U1; : : : ; Ui are the executable com-
mands according to Definition 4:

i = 0 : Set P0 = fH(r)  B(r); on(nr) j r 2 KBg [
fon(nr)  j r 2 KBg, where on(�) are new atoms.
Furthermore, initialize the sets PC0 of persistent com-
mands and EC0 of effective commands to ;.

i � 1 : ECi, PCi and Pi are as follows:

ECi = fcmd(r) j cmd(r) 2 Ui ^ ignore(r) =2 Uig;

PCi = PCi�1 [ falways(r) j always(r) 2 ECig

[ falways event(r) j always event(r) 2 ECi

^ always(r) =2 ECi [ PCi�1g

n (falways event(r) j always(r) 2 ECig

[ falways[ event](r) j cancel(r) 2 ECig);

Pi = fon(nr) ; H(r) B(r); on(nr) j
assert[ event](r) 2 ECi

_ always[ event](r) 2 PCig

[ fon(nr) j retract event(r) 2 ECi�1

^ retract[ event](r) =2 ECig

[ f:on(nr) j (retract[ event](r) 2 ECi

^ always[ event](r) =2 PCi)
_ (always event(r) 2 PCi�1

^ cancel(r) 2 ECi

^ assert[ event](r) =2 ECi)

_(assert event(r) 2 ECi�1

^ always[ event](r) =2 PCi

^ assert[ event](r) =2 ECi)g.

On the basis of this compilation, we can define the belief
set for a knowledge state KS :

Definition 6 Let KS and U be as in Definition 5, and let
U1; : : : ; Un be the corresponding executable commands ob-
tained from Definition 4. Then, the belief set of KS is given
by Bel(KS) = Bel(tr(KB ;U1; : : : ; Un)):

Example 3 Reconsider Example 2 and suppose the event
E1 = fsale(s0); date(1)g occurs at KS = hKBi. Then,

G(U)1 = fassert(sale(s0)) if not ignore(sale(s0)),
assert(date(1)) if not ignore(date(1)),
retract(date(0))g:

The corresponding program �U
1 has the single answer set

fassert(sale(s0)); assert(date(1)); retract(date(0))g,
which is compiled, via function tr(�), to PC1 = PC0 n
fassert [event](date(0))g = ; and P1 = fsale(s0)  
on(r01); on(r01)  ; date(1)  on(r02); on(r02)  ;
:on(r0)  g. As easily seen, the belief set Bel(hKB ;E1i)
= Bel((P0; P1)) contains sale(s0 ) and query(s0).

4 Properties
In this section, we discuss some properties of Bel(KS) for
particular update policies, using the definition ofBel(�) based
on the update answer sets approach of Eiter et al. [2000], as
explained in Section 2. We stress that the properties given
below are also satisfied by similar instantiations of Bel(�),
like, e.g., dynamic logic programming [Alferes et al., 2000].

First, we note some basic properties:

� If U = ; (called empty policy), then KB will never be
updated; the belief set is independent ofE1; : : : ; En, and
thus static. Hence, Bel(KS i) = Bel(KB), for each
i = 1; : : : ; n.

� If U = fassert(R)[[E :R]]g (called unconditional as-
sert policy), then all rules contained in the received
events are directly incorporated into the update se-
quence. Thus, Bel(KS i) = Bel((KB ; E1; : : : ; Ei)),
for each i = 1; : : : ; n.

� If Ui is empty, then the knowledge is not updated, i.e.,
Pi = ;. We thus have Bel(KS i) = Bel(KS i�1).

� Similarly, if Ui = fassert(?i) g, then Bel(KS i) =
Bel(KS i�1).

Physical removal of rules
An important issue is the growth of the agent’s knowledge
base, as the modular construction of the update sequence
through transformation tr(�) causes some rules and facts to
be repeatedly inserted. This is addressed next, where we dis-
cuss the physical removal of rules from the knowledge base.

Lemma 1 Let P = (P0; : : : ; Pn) be an update sequence. For
every r 2 Pi; r

0 2 Pj with i < j, the following holds: if
(i) r = r0, or (ii) r = L  and r0 = :L  , or (iii) r0 =
L  such that no rule r00 2 Pk with H(r00) = :L exists,
where k 2 fj +1; : : : ; ng, and :L 2 B(r), then BelA(P) =
BelA(P0; : : : ; Pi�1; Pi n frg; Pi+1; : : : ; Pn):
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The following property holds:

Theorem 1 Let KS be a knowledge state and Bel(KS) =
Bel(P), where P = (P0; : : : ; Pn). Furthermore, let P� result
from P after repeatedly removing rules as in Lemma 1, and
let P� = (P�

0 ; : : : ; P
�
n
), where

P�

i
=fH(r) B(r) n fon(nr)g j r 2 P�

i ; on(nr) 2 P�

gn

fon(ns) j on(ns) 2 Pg:

Then, BelA(KS ) = BelA(P�).

Thus, we can purge the knowledge base and remove dupli-
cates of rules, as well as all deactivated (retracted) rules.

History Contraction
Another relevant issue is the possibility, for some special
case, to contract the agent’s update history, and compute
its belief set at step i merely based on information at step
i�1. Let us call U a factual assert policy if all assert[ event]
and always[ event] statements in U involve only facts. In
this case, the compilation tr(�) for a knowledge state KS =
hKB ;E1; : : : ; Eni can be simplified thus: (1) P0 = KB ,
and (2) the construction of each Pi involves facts L  and
:L instead of on(nr) and :on(nr) , respectively.

For such sequences, the following holds:

Lemma 2 Let P = (P0; : : : ; Pn) be an update sequence such
that Pi contains only facts, for 1 � i � n. Then, BelA(P) =
BelA(P0; Pun), where Pu1 = P1, and Pui+1 = Pi+1[(Pui n
fL j :L 2 Pi+1g).

We can thus assert the following proposition for history
contraction:

Theorem 2 Let U be a factual assert policy and P =
(P1; : : : ; Pn) be the compiled sequence obtained from KS by
the simplified method described above. Then, BelA(KS ) =
BelA((KB ; Pun)), where Pun is as in Lemma 2.

Simple examples show that Theorem 2 does not hold in
general. The investigation of classes of policies for which
similar results hold are a subject for further research.

Computational Complexity
Finally, we briefly address the complexity of reasoning about
a knowledge state KS . An update policy U is called stratified
iff, for all EPI statements cmd(�) if C1[[C2]] 2 U , the asso-
ciated rules cmd1(�)  C 0

1 form a stratified logic program,
where C 0

1 results from C1 by replacing the EPI declaration
not by default negation not .

For stratified U , any �U
i

has at most one answer set. Thus,
the selection function Sel(�) is redundant. Otherwise, the
complexity cost of Sel(�) must be taken into account. If
Sel(�) is unknown, we consider all possible return values
(i.e., all answer sets of �U

i
) and thus, in a cautious rea-

soning mode, all possible Bel(KS) = Bel((P0; : : : ; Pn))
from Figure 1. Clearly, for update answer sets, deciding
r0 2 Bel((Q0; : : : ; Qm)) is in coNP; it is polynomial, if Q0

is stratified and each Qi, 1 � i � m, contains only facts.

Theorem 3 Let Bel(�) be the update answer set seman-
tics, and Sel(�) polynomial-time computable with an NP
oracle. Then, given a ground rule r and ground KS =
hKB ;E1; : : : ; Eni, the complexity of deciding whether r 2

Bel(KS) is as follows (entries denote completeness results;
the case of unknown Sel(�) is given at the right of “/”):

KB n U fact. assert & strat. stratified general

stratified P PNP PNP/�P

2

general PNP PNP PNP/�P

2

Similar results hold, e.g., for dynamic logic programming.
The results can be intuitively explained as follows. Each

Ui and Pi as in Figure 1 can be computed iteratively (1 �
i � n), where at step i polynomially many problems r0 2
Bel((P0; : : : ; Pi�1)) must be solved to construct �U

i
. From

Ui = Sel(�U
i
) and previous results, Pi is easily computed

in polynomial time. Since Pi contains less than jUj rules,
step i is feasible in polynomial time with an NP oracle.
Thus, P = (P0; : : : ; Pn) is polynomially computable with
an NP oracle, and r 2 Bel(P) is decided with another oracle
call. Updating a stratified P0 such that only sets of facts P1,
P2; : : : may be added preserves polynomial decidability of
r0 2 Bel((P0; : : : ; Pi�1)); this explains the polynomial de-
cidability result. In all other cases, PNP-hard problems such
as computing the lexicographically maximal model of a CNF
formula are easily reduced to the problem.

If Sel(�) is unknown, each possible result of Sel(�U
i
) can

be nondeterministically guessed and verified in polynomial
time. This leads to coNPNP = �P

2 complexity.

5 Implementational Issues
An elegant and straightforward realization of update policies
is possible through IMPACT agent programs. IMPACT [Sub-
rahmanian et al., 2000] is a platform for developing soft-
ware agents, which allows to build agents on top of legacy
code, i.e., existing software packages, that operates on arbi-
trary data structures. Thus, in accordance with our approach,
we can design a generic implementation of our framework,
without committing ourselves to a particular update seman-
tics Bel(�).

Since every update policy U is semantically reduced to
a logic program, the corresponding executable commands
can be computed using well-known logic programming en-
gines like smodels, DLV, or DeRes. Hence, we may assume
that a software package, SP , for updating and querying a
knowledge base KB is available, and that KB can be ac-
cessed through a function bel() returning the current belief
set Bel(KS). Moreover, we assume that SP has a function
event(), which lists all rules of a current event. Then, an
update policy U can be represented in IMPACT as follows.

(1) Conditions on the belief set and the event can be mod-
eled by IMPACT code call atoms, i.e. atoms in(t; bel()),
not in(t; bel()), and in(t; event()), where t is a constant
r or a variable R. In IMPACT, in(r; f()) is true if constant r
is in the result returned by f(); a variable R is bound to all r
such that in(r; f()) is true; “not in” is negation.

(2) Update commands can be easily represented as IM-
PACT actions. An action is implemented by a body of code
in any programming language (e.g., C); its effects are speci-
fied in terms of add and delete lists (sets of code call atoms).
Thus, actions like assert(R), retract(R), etc., where R is
a parameter, are introduced.
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(3) EPI statements are represented as IMPACT action rules

Do(cmd1(�1))  [:]Do(cmd2(�
0)); : : : ; [:]Do(cmdm(�0));

code call atoms(cond);

where code call atoms(cond) is the list of the code call
atoms for the conditions on the belief set and the event in
cond as described above.

The semantics of IMPACT agent programs is defined
through status sets. A reasonable status set S is equivalent
to a stable model of a logic program, and prescribes the agent
to perform all actions � where Do(�) is in S. Thus, S repre-
sents the executable commands Ui of Figure 1 in accord with
U , and the respective action execution affects the computation
of Pi via tr(�). For more details, cf. [Eiter et al., 2001].

6 Related Work and Conclusion
Our approach is similar in spirit to the work in active
databases (ADBs), where the dynamics of a database is speci-
fied through event-condition-action (ECA) rules triggered by
events. However, ADBs have in general no declarative se-
mantics, and only one rule at a time fires, possibly causing
successive events. In [Baral and Lobo, 1996], a declarative
characterization of ADBs is given, in terms of a reduction to
logic programs, by using situation calculus notation.

Our language for update policies is also related to action
languages, which can be compiled to logic programs as well
(cf., e.g., [Lifschitz and Turner, 1999]). A change to the
knowledge base may be considered as an action, where the
execution of actions may depend on other actions and condi-
tions. However, action languages are tailored for planning
and reasoning about actions, rather than reactive behavior
specification; events would have to be emulated. Further-
more, a state is, essentially, a set of literals rather than a be-
lief set as we define it. Investigating the relationships of our
framework to these languages in detail—in particular con-
cerning embeddings—is an interesting issue for further re-
search.

A development in the area of action languages, with pur-
poses similar to those of EPI, is the policy description lan-
guage PDL [Lobo et al., 1999]. It extends traditional action
languages with the notion of event sequences, and serves for
specifying actions as reactive behavior in response to events.
A PDL policy is a collection of ECA rules, interpreted as a
function associating with an event sequence a set of actions.
PDL seems thus to be more expressive than EPI; possible
embeddings of EPI into PDL remain to be explored.

The EPI language could be extended with several features:
(1) Special atoms in(r) telling whether r is actually part of

KB (i.e., activated by on(nr)), allowing to access the “exten-
sional” part of KB .

(2) Rule terms involving literal constants and variables,
e.g., “H  up(s1); B”, whereH;B are variables and up(s1)
is a fixed atom, providing access to the structure of rules.
Combined with (1), commands such as “remove all rules in-
volving up(s1)” can thus be conveniently expressed.

(3) More expressive conditions on the knowledge base are
conceivable, requesting for more complex reasoning tasks,
and possibly taking the temporal evolution into account. E.g.,
“prev(a)” expressing that a was true at the previous stage.

In concluding, our generic framework, which extends other
approaches to logic program updates, represents a convenient
platform for declarative update specifications and could also
be fruitfully used in several applications. Exploring these is-
sues is part of our ongoing research.
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Abstract

We propose a new definition of abduction in logic
programming, and contrast it with that of Kakas
and Mancarella’s. We then introduce a rewriting
system for answering queries and generating expla-
nations, and show that it is both sound and complete
under the partial stable model semantics and sound
and complete under the answer set semantics when
the underlying program is so-called odd-loop free.
We discuss an application of the work to a problem
in reasoning about actions and provide some exper-
imental results.

1 Abduction in logic programming
In general, given a background theory

�
, and an observation� to explain, an abduction of � w.r.t.
�

is a theory � such
that ��� ��� � � . Normally, we want to put some additional
conditions on � , such as that it is consistent with

�
and con-

tains only those propositions called abducibles. For instance,
in propositional logic, given a background theory

�
, a set �

of assumptions or abducibles, and a proposition � , an expla-
nation 	 of � is commonly defined (see [Reiter and de Kleer,
1987], [Poole, 1988], and [Konolige, 1992]) to be a minimal
set of literals over � such that

� �
	 � � � and
� �
	 is con-

sistent.
In the context of logic programming, abduction has been

investigated from both proof-theoretic and model-theoretic
perspectives (e.g. [Eshghi and Kowalski, 1989; Kakas and
Mancarella, 1990; Satoh and Iwayama, 1992]). One of the
most influential definitions of abduction in logic program-
ming is that of Kakas and Mancarella’s generalized stable
model semantics [1990]. Given a logic program � , a set �
of atoms standing for abducibles, and a query � , Kakas and
Mancarella define an abductive explanation 	 to be a sub-
set of � such that there is an answer set (also called a stable
model) � of ���	 that satisfies � .

One can see the following two differences between this
definition and the one that we defined above for propositional
logic: In propositional logic, 	 is a set of literals, but in logic
programming, it is just a set of atoms; In propositional logic,
	 must be minimal, in terms of the subset ordering relation;
but there is no such requirement in the case of logic program-
ming.

One could argue that these differences are due to the fact
that under the answer set semantics, negation is considered to
be “negation-as-failure.” If none of the atoms in � appear in
the head of a rule in the logic program � , then adding a set
	���� to � really means that we are adding the complete
literal set, 	
������� � �������������	 � , to � . This would also
explain why there is no minimality condition in the definition:
two complete sets of literals are never comparable in terms of
the subset relation.

However, while this notion of abductive explanations
makes sense in theory, it is problematic in practice. For in-
stance, if � � ��!"�$#%� , and � � � �'& !�()� , then there are two
abductive explanations for � according to Kakas and Man-
carella’s definition: �%!"� and �%!��*#%� . In general, if � has +
elements, then there are ,.-0/21 abductive explanations for � , a
number that is too big to manage.

Since in this case ! is the explanation that we are look-
ing for, it is tempting here to say that we should prefer mini-
mal abductive explanations like what we did for propositional
logic. As we mentioned above, this does not make sense if we
take an abductive explanation to be a complete set of literals
as implied by the answer set semantics. However, one can
still try to minimize the set of atoms, in this case, preferring
�%!"� over ��!"�$#%� .

However, this minimization strategy is problematic when
a program contains negation. Consider a situation in which
a boat can be used to cross a river if it is not leaking or, if it
is leaking, there is a bucket available to scoop the water out
of the boat. This can be axiomatized by the following logic
program � :

3 !4+6587:9<;�; & #=9:!.>?�A@%BDC0EGF�!0HJIK+MLM(3 !4+6587:9<;�; & #=9:!.>?�*E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>?(
Now suppose that we saw someone crossed the river, how
do we explain that? Clearly, there are two possible explana-
tions: either the boat is not leaking or the person has a bucket
with her. In terms of Kakas and Mancarella’s definition,
there are three abductive explanations for 3 !4+6587:9<;�; , ��#?9:!4>$� ,
��#=9:!.>?�$OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$� , and ��#=9:!.>?�*E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$� , as-
suming that � � ��#=9:!.>?�*E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$� is the set of
abducibles. But only one of them, �:#?9:!4>$� , is minimal.

On a closer look, we see that in our first example, when we
say that �%!"� is a preferred explanation over all the others, we
do not mean the complete set of literals ��!��*�T#%� , is preferred
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over all the others. While we want ! to be part of the expla-
nation, we don’t necessarily want �T# because we do not want
to apply negation as failure on abducibles, which are assump-
tions one can make one way or the other. What we want is for
the set �%!"� itself to be the best explanation for � .

One way to justify this is that all possible ways of com-
pleting this set into a complete set of literals, ��!��*�T#%� and
�%!��$#%� , turn out to correspond to all the abductive expla-
nations of � according to Kakas and Mancarella’s defini-
tion. The same kind of justification turns out to work for
our second example as well: the reason that ��#=9:!.>$� is not
a preferred explanation is that while its completion accord-
ing to negation-as-failure, ��#=9:!.>?�$� E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$�TOP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$� is
an explanation, some of its other completions, for example
��#=9:!.>?�*E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$�TOP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$� is not an explanation. This
motivates our following definitions.

2 Abduction in logic programming revisited
In this paper, we consider (normal) logic programs which are
sets of rules of the form

! & # 1 �A( ( ( �*# � �A@%BDC 3 1 �A( ( ( �=@�B<C 3 -
where ! , #�� and 3 � are atoms of the underlying propositional
language

�
. Here “ @�B<C ” is the so-called default negation, and

defined according to the answer set semantics [Gelfond and
Lifschitz, 1988].

Let � be a logic program, � a set of propositions standing
for abducibles, and � a proposition. In the following, without
loss of generality, we shall assume that none of the abducibles
in � occur in the head of a rule in � .1

In the following, by a hypothesis � we mean a consistent
set of literals over � , i.e. it is not the case that � and ���
are both in � for some � � � . We say that a hypothesis
is complete if for each atom � � � , either � or ��� is in � ,
but not both. Notice that a complete hypothesis is really a
truth-value assignment over the language � . We say that a
hypothesis � is an extension of another one � if � ��� , and a
complete extension is an extension that is complete.

Definition 2.1 A complete hypothesis � is said to be an ex-
planation of � w.r.t. � and � iff there is an answer set � of
�����
	 such that � contains � and for any ���
��� , ���� � ,
where ��	 is the set of atoms in � .

Definition 2.2 A hypothesis is said to be an explanation of �
iff every complete extension of it is an explanation. A hypoth-
esis � is said to be a minimal explanation if it is an explana-
tion, and there is no other explanation �� such that ������ .

Consider the logic program � in the previous section about3 !4+6587:9<;�; . The following are the complete hypotheses that
explain 3 !4+6587:9<;�; :
��#=9:!.>?�$� E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$�TOP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$�4�
��#=9:!.>?�$� E�F�!JH0IN+ML��$OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$�4�=��#=9:!.>?�*E�F�!0H0IN+ML"�*O"!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$�D(
Now consider ��#?9:!4>?�$OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$� . Clearly every complete
extension of this set is an explanation, so it is an explanation

1If ����� occurs in the head of a rule, then we can always intro-
duce a new proposition, say ��� , add the rule ������� to � , add ��� to
� and delete � from � .

as well. Furthermore, it is a minimal explanation as none of
its element can be deleted for it continue to be an explanation.
Similarly, ��#=9:!.>?�$� E�F�!JH0IN+ML"� is also a minimal explanation.

If we take a hypothesis to be the conjunction of its ele-
ments, then we have that in the propositional logic,

�
�� "!�# �%$

�
�� "!'& �%$

�
�( "!') �

where * 1 is the set of all complete hypotheses that are expla-
nations of � , *
+ the set of all explanations of � , and *�, the set
of all minimal explanations of � . Therefore the set of mini-
mal explanations is a succinct representation of the set of all
explanations.

It is clear from our definition that a complete hypothesis �
is an explanation of � iff ��	 is an abductive explanation of �
according to Kakas and Mancarella’s definition. This implies
that if none of the abducibles occur in the head of any clauses
in � , then �

-  "! #
3 E/.K	�0�$ �

�( "! & � �
where * 1 is the set of all abductive explanation of � according
to Kakas and Mancarella’s definition, 3 E1.G	�0 � 	 � ����� � �
�
�S�G�����	 � , and * + is the set of all minimal explanations of � .

So in a sense, the set of Kakas and Mancarella’s abduc-
tive explanations and that of our minimal explanations are
equivalent. However, as we have seen above, the number of
abductive explanations can be very large. Enumerating them
all is impossible even in simple, small domains. In contrast,
the number of minimal explanations are much smaller. More
importantly, just like explanations in propositional logic, they
only include “relevant propositions.”

But computationally, it may be hard to compute minimal
explanations from scratch. It is often easier to compute first a
small “cover” of all explanations.

Definition 2.3 A set * of hypotheses is said to be a cover of� w.r.t. � and � iff
�
�( "! �%$

�
�( "!'2 � �

where *�3 is the set of minimal explanations of � .
Proposition 2.4 If * is a cover of � , then each � �4* must
be an explanation of � .
So a cover is a set of explanations such that any complete
explanation must be an extension of one of the explanations in
the cover. Once we have a cover, then we can find all minimal
explanations by propositional reasoning alone. Recall that a
conjunction of literals � is a prime implicant of a formula 5
if � � � 5 , and there is no other � such that � � � 5 and � is
a subset of � , i.e. � is a minimal conjunction of literals that
entails 5 .

Proposition 2.5 Let * be a cover of � . Then a hypothesis is a
minimal explanation of � iff it is a prime implicant of 6 �( "! � .

In the rest of this paper, we shall propose a rewriting sys-
tem for generating explanations of a proposition in a logic
program. We shall first define it for logic programs without
abducibles. We will then extend the system to logic programs
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with abducibles, and show that for any query, the rewriting
system generates an approximation of a cover set in the gen-
eral case, and exactly a cover set when the given logic pro-
gram has no so-called “odd loops.” We will then discuss
an application of our system to reasoning about actions and
present some experimental results.

3 Goal Rewrite Systems
Given a (ground) program � , the Clark completion of � , de-
noted 5 9�� �
.G� 0 , is the following set of equivalences: for
each atom

� � � ,� if
�

does not appear as the head of any rule in � ,
���

� ��5 9�� �
.G� 0 .
� otherwise,

��� Q 1	� ( ( ( � Q - � 5 9�� ��.�� 0 (with default
negations replaced by negative literals), if there are ex-
actly + rules

� & Q � � � with
�

as the head. We write�
for Q � if Q � is empty.

The idea of goal rewriting is simple. A completed defini-
tion

�
� Q 1�� (A( ( � Q - � 5 9�� �
.G� 0 can be used as a rewrite
rule from left to right:

�
is rewritten to Q 1�� (A(A( � Q - , and

� � to � Q 1� (A(A(  � Q - . We call these literal rewriting, and
the completed definitions program (rewrite) rules.

A goal is a formula which may involve � , � and  . A goal
is also referred to as a goal formula. A goal resulted from a
literal rewriting from another goal is called a derived goal. A
goal with negation appearing only in front of atoms is said
to be signed, a term introduced in [Kunen, 1989] for a sim-
ilar purpose. For convenience, we assume that all goals are
signed, which can be achieved easily by simple transforma-
tions using the following rules: for any formulas � and � ,

�T�������
� .�� � � 0�� ���  ���� .��  � 0�� ��� � ���

Like a formula, a goal may be further transformed to a suit-
able form for literal rewriting without changing its semantics.
With a mechanism of loop handling, rewriting of a goal � ter-
minates at either

�
meaning that � is proved, or

�
meaning

that � is not proved. Hence, a goal rewrite system consists of
three types of rewrite rules: (i) program rules from 5 9�� �
.G� 0
for literal rewriting, (ii) simplification rules to transform and
simplify goals, and (iii) loop rules for handling loops.

3.1 Simplification rules
The simplification subsystem is formulated with a mechanism
of loop handling in mind, which requires keeping track of
literal sequences L 3 � ( ( ( � L - where each L � , ��� I�� + , is in
the goal formula resulted from rewriting L � /21 . Two central
mechanisms in formalizing goal rewrite systems are rewrite
chains and contexts.
� Rewrite Chain: Suppose a literal E is written by its defi-

nition
�
� � where E � � or E � � � . Then, each literal

E  in the derived goal is generated in order to prove E .
This ancestor-descendant relation is denoted E�� E  . A
sequence E 1 � ( (A(�� E - is then called a rewrite chain,
abbreviated as E 1 � 	�E - . Notice that it is essential here
that any goal � be in the form of a signed goal, and that
when ��� is in � , we have that E������ but not E���� .

� Context: A rewrite chain L � L 3 �L 1 � (A(A(!�L -
� �

records a set of literals 5 � � L'3<� ( ( ( � L -0/21 � for proving
L . We will write

� . �AL 3 �A( ( ( � L -0/ 1 � 0 and call 5 a context.

For simplicity, we assume that whenever � � is gener-
ated, it is automatically replaced by

� .G5 0 , where 5 is
the set of literals on the corresponding rewrite chain, and
� � is automatically replaced by

�
.

Note that for every literal in any derived goal, the rewrite
chain leading to it from a literal in the given goal is uniquely
determined. As an example, suppose the completion of a pro-
gram is: �%! � �T#  � 3 , #

� � � ���2� . We then have a rewrite
sequence !�� �T#  � 3 � � �  �  � 3 . For the three literals
in the last goal, we have the following rewrite chains for them
from ! : !"���T##� � � , !$� �T##� � , and !$� � 3 .
Simplification Rules:

Let � � ’s be any goal formulas, 5 a context, and E a literal.

SR1.
�
� �%���

SR1’. � �
� ���

SR2.
�
 �%�

�

SR2’. � 
� � �

SR3.
� .G5 1 0 

� .G5 + 0�� � .G5 1 �85 + 0 if 5 1 �85 + is consistent

SR4.
� .G5 1 0 

� .G5 + 0&� �
if 5 1 ��5 + is inconsistent

SR5.
� .G5 0  E'�

�
if � E �
5

SR5’. E 
� .G5 0�� �

if � E ��5
SR6. � 1( .)� + � � , 0&� .�� 1( � + 0 � .)� 1( � , 0

SR6’. .)� 1 � � + 0  � , � .�� 1( � , 0 � .)� +  � , 0 *
The simplification system is a nondeterministic transfor-

mation system. The primed version of a rule is its symmet-
ric case. Most of the rules are about the logical equivalence
between the two sides of a rule. SR3 merges two contexts if
they are consistent, otherwise SR4 makes it a failure to prove.
SR5 and SR5’ prevent generating an inconsistent context be-
fore literal E is even proved.

Note that the proof-theoretic meaning of a goal formula
may not be the same as the logical meaning of the formula.
E.g., the goal formula ! � � ! (a tautology in classic logic)
could well lead to an

�
if neither ! nor � ! can be proved.

For goal rewriting that does not involve loops, the system
described so far is sufficient.

Example 3.1 Let � be

L & @%BDC0!
! & @%BDCJ#:�=@�B<C 3,+ ! & #��=@�B<C	-
# & �.+ # & @�B<C��

Then 5 9�� �
.G� 0 is:

L � � ! + ! � .G�T#  � 3 0 � .G#  ��-�0 + # � � � ���� � � + � � � + - � � + 3 � �
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The rewrite sequence below is generated by focusing on the
left part of a goal.

L�� � !
� .G# � 3 0  .G�T# � - 0� . � � ��� � 3 0  .K�T# � - 0� . � � ��� � 3 0  .K�T# � -�0� .G��� � 3 0  .G�T# � -�0� . � .K5 0 � 3 0  .K�T# � - 0 where 5 � � L��$� !"�$#��*���6�
� . � .K5 0  .K�T# � - 010 � . 3  .G�T# � - 010� . � .K5 0  �T# 0 � .

� .K5 0  -�0 � . 3  .G�T# � -�0/0 % �����������
	��� �
� .
� .G5 0  - 0 � . 3  .K�T# � - 010� . � .K5 0  -�0 � . 3  .G�T# � -�0/0� . � .K5 0 
� 0 � . 3  .K�T# � -�0/0� �

� . 3  .G�T# � -�0/0� 3
 .K�T# � -�0&�

�
 .G�T# � - 0��

�

3.2 Loop rules
After a literal E is rewritten, it is possible that at some later
stage either E or � E appears again in a goal on the same rewrite
chain. Thus, a loop is a rewrite chain �%E 1 � ( ( ( �*E - � such that
E 1
� E - , or E 1

� � E - . A loop analysis involves classifying
all the cases of loops, and for each one, determining the out-
come of a rewrite according the underlying semantics. For
the problem at hand, there are only four cases.

Definition 3.2 Let 	 � E 1 � 	�E - be a rewrite chain.
� If � E 1

� E - or E 1
� � E - , then 	 is called an odd loop.

� If E 1
� E - , then

– 	 is called a positive loop if E 1 and E - are both
atoms and each literal on E 1 � 	�E - is also an atom;

– 	 is called a negative loop if E 1 and E - are both
negative literals and each literal on E 1 � 	 E - is
also negative;

– Otherwise, 	 is called an even loop.

In all the cases above, E - is called a loop literal.

Note that when E 1
� E - , and all of E � ,  ��I"��+ , have

the same sign, this sign is either positive or negative, though
both types of loops are caused by “positive loops” in the given
program. These two types of loops must be treated differently
according to the semantics.

It turns out that we only need two rewrite rules to handle
all four cases.

Loop Rules: Let L 1 � 	 L - be a rewrite chain.

LR1. L - �
�

if L � � 	�L - , for some  � I � + , is a positive loop or
an odd loop.

LR2. L - �
� . �AL 1 � ( ( ( � L - � 0

if L � � 	 L - , for some  � I � + , is a negative loop or
an even loop. *

Apparently, a loop literal should always be rewritten by a
loop rule.

Example 3.3 � 1
� ��# & @�B<C 3,+ 3 & 3 � . Below, # is proved

and �T# is not.

# � � 3 � � 3 � � . �:#��*� 3 � 0 + �T#�� 3 � 3 � �

�
+ � ��- & @�B<CJ! + ! & @�B<C # + # & @�B<CJ!"� . Both - and
��- can be proved.

- � � ! � # � � !�� � . � -"�*� !��$#%� 0
��-�� ! � �T# � !�� � . ����-"� !��$�T#%� 0

� , � �%! & @%BDCJ# + # & @%BDCJ#%� . Neither ! nor � ! is
proved:

! � �T# � #�� � + � ! � # � �T#�� �

3.3 Goal rewrite systemsand their properties
To summarize, a rewrite sequence is a sequence of zero or
more rewrite steps � 3 � ( (A((� ��� (denoted � 3 ���$��� )
such that � 3 is an initial goal (one involving no context), and
for each � ��I�� H , � � 	 1 is obtained from � � by
� literal rewriting at a non-loop literal in � � ; or
� applying a simplification rule to a subformula in � � ; or
� applying a loop rule to a loop literal in � � .
We may call a subsequence � � ��� ��� a rewrite sequence

in the understanding that it is part of some rewrite sequence
� 3#��� � � ��� � � from an initial goal � 3 .
Definition 3.4 A goal rewrite system is a triple ����� ����� � ��
, where � � is the set of all goals, � � is a set of rewrite

rules which consists of program rules from 5 9�� �
.G� 0 , the
simplification rules, and the loop rules; and � is the set of
all rewrite sequences.

Goal rewrite systems are like term rewrite systems (see,
e.g., [Dershowitz and Jouannaud, 1990]) everywhere except
at terminating steps: a terminating step at a subgoal may de-
pend on the history of rewriting.

Two desirable properties of rewrite systems are the proper-
ties of termination and confluence. Rewrite systems that pos-
sess both of these properties are called canonical systems. A
canonical system guarantees that the final result of rewriting
from any given goal is unique, independent of any order of
rewriting. It therefore allows an implementation to be based
on any particular order of rewriting.

Since the simplification system is terminating and literal
rewriting only generates non-repeated rewrite chains, it is
clear that a goal rewrite system is terminating when the given
program is finite. A goal is called a normal form if it cannot
be rewritten by any rule.

Proposition 3.5 Let ����� ����� � � � be a goal rewrite system.
If � is finite then every rewrite sequence in � is finite. Fur-
ther, for any rewrite sequence � 3 ��� � � , if � � is a normal
form, then either � � � � or � � � � .G5 1 0 � (A(A( �

� .K5 � 0 for
some ���  .
Definition 3.6 A goal rewrite system ��� � ��� � � � � is conflu-
ent iff for any rewrite sequences > 1 � � > + and > 1 � � > , , there
exist >"!'�#��� and rewrite sequences > + ��� >"! and > , �$� >"! .
Theorem 3.7 Any goal rewrite system �%� � ��� � � � � with a
finite � is confluent.

The goal rewrite systems described here are sound and
complete w.r.t. partial stable models. These results are spe-
cial cases of those for the rewrite systems for abduction given
in the next section.
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4 Rewrite systems for abduction
Let � be a program and � a set of abducibles. An abducible
literals is either an abducible

�
or its negative counterpart � � .

The rewriting framework that we defined earlier can be ex-
tended for abduction in a straightforward way: the only dif-
ference in the extended framework is that we do not apply the
Clark completion to abducibles. That is, once an abducible
appears in a goal, it will remain there unless it is eliminated
by the simplification rule 	��', or 	��',  .

Just like a rewrite to
�

is written as
� .K5 0 , where 5 is the

underlying rewrite chain (cf. Section 4.1), a rewrite to an
abducible literal E will be written as E1.G5 0 for rewrite chain 5 .

In the following we shall denote by �%� � ����� � ��� � � the
rewrite system obtained by the logic program � and the set �
of abducibles. We shall show that it is both sound and com-
plete w.r.t. the partial stable models semantics [Przymusinski,
1990], which is a three-valued generalization of answer set
semantics. An answer set of � is also its partial stable model.
But sometimes � may not have any answer sets. For instance,
if � � � � & @�B<C�� + �'& � , then � has no answer set, because
there is no way to assign a truth value to � . However, � has a
partial stable model in which � is true and � is undefined. The
following definition is adopted from [You and Yuan, 1995].

Let � be a (ground) program. For any set 	 of default
negations, let

� � .G	�0 � �.@%BDC0! � � � 	 �� !"� , where
�

is the
standard propositional derivation relation with each default
negation @%BDC � being treated as a named atom @�B<C � . A par-
tial stable model � of � is defined by a maximal fixpoint
	 of the function that applies

� � twice,
� +� .G	�0 � 	 , while

satisfying 	 � � � .G	 0 , in the following way: for any atom�
, � � � � if @%BDC � � 	 ,

� � � if � � 	 ���
, and

�
is

undefined otherwise. Notationally, any
�

such that
� �� �

and � � �� � represents that
�

is undefined in � . An an-
swer set � (also called a stable model) can then be defined as
a special case by a fixpoint � such that

� � .�� 0 � � and
� � � � � ����� �	� � .
Theorem 4.1 Let � be a finite program, � a set of proposi-
tions, and �%� � ��� � �*�S� � � the goal rewrite system w.r.t. �
and � .

Soundness: For any literal L and any rewrite sequence

L�� ��
 E 1 .K5 1 0 �����  E � .G5 � 0�� � � �
where each E � is either an abducible literal or

�
, if 5 1 � ����� �5 � is consistent, then there exists a partial stable model �

of � �
��E 1 � ( ( ( �*E � � 	 such that L �� 1������ � 5 �T�� .

Completeness: For any set of atoms 	��� , and any literal
L in a partial stable model � of � � 	 , there exists a rewrite
sequence

L�� � 
 E 1 .K5 1 0 �����  E ��.G5 �"0�� � � �
such that L ��� 1������ � 5 � ��� , and 	 � �%E 1 �A( ( ( � E � � .

We say that a program � has no odd loops if there is no
odd loop starting with any literals (programs that have no odd
loops are also called call-consistent [Dung, 1992]). It is well-
known that if � has no odd loops, then the partial stable mod-
els of � and the answer sets of � coincide. We now show that

for any goal, the underlying rewrite system will generate an
approximation of a cover for any program � , and exactly a
cover when � has no odd loops.

Theorem 4.2 Let �%� � ��� � �*�S� � � be a goal rewrite system.
Suppose � is a proposition and

� � � 
 E 1 1 .G5 1*1 0 ������  E 1 � # .G5 1 � # 0�� � (A(A( �
 E � 1 .G5 � 1 0 �����  E � ��� .G5 � ��� 0��
is a rewrite sequence such that each E � � is either

�
or an ab-

ducible literal, and 5 � 1 � ����� � 5 � ��� is consistent for each I .
Then, if � has no odd loops then

�D�%E 1*1 � ����� � E 1 � # �.� ����� �=�%E � 1 � ����� � E � ��� �D�
is a cover of � . In general, for arbitrary � we have

�
�( "! ��� 
 E 1*1������  E 1 � # � � ����� � 
 E � 1(�����  E � � � �

where * is any cover of � .
Consider again the boat example in Section 1. The Clark

completion of 3 !4+6587:9<;%; is:
3 !4+6587:9<;�; $ .G#?9:!4>  � E�F�!JH(0 � .K#?9:!4>  EGF�!0H  OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>/0=(
Since #?9:!4> , E�F�!JH and OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%> are abducibles, so rewrit-
ing for 3 !4+6587�9<;�; terminates in one step, and produces the
following cover:

�:#?9:!4>  � EGF%!JHM� #?9:!4>  E�F�!JH  OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%>$�.(
Notice that the second explanation is not minimal. To get
minimal ones, we have to compute prime implicants of the
disjunction of explanations in the cover, which are #?9:!4> � E�F�!JH and #?9:!4>  OP!J;%QSR 3 HJF%> .
5 Related work
Traditionally, logic programming proof procedures have been
defined abstractly in terms of derivation and refutation. Ter-
mination has been considered a separate, implementation is-
sue. On the one hand, this separation is possible since the un-
derlying semantics allows the completeness to be stated with-
out resorting to termination. But completeness is rarely guar-
anteed in an implementation. On the other hand, the separa-
tion is also necessary since these procedures deal with non-
ground programs for which the problem of loop-checking
is undecidable (even for function-free programs [Bol et al.,
1991]). For answer set programming, however, loop handling
has become a semantic issue: a sound and complete proce-
dure cannot be defined without it. Thus, a distinct feature of
our work is a mechanism of loop handling both for termina-
tion and for the implementation of the underlying semantics.

Completed programs have been used in query answering
in abstract, abductive procedures in [Console et al., 1991;
Denecker and Schreye, 1998; Fung and Kowalski, 1997] for
non-ground programs with constraints. These procedures are
defined for the three-valued completion semantics under the
certainty mode of reasoning – computing bindings for which
an (existential) goal is true in all indented models. In our case
the reasoning mode is brave – establishing whether a query is
true in one of the intended models.
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Our work is closely related to another abstract procedure,
the Eshghi-Kowalski procedure (EKP) [Eshghi and Kowal-
ski, 1989], which is sound and complete for ground programs
under finite-failure three-valued stable models [Giordano et
al., 1996]. Besides loop handling and termination, to some
extent, one can say that our goal rewriting system (GRS) sim-
ulates EKP in a nontrivial way.

1. GRS incurs no backtracking! Backtracking is simulated
by rewriting disjunctions, e.g.,

�
� �%��� .

2. Loops that go through negation are handled in EKP by
nested structures while in GRS by a flat structure using
rewrite chains.

These features plus loop handling made it possible to for-
malize our system as a rewriting system benefiting from the
known properties of term rewriting in the literature. This also
distinguishes our use of rewrite systems from that by [Fung
and Kowalski, 1997]. It seems remarkable that a form of non-
monotonic reasoning is just rewriting, two areas of research
that had little connection previously.

To illustrate these feature, consider the following program

7 D( L & @%BDC0! 7��P( # & !
7<,J( ! & @%BDCP#��=@�B<C 3 7��"( 3 & !

and the question whether we can prove L . We may answer this
question by the following reasoning: To have L we must have
@�B<CJ! (r1); To have @%BDC0! we must have either # or 3 (r2) which
requires having ! (r3 and r4). This results in a contradiction.
Note that in this reasoning we need to remember what was
required previously ( @�B<CJ! in this case). This is exactly how
the proof is done by GRS

L�� � ! � # � 3 � ! � 3 �
�
� 3 � 3 � !�� �

However, EKP will go through six nested levels, and do it
twice through backtracking, before the same conclusion can
be reached.

Rewriting can be applied to function-free programs for
proving ground goals. The idea is that if every derived goal
is ground, then all the mechanisms given in this paper apply
directly. Obviously, if for every rule in the given program
a variable that appears in the body also appears in the head,
then a ground goal will be rewritten to another ground goal.
Domain restricted programs [Niemelä, 1999] can be instan-
tiated only on domain predicates over variables that do not
appear in the head so that the resulting non-ground programs
also satisfy this requirement. For example, the program given
in the next section is domain restricted.

6 Applications and experimental results
We have implemented the writing framework in SWI-Prolog.
In the following, we discuss the performance of our imple-
mentation on one particular application of abduction in logic
programming, which is the problem of computing successor
state axioms from a causal action theory [Lin, 2000].

Consider a logistics domain in which we have a truck and a
package. We know that the truck and the package can each be
at only one location at any given time, and that if the package
is in the truck, then when the truck moves to a new location,

so is the package. Suppose that we have the following propo-
sitions: ta .�� 0 – the truck is at location � initially; pa .�� 0 –
the package is at location � initially; in – the package is in
the truck initially; ta .��6�����
	 0 – the truck is at location � after
the action of moving it from � to 	 is performed; pa .��6���M�
	 0
– the package is at location � after the action of moving the
truck from � to 	 is performed; and in .��M��	�0 – the package is
in the truck after the action of moving the truck from � to 	 is
performed. We then have the following logic program:

ta .�� ���#.��� 0=(
pa .�� ���#D����,'0 & ta .�� ���#.����, 0?� in .��#.����, 0?(
ta .�� ���#.����, 0 & � �� ��,J� ta .�� 0?�A@%BDC taol .�� ���#D����,'0=(
taol .�� ���#D����,'0 &� �� � � ta .  ��� D����,'0?(
pa .�� ���#D����,'0 & pa .�� 0=�=@�B<C paol .�� ���#.����, 0?(
paol .�� ��� D����,'0 &� �� � � pa .  ���#D����,'0=(
in .�� �  0 & in (

The first rule is the effect axiom. The second rule is a causal
rule which says that if a package is in the truck, then the pack-
age should be where the truck is. The rest are frame axioms.
For instance, the third one is the frame axiom about ta, with
the help of a new predicate taol: if the truck is initially at
� , and if one cannot prove that it will be elsewhere after the
action is performed, then it should still be at � .

As one can see, the above program, when fully instantiated
over any given finite set � of locations, has no odd loops. So
our rewrite system will generate a cover for any query. Note
that in the program we have omitted domain predicate E�9 3 .  0
for each variable  in the body of a rule (all the variables in
the program refer to locations). Thus, the program is domain
restricted and needs only to be instantiated for the variable 
in the fourth and sixth rules over the domain of locations.

Now let the set � of abducibles be the following set:

� in � � � pa .�� 0?� ta .�� 0 � �
�����4(
The following table shows some of the results for
� � � D�$,J���P���P� :2

Query Result Time
ta .�D�*, ��� 0 false 0.0
ta .�� �*, ��� 0 true 0.0
pa .�.�*, ��� 0 pa .� 0  � in 0.05
� pa .�D�$,J�
� 0 � pa .� 0 � in � pa .G, 0 � pa .�� 0 � pa .�� 0 0.2
pa .G, �*, ��� 0 pa .G,'0  � in 0.08
� pa .G,J�$,J�
� 0 � pa .G, 0 � in � pa .� 0 � pa .�� 0 � pa .�� 0 0.1
pa .��P�*, ��� 0 pa .�� 0 � in 0.25
� pa .�� �$,J�
� 0 � in  � pa .�� 0 � � in  pa .� 0 �� in  pa .G, 0 � � in  pa .�� 0 0.1

For instance, the row on pa .�D�$,J��� 0 says that for it to be true,
the package must initially be at  and cannot be inside the
truck (otherwise, it would be moved along with the truck),
and the computation took 0.1 seconds.The row on pa .��P�*, ��� 0
says that for it to be true, either the package was initially at
� or it was inside the truck. The outputs for larger � s are

2On a PIII 1GHz PC with 512MB RAM running SWI-Prolog
3.2.9.
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similar. The performance varies for different queries. For
simple queries like ta .�D�*, ��� 0 , their covers can be computed
almost in constant time. The hardest one is for pa .�� �*, ��� 0
which took 25 minutes when

�
�
�D���

.
It is interesting to compare our system with an alterna-

tive for computing the cover of a query. As we mentioned
in Section 2, the set of abductive explanations according to
Kakas and Mancarella is actually a cover. One way of com-
puting these abductive explanations is to add, for each propo-
sition �
� � , the following two clauses ([Satoh and Iwayama,
1991]): � & @%BDCJ��� and ��� & @%BDC%� into the original pro-
gram, and use the fact that there will be a one to one cor-
respondence between abductive explanations of � under the
original program and answer sets of the new program that
contain � . So one can use an answer set generator, for exam-
ple smodel or dlv, to compute a cover of query by generating
all the answer sets in the new program that contain the query.
However, the problem here is that there are too many such
answer sets in this case. For instance, suppose there are +
locations, then the number of answer sets that contain any
particular query is in the order of , + - , roughly one half of the
number of complete hypotheses, even for a very simple query
like ta .�D�$,J��� 0 . We do not know at the moment if there is any
efficient way of using an answer set generator to compute a
cover set of a query.

7 Future work
There are several directions for extending this work. One of
them is to consider rewriting for non-ground logic programs
for some restricted yet decidable classes of non-ground goals.
Another important one is to extend this to programs with con-
straints of the form:

� & ! 1 �A( ( ( � !�� �A@%BDCJ# 1 �A( ( ( �A@%BDCJ# -
Our new definition of abduction can be extended to include
these constraints straightforwardly. The challenge is in ex-
tending our rewriting system accordingly.
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